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Résumé
La thèse propose de nouveaux modèles d’évaluation des actifs financiers fondés sur la con
sommation. Ces modèles, soit avec agent représentatif, soit avec consommateurs hétérogènes,
permettent de mieux expliquer les primes de risque et le taux sans risque avec des valeurs
raisonnables des paramètres de préférence. De plus, ces modèles emboÎtent, comme cas
particuliers, les modèles les plus connus dans la littérature, ce qui permet des tests de
spécification informatifs.
Le premier article introduit la nouvelle fonction d’utilité avec niveau de référence dans
un cadre par ailleurs standard d’agent représentatif. Le deuxième article suggère que la
séparation de l’aversion pour le risque et la substitution intertemporelle peut être obtenue
pas par le remplacement, comme le fait l’utilité récursive, de la consommation future par
un équivalent certain de l’utilité future, mais par un niveau de référence exogène qui, d’une
manière récursive, évalue la consommation future attendue. Dans le troisième article, un
modèle avec agents hétérogènes permet de souligner l’importance de l’asymétrie de la dis
tribution en coupe transversale des consommations individuelles dans la caractérisation des
primes de risque. Le quatrième article évalue l’importance de l’hétérogénéité lorsque les
agents ont une utilité avec niveau de référence et teste la fonction d’utilité isoélastique dans
une économie avec agents hétérogènes.
Dans “A Consumption CAPM with a Reference Level”, article conjoint avec René Garcia
et Eric Renault, nous étudions un modèle d’utilité espérée dans lequel un agent dérive son
utilité à la fois de l’excès relatif de sa consommation par rapport à un niveau de référence
et de la valeur absolue de ce niveau de référence. Un des avantages de notre spécification
est sa flexibilité. Nous montrons qu’elle peut reproduire la plupart des facteurs d’escompte
stochastiques qui ont été proposés dans la littérature empirique sur l’évaluation des actifs
financiers. Les tests empiriques du modèle avec la consommation agrégée conduisent à
estimer des valeurs économiquement plausibles des paramètres de préférence, contrairement
aux deux cas particuliers de la fonction de formation d’habitude et d’utilité non-espérée
d’Epstein-Zin. Par ailleurs, nous confirmons l’importance d’inclure le niveau de référence
absolu dans la fonction d’utilité.
Dans “Disentangling Risk Aversion and Intertemporal Substitution Through a Reference
nLevel”, article également conjoint avec René Garcia et Eric Renault, nous montrons que
si le taux de croissance du niveau de référence dépend du rendement du portefeuille de
marché, les conditions de premier ordre pour la fonction d’utilité avec niveau de référence
sont équivalentes sur le plan observationnel à ceux qui résultent de la fonction d’utilité
récursive d’Epstein-Zin mais conduisent à une interprétation alternative des paramètres de
préférence.
Dans “Asset Pricing Puzzles, Higli-Order Consumption Moments, and Heterogeneous
Consumers”, nous utilisons une expansion de Taylor de l’utilité marginale pour exprimer
l’espérance conditionnelle du rendement de l’actif financier en fonction des moments croisés
du rendement avec des moments de la distribution des consommations individuelles. Cette
relation permet d’établir si chaque moment augmente ou diminue la prime de risque, sans
spécifier une fonction d’utilité particulière. Avec la fonction isoélastique habituelle, nous
montrons par callbration et estimation que l’asymétrie de la distribution en coupe transver
sale des consommations individuelles joue un rôle essentiel dans l’explication de la prime de
risque. Nous obtenons également des valeurs économiquement plausibles des paramètres de
préférence.
L’objectif de l’article “An Empirical Assessment of a Consumption CAPM with a Ref
erence Level under Incomplete Consumption Insurance” est de tester empiriquement la
fonction d’utilité espérée avec niveau de référence proposée dans le premier article sous
l’hypothèse d’assurance de consommation incomplète et de participation limitée. Pour ce
faire, nous utilisons le modèle d’évaluation des actifs financiers dérivé dans le deuxième
article. Nous choisissons assez naturellement comme niveau de référence la consommation
agrégée par tête. Lorsque l’asymétrie de la distribution des consommations individuelles
et la participation limitée sont prises en compte, on obtient des valeurs économiquement
plausibles de tous les paramètres d’intérêt. La fonction d’utilité isoélastique standard et la
spécification usuelle de la formation d’habitude sont rejetées statistiquement.
Mots clés: agent représentatif, assurance de consommation incomplète, aversion rela
tive au risque, elasticité de substitution intertemporelle, expansion de Taylor, niveau de
référence, participation limitée, prime de risque sur les actions, taux sans risque.
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Abstract
The dissertation proposes new consumption-based asset-pricing models. These models,
either with a representative agent or with heterogeneous consumers, explain the equity
risk premium and the risk-free rate with economically plausible vahies of the preference
parameters. In addition, these models nest, as particular cases, the most well-known models
in the literature, allowing for informative specification tests.
The first article introduces a new specification of preferences with a reference level in
the representative-agent framework. The second article suggests that the disentangling risk
aversion and intertemporal substitution may be obtained not by replacing, as the recur
sive utility does, tue future consumption stream by a certainty equivalent of future utility
but by an exogenous reference level which, in a recursive way, assesses the expected future
consumption. In the third article, a model with heterogeneous consumers underlines the
importance of asymmetry of the cross-sectional distribution of individual consumption in
characterizing risk premia. The fourth article studies the importance of consumer hetero
geneity when agents have a utility function with a reference level and tests the standard
power utility model in the economy with heterogeneous consumers.
In “A Consumption CAPM with a Reference Level”, a joint paper with René Garcia and
Éric Renault, we study an expected utility model in which an agent derives utility both from
consumption relative to an exogenous to the agent reference level and from the absolute
value of this reference level. One of the advantages of our specification is its flexibility.
‘vVe show that it can reproduce most of the stochastic discount factors that have been
proposed in the empirical asset pricing literature. The empirical tests of the model with
aggregate consumption per capita resuit in estimating economically plausible values of the
parameters of interest, in contrast to the particular cases of the habit formation approach
and the Epstein-Zin non-expected utility function. Finally, we confirm the importance of
including the absolute value of the reference level of consumption in the utility function.
In “Disentangling Risk Aversion and Intertemporal Substitution Through a Reference
Level”, also a joint paper with René Garcia and Eric Renault, we show that if the reference
level growth rate depends on market portfolio returns, the first-order conditions of the
utility specification with a reference level are observationally equivalent to those resulting
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from the Epstein-Zin non-expected utility function but lead to an alternative interpretation
of the preference parameters.
In “Asset Pricing Puzzles, High-Order Consumption Moments, and Heterogeneous Con
sumers”, we use a Taylor series expansion of the agent’s marginal utiiity function to express
the conditional expectation of the asset return in terms of the cross-sectionai moments of
return with the moments of the distribution of individual consumption. This relationship
estabiishes whether each moment raises or iowers the risk premium without specifying a
particular utility function. With the conventionai power utility model, we show by cal
ibration and estimation that asymmetry of the cross-sectionai distribution of individual
consumption plays a key foie in expiaining the risk premium. We also obtain economically
plausible values of the behavioral parameters.
The objective of the paper “An Empiricai Assessment of a Consumption CAPM with
a Reference Level under Incompiete Consumption Insurance” is to empirically test the
expected utility function with a reference level proposed in the first paper under the as
sumptions of incomptete consumption insurance and Iimited asset market participation. To
convey this test, we use the asset-pricing model derived in the second paper. Assuming
the reference levei responds gradually to changes in aggregate consumption per capita, we
show that when asyrnmetry of the cross-sectionaî distribution of individuai consumption
and limited participation are taken into account, we obtain economicaily plausible values of
ail the parameters of interest. The conventionai power utiiity model is rejected statisticaily.
Keywords: elasticity of intertemporal substitution, equity risque premium, incomplete
consumption insurance, limited asset market participation, reference level, relative risk
aversion, representative agent, risk-free rate, Taylor series expansion.
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1 A Consumption CAPM with a Reference Level
1.1 Introduction
The canonical consumption-based capital asset pricing model (CCAPM) where a repre
sentative agent maximizes his expected time-separable utility over uncertain streams of
consumption is the workhorse of financiai economists. It allows to understand intuitiveiy
the marginal utility trade-offs between different time periods or states of nature given some
specification of the agent preferences. After ail, consumption is what individuais ultimately
care about and it shouid be refiected in their valuation of assets. However, when per capita
consumption enters a power utility function, the model delivers gross inconsistencies with
the observed asset returns, whether the empirical assessment is based on calibration or on
formal estimation. This resilient empirical misfit lias triggered, over the last two decades,
a long series of attempts to modify the basic model in order to achieve empirical success.
À useful way to summarize the various directions in which preferences have been enriclied
is to consjder that a state variable needs to be added to the basic model. This variable
could be a benchmark level of consumption, as in the rich literature on habit formation.
The main idea of the habit formation approach is that an investor derives utility not from
the absolute level of consumption but from its level relative to a benchmark which is related
to past consumption (Abel (1990, 1996), Campbell and Cochrane (1999), Constantinides
(1990), Ferson and Constantinides (1991), Heaton (1995), and Sundaresan (1989)). When
this reference level depends on past aggregate consumption, the catching up with the Joneses
specification of Abel (1990), it captures the idea that the individual wants to maintain lis
relative status in the economy. The relative social standing is aiso present in the specification
expiored by Bakshj and Chen (1996) where absolute or relative wealth besides consumption
determines utility.
Recently, Abel (1999) lias generalized this specification by making the benchmark level
of consumption a function of current as well as recent levels of consumption per capita. It
also generalizes Gali’s (1994) specification of consumption externalities whereby agents have
preferences defined over their own consumption as well as current per capita consumption in
the economy. They want to keep zip with the Joneses. In ail these specifications where the
state variable is contemporaneous with consumption, it is noteworthy to emphasize that
2there is a separation between the attitudes towards risk and intertemporal substitution
even though the agent maximizes expected time-separable utility. Indeed, this separation
is generally associated with the non-expected utility framework of Epstein and Zin (1989)
where the agent combines his current consumption with expected future utility in a recursive
way.
In the model proposed in this paper, we maintain the representative agent paradigm as
well as the time-separable expected utility framework. Our agent derives utility both from
the level of consumption relative to a state variable which we eau the reference level and
from the absolute value of this reference level, that is U(, $) in ratio form or U(C—S, $t)
in difference form. Such a consumer-investor will use assets to smooth not only fluctua
tions in the position of consumption with respect to a benchmark level of consumption
but also movements in this benchmark level. At the most general level, this benchmark
consumption provides a way to extend the intertemporal choice of consumption without
uncertainty to risky consumption streams. When no uncertainty prevails, the future levels
of reference or benchmark consumption, when seen at time t, coincide with the optimal
future consumption values, that is St+h = C11, identically for h O. In a risky environ
ment, the coincidence prevails oniy in expectation and the reference level is interpreted as
the benchmark consumption the agent lias in mmd when deciding lis risk-taking behavior,
Et[St+h] = Et[Ct+h], for all h O. This formulation leaves open two possibilities. Either
the reference level is an expectation of future consumption given past information or it is a
function of colltemporaneous information, as some macroeconomic variables which belong
to the agent’s information set at time (t + h) may affect the assessment of the reference
level $t+h. We will see that these two modeling avenues relate to different asset pricing
models present in the literature and have different implications for the disentangling of the
elasticity of intertemporal substitution from the risk aversion coefficient.
The specification is similar to the general formulation in Abel (1990) and was recently
used in a saving and growth model by Carroil, Overland, and Weil (2000). This allows
to test formally if the absolute level of per capita consumption is important per itself for
pricing assets, over and above consumption relative to the reference level as it is specifled in
the habit formation models of Campbell and Cochrane (1999) and Constantinides (1990).
However, contrary to these habit formation specifications, we do not limit the reference
3level to depend solely on consumption, past or current. Indeed, it can be a function of
other variables such as wealth (value of the market portfolio) and we then recover a speci
fication similar to Bakshi alld Chen (1996). The novelty of oui approach is apparent when
the reference level is made a function of both past consumption and the value of the market
portfolio since we obtain a stochastic discount factor (SDF) which embeds the usual habit
formation approach together with the so-called Kreps-Porteus specification of the recursive
framework of Epstein and Zin (1989). When we estimate this new specification with ag
gregate per capita real consumption and returns on the value-weighted CRSP stock index
or size portfolios, we obtaill economically plausible values for the parameters, contrary to
either the habit formation specification or the Epstein-Zin approach taken separately.
Saying that the future levels of S are equal in expectation to the future levels of con
sumption means that S, represents the permanent component of consumption. Allowing
$ to depend on variables other than consumption is suggested by the resuits of Alvarez
and Jermann (2002) who show that the size of the permanent component in consumption
obtained from coilsumption data alone is much lower than the size of the permanent com
ponent of pricing kernels. Therefore, they recommend that in representative asset pricing
models preferences should be such as to magnify the size of the permanent component in
consumption. The modeling of our reference level will do just that. When the reference
level is made a function of the value of the market portfolio, another permanent component
is added to the prici;ig kernel. In the latter formulation, the consumption weaÏth ratio will
enter the pricing kernel. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) have emphasized the promillent role
played by the log consumption-wealth ratio as a conditioning variable for improving the
performance of unconditional specifications.
Another important feature of oui approacli is to add a moment condition to the set of
asset pricing moment conditions. This additional condition relates the growth rate of log
consumption to the variables deemed to characterize the growth rate of the log reference
level. The estimation of this linear equation delivers an estimated value for the growth
rate of the reference level which is used in the asset pricing equations. The estimatioii of
the linear eqilation and the asset pricing Euler conditions can stiil be carried out jointly,
imposing cross-equation restrictions which improves efficiency of the estimates of preference
parameters. Recently, Neely, Roy, and Whiteman (2001) have addressed the issue of near
4nonidentification of the risk aversion parameter in the intertemporal consumption capital
asset pricing model. They conclude that imposing natural identifying restrictions yields sta
ble estimates of the parameters. Hansen and Singleton (1983) have also added information
through an equation for predicting consumption growth.
We follow this approach to estimate several generalized versions of the habit formation
models. In ratio specifications, habit may depend on one lag of consumption or respond
gradually to changes in consumption. In both cases, we find mild support for the presence
of the reference level per itself in the utility function. Moreover, the estimates of the time
discount parameter are always greater than one. We also test the specification in difference
proposed by Campbell and Cochrane (1999). Contrary to the ratio models, we find strong
support for the hypothesis that the absolute value of the reference level enters the utility
function.
If we assume the reference level growth rate to be a function of the return on the market
portfolio, our model of expected utility yields a SDF which is isomorphic in its pricing
implications to the Epstein and Zin (1989, 1991) pricing kernel. A striking feature of the
comparison between the Epstein and Zin (1989, 1991) non-expected utility model and
expected utility model with a reference level is that the measures of risk aversion differ
while the elasticity of intertemporal substitution remains the same in the two models. We
explore in detail this difference in the interpretation of the risk aversion parameter in Garcia,
Renault, and Semenov (2002). When we estimate this specification of our model which is
observationally equivalent to the Epstein and Zin (1991) specification, we obtain a negative
point estimate of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution but not significantly different
from zero.
Finally, when we allow the reference level growth rate to be determined both by past
consumption and by the return on the market portfolio, we obtain a SDF which incorporates
habit formation in a Epstein-Zin-like SDF. With this specification, we obtain precise and
reasonable estimates of the coefficient of relative risk aversion (RRA) (around 1), of the
elasticity of intertemporal substitution (0.86), and of the time discount factor (0.9988).
Loss or disappointment aversion preferences have also received attention to salvage the
consumption-based asset pricing model.1 Recently, Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001)
‘See Benartzi and Thaler (1995) for loss aversion and Bekaert, Hodrick, aad Marshall (1997), Bonomo
5proposed a model of time-varying risk aversion where the investor is loss averse over finan
cial wealth fluctuations. Our reference level model can accommodate specifications in which
the investor expresses disappointment aversion whenever lis consumption falls under the
reference level. Our resuits show that for consumption above habit, the most plausible as
sumption is that the representative consumer derives utility from both consumption relative
to habit and the absolute level of habit. As consumption declines towards the benchmark
level, we cannot reject the assumption that the conventional time- and state-separable util
ity model well describes the agent’s preferences. When we test a model of loss aversion
similar to Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001), we conflrm the importance of the absolute
value of the reference level in the utility function. Therefore, we are led to conclude that
our utility specification not only opens new avenues for modeling the SDF but is robust to
existing extensions of the standard CCAPM model.
Our approach can be put fruitfully in relation with the line of research which emphasizes
stochastic prices of consumption risks and adds flexibility to the standard CCAPM through
the risk aversion speciflcation.2 By allowing attitudes towards risk to reflect the information
set used for consumption and savings choices, risk aversion is no longer flxed, but contingent
upon the state of the world.3 The same individual may be a risk-lover over certain states
of the world and risk averse over others, adjusting his tolerance to risk according to the
characteristics of the problem that he faces. Such shifts in attitudes could be related to
numerous factors. Bakshi and Chen (1996) and St-Amour (1993), for example, allow for
wealth-dependent attitudes towards risk, when the equilibrium relative risk aversion is a
decreasing function of the individual’s wealth, thus implying countercyclicality of risk aver
sion. In Campbell and Cochrane (1999), Constantinides (1990), and Sundaresan (1989),
who introduce time-varying prices of risk through habit formation, relative risk aversion in
creases as consumption declines towards habit and, therefore, also displays a countercyclical
and Garcia (1993), and Epstein and Zin (2001) for disappointment aversion.
2One can include in this une of research Bakshi and Chen (1996), Campbell and Cochrane (1999), Chou,
Engle, and Kane (1992), Constantinides (1990), Cordon and $t-Amour (1998a, 1998b), Harvey (1991), IVlark
(1988), McCurdy and Morgan (1991), Melino and Yang (2003), St-Amour (1993), and Sundaresan (1989).
31n the standard power utility model, the SDF is just consumption growth raised to the power —y and,
thus, one needs a large value of y to get a volatile pricing kernel. The state dependent risk aversion implies
that consumption shocks generate larger unanticipated fluctuations in marginal utility than under fixed
preferences and, therefore, one can instead get a volatile SDF from n volatile relative risk aversion.
6pattern.
Our made! is also related ta the nanlinear pricing kernel af Dittmar (2002). Me apprax
imates an unknawn marginal utility functian by a Taylar series expansian. The resulting
pricing kernel is a palynamia! functian in aggregate wealth and human capital. Me further
shaws that a cubic pricing kernel is necessary ta describe the data. Mawever, this pricing
kernel cannat simultaneausly deliver the nanlinearity necessary ta price assets and mana
tanically decrease. Our specificatian may affer the functianal farm af the pricing kernel that
is missing in Dittmar (2002), which ensures that the pricing kernel is bath decreasing and
potentially exhibiting a high degree af nanlinearity.
Our made! may be given an alternative interpretatian. The representative agent can be
thaught as a portfalia manager whase performance is evaluated in terms of a benchmark
as it is the case in practice.4 The idea of a reference level determining the utility af the
investor is related ta an a!der literature. Porter (1974), Fishburn (1977), and Maithausen
(1981) present a risk-return made! in which risk is assaciated with autcomes be!aw some
specifled target level and return is assaciated with autcomes abave the target. A decisian
maker may disp!ay variaus preference far autcames abave and belaw the target outcame.
They show congruence between that made! and a specific farm af expected uti!ity function.
In investment contexts, decision makers are assumed ta derive utility fram fluctuations
of outcames re!ative ta some target leve! af return an investment (Green (1963), Swa!m
(1966)). Malter and Dean (1971) estimated utility functions far changes in net wea!th. Our
madel can be viewed as a particular extension ta a dynamic setting of that risk-return
approach, when the reference leve! is seen as a target.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.2, we discuss the major
features of the model in which a consumer derives uti!ity from consumption relative ta
some reference consumption !eve! as well as from this level itself. Section 1.3 examines the
empirica! implications af the propased utility function under alternative specifications of
the reference level generating process and assesses the contribution of the mode! towards
explaining asset returns in US month!y data. Conclusions are presented in Section 1.4.
4Gali (1994) also alludes to such an interpretation in his model with consarnption externalities.
71.2 An Expected Utility Model with a Reference Consumption Level
We generalize the standard time-separable utility function by assumillg that each consumer
derives utiiity from consumption relative to some reference consumption level as well as
ftom this level itself:
1—7() s- (1)
(‘-7)(1-)
where -y is the curvature parameter for relative consumption, C is current consumption, $
is a time-varying reference consumption level, and the parameter p controls the curvature of
utility over this benchmark level. If p
=
-y, we get the standard time-separable power utility
function (the reference consumption level plays no role in asset pricing). With p = 1, we
obtain a preference specification where the ratio of the agent’s consumption to the reference
consumption level is ah that matters. If p ‘y and 1, then the agent takes account of
both the ratio of his consumption to the subsistence level and this level itself when choosing
how much to coilsume. Then, when maximizing expected utility over an infinite horizon,
the agent assesses:
=
[(1
-
‘y)(l - )]1 6hE [(±h)‘ su]. (2)
We consider that the reference level $t is external to the agent and E denotes n condi
tional expectation given the information at time t. At the most generai level, this benchmark
for consumption provides a way to extend intertemporal choice of consumption without un
certainty to risky consumption streams. When no uncertainty prevails, the future sequence
of the reference level at time t, 8t+h, h O, coincides with the optimal future consumption
values:
= Ct identicaHy for h 0. (3)
In a risky environmellt, we just generalize condition (3) in terms of conditional expec
tations:
= Et[Ct+h] for ail h 0. (4)
Therefore, we can interpret as the reference level the agent has in mmd at time t to
decide his risk-taking behavior. In the latter case, some macroeconomic variables which be
long to the agent’s information set at time (t + h) may affect the assessment of the reference
$level This specification is very general since the reference level remains unspecified.
One can see however that several models in the asset pricing literature appear as particular
cases of this general utility functiori. It is the case of the furictional form considered by
Abel (1990). This specification is obtained with
-y
=
p and St = [Gji D]J where t
denotes aggregate per capita consumption. For D = 0, this is the relative consumption
model called “catching up with the Joneses”, whereas when D = 1, the individual considers
as a benchmark his own past consumption. This is the habit formation model. More gen
eral models of habit cari also be envisioned. Also, one can start with a utility specification
• • .
• (Ct—St)’S’—1in differeilce instead of ratio and postulate t
= 1 and cover the vanous
specifications of the habit formation models in difference used by Campbell and Cochrane
(1999) and Constantinides (1990) among others. Ah asset pricing models with habit for
mation have imposed the constraint = 1. Recently, Carroli, Overland, and Weil (2000)
and Fuhrer (2000) have relaxed this constraint and expiored the ensuing implications in
saving and growth model. They found that such a specification could expiain that saving
and growth were strongly positively correlated. It appears therefore worthwhile to allow
to be different from 1 and to formally test the constraint cp = 1 in asset pricing models with
habit.
The wealth-induced status model of Bakshi and Chen (1996) is another particular case
of this specification. Ail models proposed in their paper cari be formally expressed with a
utility function conformable to (1), whether S is simply the weaith W of the individual or
the wealth relative to the wealth of their reference group V. However, since our consumer
cares about consumption relative to the reference level, our interpretation of this model will
be different. Take the case where $t is W. Our model tells us that the individual makes
his consumption and portfolio decisions according to his consumptioll-wealth ratio, and not
consumption per se, as well as his level of wealth. In this sense, we incorporate a variable in
the model which is important in pricing assets as demonstrated by Lettau and Ludvigson
(2001). As we will stress below, the SDF which resuits from such a specification of the
reference level is closely related to the SDF of Epstein and Zin (1989).
Before we discuss in detail the various strategies for modeling the reference level of
consumption in relation to the existing asset pricing models and possible extensions of
these models, we need to estabhish how the presence of this level will change the risk premia
9and the intertemporal consumption trade-offs.
Since the reference level is collsidered external, the marginal utility of consumption is
given by
= CS. (5)
Then, when maximizing his expected utility over an infinite horizon, the investor will
choose an optimal consumption profile which will satisfy the following Euler equations:
E [ (‘) = 1, = (6)
where I is the number of assets considered and Rj,+i is the gross return of asset i from t to
t + 1. Expectations in (6) are taken conditionally on information available to the individual
in period t and Rj is the gross return on asset i. The SDF is then
/r \Y /c \7°
cl’’t+l ‘ (‘t+1
JVit+1OL—) 1——
\L’t/ \
To discuss the implications of asset pricing models, it is common to assume joint condi
tional lognormality alld homoscedasticity of the consumption growth rate and asset returus,
since we obtain loglinear relations for asset returns. With our utility model, the risk-free
rate will be determined by the following equation:
Tf,t+1 = —log6 + 7Et [Ct+1]
—
—(— )E [St+i] — ( — )22 + — (8)
whereas the risk premium on any asset i will be given by:
Et [ri,t+i — Tf,t+1] = —u +
— ( — ) Ui8, (9)
where ct+i S the log of the consumption growth rate, is the log of the reference
consumption level growth rate, is the log of the simple gross return on asset i, and
o denotes generically the unconditional covariance of innovations.
The first three terms on the right-hand side of (8) and the first two terms on the right
hand side of (9) are the same as for a time-separable power utility function of consumption
alone. Thus, utility function (1) can help to explain the risk-free rate puzzle if the term
—
(y
— ) E ¼st+i] — ( — )2 + ( — ) is negative and the equity premium
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puzzle if the term
—
Q-y — y) oj is positive. Therefore, the position of y with respect to y
and the signs of the covariances between the innovations in the reference level growth rate
and the innovations in consumption growth and in asset returns are key in solving the two
puzzles.
Another important dimension over which the resolution of the puzzles is discussed is the
disentangling of risk aversion and intertemporal substitution. The standard consumption
CAPM model with power utility imposes a functional restriction which is not sustainable
theoretically nor supported empirically. For our mode!, we can study this separation by
writirig the expected return equatioll, aiways under the same joint conditiollal !ognormality
and homoscedasticity of the consumption growth rate and asset returns:
E [r,t+i] = —loge + 7Et [Ct+1] — 122
— ( — y) E [st+y]
—
( — )2 + ( — y) cs — + 7Jic — ( — y) ais. (10)
To study intertempora! substitution in a simplified framework, let us assume that ah
quantities are now deterministic so we can ignore the expectation operators. With the
standard power utility function under this assumption, equation (10) reduces to
Tt+1 = —log6 + 7Cji — _-y22 (11)
1which implies u =
=
. From (10), it fol!ows that when the agent s preferences are
of the form (1), the intertemporal elasticity of consumption is
1 + (7— y) ‘ (12)
7
where
8rt+1
can be rnterpreted as the elasticity of the reference level with respect to the
interest rate.5 The latter equation implies that the elasticity of intertemporal substitution
differs from the inverse of the RRA coefficient if Q-y
— y) 8,9 0. In our external
reference level setting, it will therefore be important to distinguish the specifications where
this leve! depends on past variables, in which case the disentang!ing will not occur, from
5As we can see from equations (9) and (12), since the terms and u have the same sign, if
utility model (1) generates an equity premium which is larger than that produced by the basic power utility
model, it also generates an elasticity of interteniporal substitution which is less than the inverse of the RRA
coefficient.
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the ones where it depends on contemporary variables and allows to differentiate o- from the
inverse of -y.6 This justifies to analyze these specifications under two separate subsections
under these headings.
Finally, the poor empirical performance of the standard consumption CAPIVI model
lias led researchers to explore specifications with a kink in tlie utility function, preferences
changillg above and below a certain threshold. Benartzi and Thaler (1995) examine single
period portfolio choice for a loss averse investor, which means that gains and losses will
not receive the same weight in terms of utility. Bonomo and Garcia (1993) and Bekaert,
Hodrick, and Marshall (1997) have explored the asset pricing implications of a related but
different type of preference called disappointment aversion, introduced by Epstein and Zin
(1989) in n recursive utility framework.7 Recently, Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001)
proposed an asset pricing model where the investor is loss averse over financial wealth
fluctuations. Given that our model introduces a reference level, it is natural to extend
our investigation to specifications where preferences will be different above and below tlie
reference level. When the latter will be related to past consumption variables, we will be
able to test generalizations of the habit formation or catching up with the Joneses models.
V,Tlien it will 5e related to financial wealth, we will provide tests of models similar to the
loss aversion model of Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001). The discussion of these various
specifications wiIl be the object of the third subsection.
1.2.1 Reference Level Determined by Past Variables
In this subsection we will model the reference level strictly as a function of the past variables.
This will allow us to make the link witli the habit formation literature and discuss liow this
model lias tlie potential to extend it. We will also discuss tlie persistence of the reference
level and an estimation strategy.
6Ferson and Constantinides (1991) study an internai habit model, in which the utility is a power function
of the difference between t,he current consumption flow and a fraction of a weighted sum of ]agged consump
tion flows, and prove that habit persistence and/or dmabiiity of consumption drive a tvedge between the
elasticity of consumption with respect to investment returns and the inverse of the RRA coefficient.
TPreferences that exhibit disappointment aversion have been axiomatized by Gui (1991) to offer a solution
to the so-called Allais paradox.
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Modeling of the Reference Level. An approach commonly used in the literature consists
in assiiming that the reference consumption level, St+i, is an expectation of consumption
Ct1 taken conditionally on past consumption levels, that is = E [C+1 ICt, Ct_1, ...].8
This is based on the idea that tomorrow’s marginal utility of consumption is an increasing
function of today’s consumption. According to this approach, the time-varying subsistence
level, or habit, can be specified either as an internai habit (habit depends on agent’s own
consumption) (Constantinides (1990), Sundaresan (1989)) or an external habit (the mdi
vidual’s reference consumption level depends on aggregate consumption, which is assumed
to be unaffected by any one agent’s consumption decisions, rather than on the history of
individuai’s own consumption) (Abei, 1990, 1996, Campbeii and Cochrane, 1999).
Let us suppose that $t = C1, as in Abel (1990). As already mentioned, the ratio
habit-formation model or the catching up with the Joneses are special cases of (1) when
f
= 1. The utility function is in this case: Ut =
\Ct_i)
, with c = O giving the standard
time-separable model and c = 1 the catching up with the Joneses modeL In the latter case,
only relative consumption matters to the consumer.
Recently, Carroll, Overland, and Weil (2000) and Fuhrer (2000) have argued that one
need not impose the constraint that a has to be O or 1. For values of c between O and
1, both the absolute and relative consumption levels are important to the consumer. The
way we have rewritten the utility function lends itself to a different interpretation. A
good way to start is to suppose that actual consumption neyer deviates from the reference
level. In this case there is no consumption risk and the consumer needs just decide how to
intertemporally substitute consumption over time. The exponent of the reference ievei is
then quite naturaliy p = 1 — , with the elasticity of intertemporal substitution u
0f course, there is consumption risk and the consumer reacts to it trough the curvature
parameter which measures risk aversion. Therefore, this specification offers potentiaily a
natural disentangling between risk aversion and intertemporal substitution. We will explore
this aspect in the next subsection since this disentangling cannot occur when the reference
level depends on past aggregate consumption = o).
Since, according to the habit formation approach, the reference consumption level $t is
supposed to depend on past information only, we are allowed to assume that it should be
8This assumption is of course compatible with equation (4).
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known to an agent at time t. Given this reasoning, we propose to use the following two-stage
estimation procedure. In a first stage, we estimate the subsistence level under a particular
assumption about the benchmark level formation process. In a second stage, we estimate
the Euler equations (6) with the reference consumption level replaced with its estimate
obtained in a first stage. Using this approach allows us to estimate a model exploiting
the two specifications mentioned above whereby the stock of habit is assumed to be a
function of lagged levels of consumption and the parameter which indexes the importance
of the reference consumption level is added in the utility function. Given this two-stage
estimation procedure, throughout the remainder of this section, we focus flot only on the
nature of the benchmark level generating process, but also on how this reference level can
be estimated.
Persistence of the Reference Level and Estimation Strategy. The persistence of the
reference level formation process is an important issue for consumption-based asset pricing
models. Alvarez and Jermann (2002) derive a lower bound for the size of the permanent
component of asset pricing kernels and find that it is very large. They also show that in
the many instances where the pricing kernel is a function of consumption, innovations to
consumption must have permanent effects.
As we have seen in the last section, a number of papers have assumed that habit de-
pends on only one lag of consumption. An alternative view is that the subsistence level
responds only gradually to changes in consumption (Campbell and Cochrarie (1999), Car
roli, Overland, and Weil (2000), Constantinides (1990), Fuhrer (2000), Heaton (1995), and
Sundaresan (1989)). Carroil, Overland, and Weil (2000), Constantinides (1990), and Fuhrer
(2000), for example, assume that the benchmark level evolves according to the adaptive
pectations hypothesis, which postulates that the change in expectations, S+i — St, is equal
to a proportion À of Ïast period’s error in expectations, G
—
S. That is,
S+i—S=À(C—S), 0À1 (13)
or, equivalently,
(14)
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In this paper, we consider the unrestricted form of (14):
St+ =a+ÀC+(1—À)$, (15)
whereas the adaptive expectations hypothesis postulates a = 0.
To replace the unobservable expected consumption, St, in equation (15) with an observ
able variable, we repeatedly lag and substitute equation (15) to obtain
= + À (1 — À)C_ (16)
which means that the habit stock is a weighted average of part consumption flows with the
weights À(1 — À) declining geometrically with time.
Since the subsistence level, St+i, is assumed to be an expectation of consumption taken
conditionally on past consumption levels, we can rewrite (16) as
= + À (1 — À)C_ + Et+1, (17)
where e is an innovation in C+1.
Using the habit formation approach to modeling the reference consumption level allows
us to determine whether habit persistence in preferences or durability in consumption ex
penditures is dominant. Habit persistence in preferences implies that today’s consumption
har a positive effect on tomorrow’s marginal utility of consumption:
ac_1 > 0. for
utility function (1),
ac_1 = (Y — ço) Hence, if (y — ) ‘T >
habit persistence dominates durability. If ( — ) < 0, then the effect of durability is
dominant.
When Alvarez and Jermann (2002) measure the size of the permanent component of
consumption using only consumption data, they find it is well lower than the size of the
permanent component of pricing kernels. They suggest that in a representative agent asset
pricing framework the specification of preferences should magnify the permanent component
in consiimption. The reference level in oui utility function offers a way to introduce variables
which, along with consumption, will contribute to amplify the permanent component of the
asset pricing kernel. We will explore these possibilities in the next section where we will
most notably look at the link between the reference level and the return on the market
portfolio.
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1.2.2 Reference Level Determined by Contemporaneous State Variables
A more general approach to modeling the subsistence level formation process is to assume
that an agent can take into account not only the information available to him at time t, but
also some information availabie at time t+1, when lie forms lis reference consumption level,
$t+i. Abel (1999) and Cochrane (2001), for example, suppose that the agent’s benchmark
level depends on current period aggregate consumption. Campbell and Cochrane (1999)
also make their habit a contemporaneous variable.
According to (6), the reference consumption tevel growth rate is ail we need to know
about the reference ievei for asset pricing. We first motivate by an economic argument
why the reference ievei growth rate should be made a function of the return of the market
portfolio. We then present a general framework which allows other contemporaneous or
past state variables to expiain the reference ievel growtli rate. We further show how to
nest in this framework both the Epstein and Zin (1989, 1991) pricing kernel and the power
utiiity model of Campbeli and Cochrane (1999) with a slow-moving externai habit.
Modeling the Growth Rate of the Reference Consumption Level. The SDF defined in
(7) implies that the reference levei must produce conditional expectations which not oniy
are constrained by (4) but also are consistent with asset prices. Let us consider first the
market portfolio pricing condition. If we denote by RM,t+1 the gross return on the market
portfoho observed at time (t + 1), we get
/C+ (St+iN76 I L RM,t+1 = 1. (18)
\L’tJ \t]
Condition (18) shows that covariation between the reference levei and the market return
may compensate for the lack of covariation between consumption and the market return.
This extension of the traditional consumption-based asset pricing model may help to solve
severai asset pricing puzzles features associated with aggregate data. As stressed by Bar
beris, Huang, and Santos (2001), such an extension has some behavioral foundations since
it captures the idea that the degree of loss aversion of the investor depends on his prior
investment performance. To make even more explicit this tiglit reiationship between the
reference level and investment performance as measured by the market return, we will re
fer to a loglinearization of conditionai moment restrictions (4) and (18) (see Epstein and
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Zin (1991) for similar interpretations based on a loglinearization of the Euler equations).
Conditional expectations are computed as if the vector
(Ct+1,zSt+1,TM,t+1) = (109 () ,tog () to9RMt+1) (19)
were jointly normal and homoscedastic given the information available at time t. Conditions
(4) and (18) at horizon 1 become:
— Et[st+i] = ,çi, (20)
—7Et[ct+l] + (‘y
— o)Et[1st+i] + Et[TM,t+11 = (21)
for some constants k1and 2. Equivalently, these two restrictions say that both [8t+1 —
Ct+1] and [St+i — TM,t+1] must be unpredictable at time t. The Epstein and Zin (1989)
pricing model is in fact observationally equivalent to the particular case of our CCAPM
with reference level where [st+i — is not only unpredictable but constant:
1
= —T1I,t+1 + (22)
for some constant i. In other words, we consider the particular case where the benchmark
growth rate of consumption is loglinearly determined by the current value of the market
return, with a siope parameter equal to the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. Note
that this is in accordance with the portfolio separation property generally implied by ho
rnotheticity of preferences (see Epstein and Zin, 1989), whereby optimal consumption is
determined in a second stage, after the portfolio choice has been made.
An interesting generalization is to relate the log of reference level growth to past period
consumption growth, as we did in the previous section for habit formation models, and the
current period return on the market portfolio in the following way:
= ao + x Act+i_j + b X (23)
9This assumption also relates oui framework to the prospect theory of Kalineman and Tversky (1979)
and Tversky and Kahneman (1992). The intuition behind this is that if the level of market portfolio moves
up, an agent should think that this increase in lis wealth will bring him tIc additional consumption. It
means that tIc benchrnark consumption level, whidh refiects anticipated consumption, should also move up.
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Condition (20) is consistent with a model where consumption growth is equal to the
reference level growth rate plus a constant and noise:
= kl + St+1 + Et+y, (24)
where e is an innovation in Lct+i with E(e+1) = O and Et [st+et+j = 0. It follows
that the log of consumption growth may be described by an affine regression
= ao + ‘ + a x Act+;_ + b X TM,t+; + (25)
with Et [TM,t+Et+1] = 0. From (23),
n
f L’t+1i \ b
= A L J (Ri,+;) , (26)
i=1 t—i]
where A exp (ao).
Under the above assumptions, the SDF (7) becomes
c c aQy—çL)
= (&!) ( -‘—) (RM,t+l)’°, (27)
where 6 6A°. This specification allows to separate risk aversion from intertemporal
substitution, since 1+b(7—’) Therefore, we may rewrite (27) as
n aj(7—)
= 6* (±.) H (Gt+i) (RM,t+l)’, (28)
where F u’y — 1, so that testing the nuil hypothesis H0 : = O is equivalent to testing
H0 : u
7
This specification of the SDF is interesting for several reasons. First, when a = O
(i = 1, ..., n), the SDF in (28) is isomorphic in its pricing implications to the Epstein and
Zin (1989, 1991) pricing kernel for a Kreps and Porteus (1978) certainty equivalent. When
b O, the reference level growth depends only on previous period consumption growth, as
in the habit formation approach. When neither of these restrictions holds, we have a new
asset pricing model which will put together two strands of the literature which evolved in
parallel until now.10 This new framework offers a way to test existing models since they
‘°Recently, Schroder and Skiadas (2002) have shown an isomorphism between competitive equilibrium
models with utilities incorporating lineat habit formation and corresponding models without habit formation.
In particular, they have offered a solution ta problems with utility that combines recursivity with habit
formation.
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are embedded in the general specification. Let us look in more detail at the comparison
between the Epstein and Zin SDf obtained under a non-expected recursive utility model
and the SDF under expected utility with a reference level.
Comparison with the Epstein-Zin Stochastic Discount Factor. Under the assumption
that a = O (i = 1, ...,n), the SDf in (2$) reduces to
*fCt+1N
Mt+1 = (RM,t+1) . (29)
When ‘y = i/o- (i.e. ,ç = 0), we get the $DF for a standard power utility model. When
‘y = 0, the consumption growth rate is irrelevant to the determination of equilibrium asset
prices and the market return is sufficient for discounting asset payoffs. In any other case,
both the consumption growth rate and the market return are relevant to the determination
of equilibrium asset prices.
The Epstein-Zin (1989, 1991) $Df is
1—’ t \ i(p-1) 1-
= ti (Ri,+i)7’, (30)
where p is the parameter reflecting intertemporal substitutability (the elasticity of intertem
poral substitution is ‘J = 1/ (1
—
p)) and is the risk aversion parameter. Epstein and Zin
(1989) interpret as a measure of risk aversion for comparative purposes with the degree
of risk aversion increasing in c.
The observational equivalence between the SDFs (29) and (30) implies that
1 (p — 1), and o-’y — 1 — 1. The two last identities put together yield
o- = = 1/ (1
—
p) = , that is the elasticity of intertemporal substitution in model (1)
is equivalent to that in the Epstein-Zin non-expected recursive utility specification. In the
case of the Epstein-Zin utility function, the elasticity of intertemporal substitution may not
be equal to 1, whereas in the case of utility specification (1) any value of o- is allowed.
Since o- = 1/(1
—
p), ‘y = (1 — o-) / (u — 1). It follows that the measure of risk aversion
in the Epstein-Zin (1989, 1991) utility specification, o-, is equal to 1 — ‘yo- + ‘y. It is easy to
see that o- is equal to the RRA coefficient, ‘y, only if ‘y = i/o-, what corresponds to the case
of the standard power utility model.’1 If ‘y differs from i/o-, the parameter o- is no longer
“In the Epstein-Zin (1989, 1991) preference specification, the parameter c is the RRA coefficient when
1 — p (in this case, we get the SDF for the conventional power utility model, for which =
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the RRA coefficient and is equal to the RRA coefficient plus the term 1 —
In our model, risk aversion is defined with respect to the unpredictable discrepancy
between actual consumption and the reference level (a quantity independent of the attitude
towards risk) and not with respect to the forthcoming level of recursive iitility which stili
mixes attitudes towards risk and intertemporal substitution. Garcia, Renault, and Semenov
(2002) develops further the comparison between the two models.
The SDF in (29) yields the following Euler equations:
E [6* (ii) — (RAf,t+1) RiL+1] = 1, i 1, ..., 1.12 (31)
A test of the nul! hypothesis H0 : u = O can be carried out by testing the null hypothesis
Ho: = —1 and 0. To examine whether u 1/7, we have to test the nuil hypothesis
H0: = 0.
We may rewrite the SDF in (29) as
f Ç* ï+i
JVlt+1 =
= (6*1/0 (1) ) ° ((R,Ït+i)_bj’ o (32)
Approximating this geometric average with an arithmetic average yields
M+1 = 8 Q’io
(i)
+ (1 — O) (RM,t+1). (33)
After substituting this linear approximation into the Euler equations (31), we obtain
1 OE [6*1/0
(1)
(Rt+i)] + (1 — O) E [(RM,t+1)- (Ri,+1)]. (34)
It can be viewed from (34) that, as in the Epstein-Zin utility function case, the riskiness
of an asset is measured by means of the covariance of its return with the market portfolio
retirn (as in the static CAPM) and the covariance of its return with the consumption
growth rate (as in the intertemporal CAPM).
Another usual to illustrate this interpretation is to assume joint lognormality and ho
moscedasticity of the consumption growth rate and asset returns. Under this assumption,
‘2Since ç u-y — 1, one may want to estimate u directly. However, we prefer estimating instead of u
because the latter wiIl lie unjdentffied whenever
-y is near O.
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we have
E [ri,t+i — Tf,t+1] —u + 7ic
—
(‘y
—
y) boiM = + y + (1 — 9) buM). (35)
So, the parameter y can be thought of as a coefficient measuring the contribution
of a weighted combination of asset i’s covariance with consumption growth and asset i’s
covariance with the market return towards the risk premium on asset i.
Alvarez and Jermann (2002) refer to the recursive preferences of Epstein and Zin (1989)
and Weil (1989) as a way to increase the size of the permanent component in the pricing
kernel. Our utility specification, through the assumed connection between the reference
level and the value of the market portfolio, adds similarly a permanent component to the
pricing kernel.
Habit Formation in DifFerence with a Reference Level. Campbell and Cochrane (1999)
interpretation of the reference level $t as an external habit leads them to specify sorne
nonhinear dynamics consistent with the structural restriction St < Ct. Actually they specify
the surplus consumption Ht CSt as a conditionally lognormal process. In this setting,
we can still introduce our reference level principle by considering that the representa.tive
consumer derives utility from consumption relative to his reference level as well as from this
level itself
e-il—7 q7—
L’t ‘t
Ut— (1—’y)(l—y)
according to (1). However, in order to really nest Campbell and Cochrane (1999) utility
model, we must extend this formulation by writing
—
____________
lit — (1—7)(1—y)
Then, testing H0 : -y
=
y amounts to testing the particular case of Campbell and
Cochrane (1999) utility model. At first sight, it may appear a bit artificial ta introduce
three variables in the definition of the utility functions since any of them is a well-defined
function of the two other ones. However, the utility function rewritten in that way (37) helps
to better understand the external habit paradigm of Campbell and Cochrane (1999). The
statistical model (see (40) below) specifies the joint dynamics of the two lognormal processes
(Ce, Ht) while the dynamics of the reference level St is only a by-product. However, in the
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economic model, the optimizing agent considers the product (CHt) as its optimal control
variable given the external habit level St. Therefore, the resulting $DF is:
(Ht+iN (C17 ($t+iN
= 6 ijff) J] (38)
Another way to understand this formula is to realize that the utility function in (37)
can also be written
(C
— (39)(1—7)(1—2)
and the consumer see the reference level $ as external.
The statistical model proposed by Campbell and Cochrane (1999) is specified in order to
make the volatility of the $Df stochastically time-varying with the business cycle pattern.
The consumption process is seen as a lognormal random walk while the log H pro cess has
the same standardized innovation but evolves as a heteroscedastic AR(1):
c1 = g + Vt+1, Vt+1 i.i.d. N(0,u2), (40)
h+i = (1 — )7 + çbh + )(h)v+i.
We are going to use the sensitivity function )(h) proposed by Campbell and Cochrane
(1999), that is:
—
2(h ) 1 if h hmax (41)
t O otherwise,
where hmax + — and 7Ï = By choosing this sensitivity function,
Campbell and Cochrane (1999) had two objectives in mmd. The first was to obtain a
constant risk-free rate. This restriction is typically relaxed in our more general setting with
, where the absolute value of the reference level plays an independent role in the
utility function. The second one was to ensure that the elasticity of the reference level with
respect to consumption is zero in the steady state and is a U-shaped function of h around
h = ]. This objective is stiil achieved in our setting.
Besides allowing for a time-varying risk-free interest rate, oui setting with y disen
tangles the relative risk aversion coefficient and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution,
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as already emphasized in the Epstein-Zin-like interpretation of our mode! in the previous
section. This diseiltangling appears important since iII the Campbell and Cochrane (1999)
mode! risk aversion (-) can become very large in the states of the economy where H
approaches zero, that is when consumption comes very close to the externa! habit. In our
setting, a large risk aversion does not automatically imply a dramatically low level for the
e!asticity of intertemporal substitution. However, as in Campbell and Cochrane (1999), we
make the steady state of the reference level (and in turn the sensitivity function) depend
on the preferences only through the risk aversion parameter ‘y. The issue of a possible ad
ditional role of the parameter in the steady state of the reference level and the sensitivity
function is left for future research.
Campbell and Cochrane calibrated the parameters in order to assess the mode! implica
tions for asset pricing. Suppose we wanted to estimate this model and test their specification
against the more general SDF (38). We shou!d be able to compute the time series of surplus
consumption H and to deduce the time series of the growth rate of the reference !evel S.
For the former, given and a process for consumption growth, we need the parameter 5. In
choosing parameters, Campbell and Cochrane match to the seria! correlation of the log
price-dividend ratio. But this measure of persistence is tightly related to the persistence of
the market portfo!io return since one can always write
1ogRM, = ct+1 + tog(1 + Qt+i) — logQt, (42)
where RM,t+1 = Pt+i+Ct+i and = denotes the price-dividend ratio for a daim on
aggregate consumption. Therefore, approximately
+ tog(Qt+i) — togQ. (43)
When is viewed as a white noise (as in Campbell and Cochrane (1999)), the
dynamics of the rate of growth of the price dividend ratio is tight!y related to the one of the
market returil. In other words, plugging into the SDF (38) a rate of growth of the reference
leve! that mimics the price dividend ratio dynamics is very similar in spirit to the Epstein
and Zin SDF, as revisited in the previous subsection. In this sense, we can daim that our
proposed extension of Campbell and Cochrane (1999) nests the Epstein and Zin (1989) asset
pricing mode! expressed with a habit formation model in difference. Therefore, as with the
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ratio model in Section 1.2.2, we maintairi habit formation preferences while disentangling
risk aversion from intertemporal substitution in a way observationally equivalent to Epstein
and Zin (1989).
1.2.3 Preferences with a Reference Level as a Threshold
Introducing a kink in the utility function has been another way to attempt rescuing the
consumption CAPM. Disappointment aversion and loss aversion are two examples of such
preferences, the former being deflned over intertemporal consumption streams, the latter
over wealth. A disappointment averse consumer will put more weight on bad outcomes
than on good ones, where bad and good are deflned with reference to a certainty equivalent
measure of a consumption gamble. Epstein and Zin (1989) integrate these generalized
preferences in an intertemporal asset pricing model within a recursive utility framework.
Bekaert, Hodrick, and Marshall (1997), Bonomo and Garcia (1993), and Epstein and Zin
(2001) explore the asset pricing implications of disappointment aversion. Benartzi and
Thaler (1995) also adopt asymmetric preferences over good and bad resuits, but instead of
using an intertemporal asset pricing framework with preferences deflned over consumption
streams, they start from preferences deflned over one-period returns based on Kahneman
and Tversky (1979)’s prospect theory of choice. The central idea of prospect theory is that
an investor is assumed to derive utility from fluctuations in the value of his financial wealth
and to be loss averse over these fluctuations, meaning that he is distinctly more sensitive to
reductions in his financial wealth than to increases. Recently, Barberis, Huang, and Santos
(2001) have studied asset prices in the context of prospect theory. In their model, investors
derive utility both from consumption and changes in the value of their financial wealth.
They introduce loss aversion over financial wealth fluctuations and allow the degree of loss
aversion to be affected by prior investment performance.
The utility function deflned in (1) offers at least two ways to model asymmetric pref
erences. First, we can use the reference consumption level S as a threshold below which
outcomes are penalized in terms of utility. In this generalization of habit formation models,
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investors will have the following utility function:
f
J \S/ if C
Ut = ()l_Y2si_%21
. (44
I . otherwise,
where .\ is a disappointrnent aversion coefficient. The intuition here is that the investor is
likely to be disappointed if his consumption is lower than the reference level and, conversely,
satisfied otherwise.
A second type of asymmetry could be built by modeling the threshold level in a fashion
similar to Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001). The reference level S in this case could 5e
assimilated to the value of the market portfolio, whule the threshold will be given by the
position of the return on the market portfolio with respect to the safe asset return. Such a
utility specification yields the following SDF:
Mt+i
=
+ À(zt)C2 (1
— I[RM+JZRf+1]) (45)
+ ÀC22 (1
—
where RAI,t is the return on the market portfolio, Rf,t+1 is the risk-free interest rate, V+i
is the value of market portfolio, and Ir 1 is the indicator function, which takes1RAJ,t+1 ztRft+1J
the value 1 if RAI,t+1 ZtRf,t+1 and O otherwise. The variable Zt measures the size of prior
losses. The larger the prior losses, the more painful subsequent losses vil1 5e. Our goal will
be to estimate such models by the generalized method of moments to assess the presence
of such preferences in the data, as opposed to the calibration exercise of Barberis, Huang,
and Santos (2001).
1.3 Empirical Results for Alternative Models of the Reference Level
In this section, we estimate the models described in Section 1.2 using US monthly data.
After a brief description of the data construction, we discuss the estimation procedure in
light of the identification issues surrounding the preference parameters. We then start by
providïng the empirical resuits corresponding to the conventional time- and state-separable
preferences. This will provide a basis with which to compare the richer specifications offered
by the three types of models with a reference level discussed in Section 1.2. First, we
estimate models for the augmented habit formation approach, where the absolute value of
the reference level enters in the utility function along with relative consumption. Second, we
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consider several specifications where the market portfolio return enters in the determination
cf the reference level growth rate. We estimate models which embed two well-known models:
the Campbell and Cochrane (1999) habit formation model and the Epstein and Zin (1989,
1991) non-expected recursive utility model. For the former case, instead of calibrating
the model, we estimate and test the model in a GMM framework keeping the original
specification cf the consumptidn surplus dynamics. For the latter, we estimate a utility
specification where the reference consumption level growth rate is assumed te depend on
the previous period consumption growth rates and the return on the market portfolio. As
the Epstein-Zin model is seen te be a mixture cf the CAPM and the CCAPM models,
this generalized speciflcation can 5e described as a ccmbination cf the CAPM with a habit
formation CCAPM model. Finally, we estimate models cf asymmetric preferences, where
the jnvestor draws different utilities above and below the reference level or some function
cf it. Most notably, we estimate a model of loss aversion very similar in spirit te the model
cf Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001), thereby prcviding a useful ccmplemellt te their
calibration whereas their model was simply calibrated.
1.3.1 Data and Estimation Issues
Consumption and Returns Data. The measure cf real aggregate consumption used in this
paper is the personal coilsumption expenditures (in constant 1987 dollars) on nondurables
and services (NDS) taken frcm the United States National Income and Product Accounts.13
Monthly per capita consumption is obtained by dividing the real aggregate consumption by
the total population, including armed forces overseas.14
The nominal, monthly risk-free rate cf interest is the one-month Treasury bill return
from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) cf the University of Chicago. The
real risk-free rate is calculated as the nominal risk-free rate, divided by the one-mcnth
inflation rate, based on the deflatcr deflned for NDS cousumpticn. As a proxy fer the
nominal, mcnthly market return, we take the value-weighted aggregate nominal, monthly
return (capital gain plus dividends) on ah stocks listed on the NYSE and AMEX, obtained
from CRSP. The real, mcnthly market return is calculated as the nominal market return,
13Taken from CITIBASE, mnemonics CMCNQ and GMCSQ.
‘4CITIBASE, mnemonic POP.
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divided by the one-month inflation rate.
Estimation and Identification Issues. Au iterated GMM approach is used to test Euler
equations and estimate model parameters. For each preference specification the Euler equa
tions for the excess market return and the real risk-free interest rate are estimated jointly
exploiting two sets of instruments. The flrst instrument set (INS1) has a constant and the
real market return, the real risk-free rate, and the real consumption growth rate lagged
once. As our second set (INS2), we use the flrst set of instruments plus the same variables
lagged an additional period. The sampling period is 1959:1 to 1996:12. After allowing for
the construction of the lagged variables, the sample period used in the estimation is 1960:3
to 1996:12, for a total of 442 observations.
Under the general assumptions associated with the GMM method, the estimators are
asymptotically normal and the main test statistic, the J statistic for overidentifying re
strictions, has a chi-square distribution. It is by now well established15 that asymptotic
normality is often a poor approximation for the sampling distributions of the GMM es
timators. These distributions can be skewed and have fat tails. Tests of overidentifying
restrictions can exhibit important size distortions. Stock and Wright (2000) argue that
the problem in GMM with instrumental variables might come from the weak correlation
between the instruments and the flrst order conditions which results in a poor identifica
tion of the parameters. In the CCAPM it is the risk aversion parameter which is nearly
unidentifled. To address these problems, they propose an asymptotic theory for GMM with
weak identification. For many of the models we will estimate (CRRA, habit formation and
Epstein-Zin preferences), they have derived expressions allowing the computation of new
confidence sets for the parameters and the test statistics. Moreover they have shown that
the confidence sets based on their theory differ considerably from the conventional confi
dence sets. This is not a small sample problem in the traditional acceptance of the term.
A Monte Carlo study shows that with monthly data, a sample of about 1000 observations
is needed for the conventional normal asymptotics to provide a good approximation to the
finite sample distributions of the estimators. Given our sample size we will explore with
our new specifications.
‘5See Tauchen (1986), Kocherlakota (1990), and Hansen, Heaton, and Yaron (1986) among others.
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Recently, Neely, Roy, and Whiteman (2001) address the issue of near nonidentification
in the standard CCAPM model. They also argue that the lack of identifiability of the risk
aversion parameter is due to the weak correlation between the instruments and the endoge
nous variables. Lagged values of consumption growth and asset returns are not very useful
in predicting either variable. To improve identification, they suggest to add restrictions in
the form of a regression. One possibility is to regress returns on consumption growth assum
ing that the error is uncorrelated with consumption growth. The OLS regression coefficient
provides an estimate of the risk aversion parameter
.
Another way to improve identifica
tion of 7 5 to add a regression of consumption growth on asset returns, thus obtaining an
estimate of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution 1/7.16 Both these regressions lead
to more stable estimates of either the coefficient of relative risk aversion or the elasticity of
intertemporal substitution.
In the model which embeds habit formation and Epstein-Zin preferences in (28), we
will use the regression equation (25), with an orthogonality condition between the market
portfolio return and the error term, to estimate the growth rate of the reference level.
We therefore provide a more structural justification to the introduction of this additional
regression. Indeed, our approach assumes that the agent is using the return on the market
portfolio and past consumption growth to assess his target consumption growth rate. Based
on this estimated benchmark consumption growth parameters of the utility function will be
estimated with the Euler conditions. 0f course the estimation of the regression and of the
Euler conditions can be carried out simultaneously. Consistently with the resuits of Neely,
Roy, and Whiteman (2001), this approach leads to more sensible and stable estimates than
an approach where all the parameters will be estimated using only Euler conditions.
Another way of overcoming the identification problem is to add information by intro
ducing more Euler conditions with other asset returns. We will do that for our joint model
of habit formation with Epstein-Zin preferences by introducing size portfolios. However,
what counts in the end for identification is that these returns are not too strongly correlated
with the market portfolio returns.
‘6They refer to the llrst regression as n Hansen and Singleton (1982, 1983) normalization and to the second
as the Hall (1988) normalization. In both regressions, the simultaneity problem is assumed away.
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1.3.2 Results
Time- and State-Separable Preferences. Our benchmark model is the standard time
and state-separable CRRA utility function. Here, we test the Euler equations
7f-Y \—Yr., clLt+1\ r i
t 0 11.f,t+1 = 1,
t ct+1 nEt j——-) IiM,t+i — “f,t+1) = u,
for the real risk-ftee interest rate and the excess market return. The parameter estimates
and statistical tests for this utility specification are reported in Table I (model Ml). For
both sets of instruments, the estimate of the RRA coefficient is negative and signiflcantly
different from zero at the 5% level. The parameter of time preferences, 6, is always less than
1. According to the J statistic and the conventional asymptotics, the model is not rejected
at the 5% significance level when the second set of instruments is used. Nevertheless, the
obtained nonsensical negative estimates of the RRA coefficient lead us to conclude that the
conventional power utility function is not supported by the data.
The Habit Formation Approach. The external-habit specification of utility function (1)
yields the following Euler equations:
E [6 (-) (-)Rft+1] = 1, (47)
E [(-) (-)7(RMt+1 _Rft+1)] =
In the estimation, we follow a two-stage procedure. In a first stage, we estimate the
subsistence level, as a function of past consumption levels. In a second stage, we
estimate jointly the Euler equations (47) for the excess market return and the real risk-free
interest rate with habit replaced with its estimate obtained in a first stage.
To estimate habit as a function of past consumption levels, we follow the adaptive expec
tations hypothesis whereby the habit, is assumed to be an expectation of consumption
taken conditionally on information available to the individual at time t, we can rewrite (16)
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as
Ct+i = + (1 — — (48)
where is an innovation in C1.
Using the Koyck transformation yields
AC+1 = a — Et+1 + (1 — À)Et, (49)
where ACt+i
—
We estimated this model by maximum likelihood and obtained
= 1.5620 + 0.2362 e, (50)
(0.1298) (0.0463)
which implies = 1.5620 and = 0.7638.
When we estimate and test ARIMA models for NDS consumption, the AIC preferred
model is an ARIMA(0,1,2) with a drift term, which is significantly different from zero. It
follows that the best model for C1 is
C1 = + (1 — À)C_ +Et+i +OEt, (51)
which implies that
= a + + (8 — (1 — À)) Et — 8(1
— À)e_1.’7 (52)
We also estimated this model by maximum likelihood and found
= 1.5633 + 0.3034 Et 0.1707 Et_i. ()(0.1457) (0.0470) (0.0470)
Therefore, = 1.5633 and = 0.7115.
The corresponding estimation and test resuits for the Euler equations for the excess
market return and the real risk-free interest rate are given in Table I (model M2 and
M3, respectively). The resuits are practically the same for both specifications. The nuli
a disturbance term in (48) is allowed to lie an AR(p) with p O, then C,+1 is a random wa& with
drift and an AR(p + 1) error structure.
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hypothesis H0 :
=
is rejected at the 5% significance level for both sets of instruments.
We find some evidence against the hypothesis that the absolute value of the reference level
does not affect utility. For the second instrument set we can reject at the 10% level the
nuli hypothesis H0 y = 1.18 The estimate of 7 — y is negative and significant for both
sets of instruments, which implies that durability in consumption expenditures dominates
habit persistence. The value of the time preference parameter 6 is greater than 1 for any
set of instruments. The model is not rejected statistically at the 5% level for both sets of
instruments.
Therefore, we can conclude that the data strongly reject the standard expected utility
model in favor of the habit specification, that durability dominates habit persistence at
the monthly level,19 and finally that there is mild evidence for both the absolute and the
relative importance of the reference level in the utility function.
The Reference Level as a Function of the Return on the Market Portfolio. In Section
1.2.2, we have shown that given a certain specification of the reference level growth rate, we
obtained generalized versions of the SDF obtained by Epstein and Zin (1989) in a recursive
utility framework when the certainty equivalent of future utility is of the Kreps and Porteus
(1978) form. We will start by estimating the constrained version of the model described in
Section 1.2.2. We then estimate the generalized version of the model with the SDF in (28).
The third subsection reformulates this generalized model with the habit formation model
in difference as in (38), of which Campbell and Cochrane (1999) model is a particular case.
The Epstein-Zin Stochastic Discount Factor. Given that (28) is observationally equiv
alent to the Epstein-Zin (1989, 1991) SDF when a = O (i = 1, ..., n), we estimate the Euler
equations
/Ct+iN kE 6 (RM,t+1) R[t+l = 1, (54
18Fuhrer (2000) uses the US quarterly data over the period from 1966:1 to 1995:4 and also rejects the
time- and state-separable utillty specification and cannot reject the ratio model.
‘9This resuit is consistent with the empirical evidence in Eichenbanm and Hansen (1990), Eichenbaum,
Hansen, and Singleton (1988), Ferson and Constantinides (1991), Callant and Tauchen (1989), and Heaton
(1995).
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E (RM,t+1) (RM,t+1 — Rf7t+1)] = 0,
jointly with the equation
Act+i = ao + b X rM,t+1 + c, (55)
where 5* 5 x exp (ao(7
— y)) and K 6(7 — y).
In Table II, in Column EZ, we present the estimation and test resuits of Euler equations
(54) for the excess market return and the real risk-free interest rate together, when the
latter equations are estimated jointly with the log consumption growth rate equation (55).
The Euler equations are estimated with the instrument set INS2, while the instruments
used to test the equation for the log consumption growth rate consists of a constant, the
log real market return lagged two periods, and the log consumption growth rate lagged two
periods.
The obtained point estimate of the RRA coefficient is positive (3.53) but not significantly
different from zero at the 5% level. The null hypotheses H0 : y = 7 and H0 : y = 1 are
both rejected statistically. The nuil hypothesis H0 : = o
=
is aiso rejected at the
5% significance level. The point estimate of tbe elasticity of intertemporal substitution is
negative (-1.95) but not signiflcantly different from zero at the 5% level. This negative point
estimate for the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is consistent with Stock and Wright
(2000) who estimate the Epstein aud Zin (1989, 1991) SDF (30) using US monthly data.
According to Hansen’s test of overidentifying restrictions and the conventional asymptotics,
the model is not rejected statistically.
A Generalized Epstein-Zin Model with Habit Formation. We now assume that the
reference consumption level growth rate is a function of the previous period consumption
growth rate and of the return on the market portfolio. Therefore, we estimate the Euler
equations
E [ (±i) (S’) (RM+1)R[±+1] = 1, (56)
E [(i’) (Q) b (RM,t+ (RM,t+1 — Rft+1)] = 0,
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jointly with the equation
= ao + a1 x Act + b X TM,t+1 + Ct+1, (57)
where 6* 6 x exp (ao(7
— )) and b ( —
The estimation and test resuits for equations (56) and (57) are presented in Table II,
in Cohimn GRS. As in the case cf the Epstein-Zin (1989, 1991) pricing kernel, we use
the instrument set 1NS2 when estimating the Euler equations and the set cf instruments
which consists of a constant, the log real market return lagged two periods, and the log
consumption growth rate lagged two periods when estimating the equation for the log
consumption growth rate. This two-period lag is important since can be correlated
with LCt.
The obtailled point estimate cf the RRA coefficient is in the conventional range (close
to 1) and, in contrast te the case of the Epstein-Zin (1989, 1991) $DF, significantly different
from O at the 5% significance level. The point estimate cf t is significantly different frcm
zero and, therefore, the nuli hypothesis H0 : u = is rejected at the 5% level. The estimate
cf the elasticity cf substitution is in the conventional range (0.85) and significantly different
from 0. We reject at the 5% level the nuil hypotheses that the reference consumption level
plays no role in asset pricing (H0 :
= ) and that an agent derives utility solely from
the ratio cf lis consumption to some reference level (Ho : = 1). According te Hansen’s J
statistic, the model is net rejected statistically at the 5% significance level.20
As announced, we would like to test our specification under the assumption cf weak iden
tification. In conducting such a test, we treat 6* as strongly identified and 8
=
(‘y, u, ao, ay, b)
as weakly identified.2’ Under weak identification asymptctics, we compute a 95% confidence
interval for
‘y in which 6* is concentrated eut:
: TST (Os)) (58)
20When the Euler equations (56) for the excess market portfolio return and the real risk-free interest
rate are estimated alone, the point estimate of the RRA coefficient is 5.3307 and that of the elasticity of
intertemporal substitution is -1.0047. Both are signfficantly different from 0. Addiug equation (57) allows
therefore to obtain more sensible estimates of the preference parameters.
21Civen O, the parameter 6* can be estimated precisely from the Euler eqilation for the risk-free rate of
() () (RAr,t+1)1 (1 + Rft+i)) and, hence, is
identified by a constant.
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where G is the number of orthogonality conditions, $cT (0) is the contmuous updating ob
jective function computed using a heteroscedasticity robust weighting matrix, and ‘ () =
t (‘)i —1
T-’Z (ct+i) () b (RM,t+1)’
To assess the plausibility of the GRS SDF under the weak identification assumption,
we compute the S-set for -y when 6 is in the conventional GMM confidence interval. The
resuit is that our model is not rejected at the 5% sigiiificance level under weak identification
asymptotics for -y 1.985, a value only slightly greater than that corresponding to the upper
bound of the 5% GMM confidence set for -y. This resuit is consistent with that obtained by
Stock and Wright (2000), who also find that the value of -y at which the model is not rejected
under the assumption of weak identification is usually higher than that under conventional
normal asymptotics. However, in contrast to their resuit, the value of risk aversion at which
our model is not rejected statistically may be recognized as economically plausible.
To check whether our SDF performs better than the Epstein-Zin one, we compute the
95% S-set for for the model associated with the Epstein-Zin SDF. For the Epstein-Zin
specification of the SDF, 6
=
(-y, u, ao, b) and
(6) (T_1 (‘) + (1 + Rf+1)) . (59)
We find that there is no value of in the 5% GMIVI confidence set for which the model
is not rejected at the 5% significance level for 6 in the conventional GMM confidence set.22
Since the upper bound of the 5% confidence set for under conventional normal asymptotics
is 9.20, it means that even if, as in Stock and Wright (2000), there is some value higher than
this upper bound value of the coefficient of risk aversion at which the inodel is not rejected
at the 5% level. Contrary to the case of our SDF, this value appears as less economically
plausible.
To check the robustness of the estimates we obtained for the preference parameters and
to hopefully improve identification, we estimate the risk-free rate equation in (56) together
with (57) and the following set of Euler equations corresponding to the ten decile portfolios
formed with ail stocks listed on the NYSE and AMEX, obtained from CRSP:
E () — Rft+1)] = 0, i = 1,..., 10. (60)
22For u we only consider non-negative values in the 5% GMM confidence intervaL
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The estimation results are reported in Table II in the columns below the heading GRS
deciles. As it can be seen, the preference parameters and are estimated much more
precisely. The point estimate of y is higher (2.8) than when we used only the market
premium (0.98), while the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is slightly lower (0.6$
instead of 0.86). The conclusions about the value of and the nuil that p = 1 remain
unchanged.
The Campbell-Cochrane Stochastic Discount Factor. The Campbell alld Cochrane
(1999) model occupies a prominent position in the recent literature on empirical asset pricing
with consumption. As expressed in (38), the SDF corresponding to their utility specification
is
Ir’ \7 / \7f L’t+l \ I t+1 ‘Mt+i=6)—-—J L—-) 1\L’tJ \LIt]
where Ht is the surplus consumption ratio, H CtSt• The success of their calibration
exercise relies on specifying the heteroscedastic dynamics specified in (40). However, they
do not estimate the coefficient of relative risk aversion and set it equal to 2. In this section
we will propose a GMM estimation strategy to see if the model is supported by the data
and, if it is the case, for what values of the RRA coefficient. We also want to test the model
against the more general model with the absolute value of the reference level in the utility
function. Tallarini and Zhang (2000) estimate the Campbell and Cochrane (1999) model by
the efficient method of moments using quarterly data. For
,
they find high values between
6 and $ and reject statistically the model. They also report estimation resuits obtained with
GMM where the initial surplus consumption is estimated jointly with the other structural
parameters. Then, the RRA coefficient is smaller than 1 in general. However, they discard
these results on the basis that the high persistence parameter estimate coupled with a
relatively small sample size render the GMM estimation unreliable.
We start by estimating the Euler equations for the equity premium and the risk-free-rate
jointly with the Campbell-Cochrane SDF (61):
(C+1’7 (Ht+ij7 2i—E-] ) Rft+1 = 1, (6 )
/çY \ 7 / \ 7(Lt+1 f t+1\
t ) M,t+1 — f,t+1 =
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together with (40) and (41). To obtain the time series of the unobservable surplus con
sumption, one needs to set the initial value of surplus consumption and a value of the
autoregressive parameter ç. The former can be set at the steady state value, which means
that we need a starting value of’y. The latter is obtained by Campbell and Cochrane (1999)
by the autoregressive parameter of the price-dividend ratio. If we follow this strategy, as
suming some starting value of the coefficient of relative risk aversion, ‘y, say 2, calculating
H (t = O T), estimating the Euler equations and iterating over ‘y, the estimate of ‘y ap
proaches O and, depending on the starting value, goes into the negative. To better control
the estimation of ‘y, we proceeded by grid search to obtain an initial value that was close to
the estimated value by the Euler equations. For the persistence parameter q, we estimated
it with the $&P 500 price-dividend ratio and obtained a value of 0.985.
The results presented in Table III (CASE1) are based on a starting value of ‘y = 0.012
and on the set of instruments with a constant and the real market return, the real risk-free
rate, and the real consumption growth rate lagged one and two periods. The final value is
0.0122 and is significantly different from 0. The parameter 6 is estimated very precisely as
iisual and is less than 1, contrary to the estimate above 1 obtained by Tallarini and Zhang
(2000).
Our main interest remains to test the Campbell-Cochrane specification against our
model where the absolute value of the reference level enters per itself in the utility function.
We therefore apply the same estimation procedure to the following Euler equations:
tCt+i /H+1N7 /St+Et 6L———) j—) j—s——j Rf,t+r =1, (63)
\LtJ \ t] \Jt]
/r \7 / \—7 / \7Ç0
f L’-- \ f t+1 \ I Jt+1 \
t ) 1jff] j,j] M,t+1 — f,t+1 =
The estimation and test resuits are presented in Table III under CASE2. The estimated
values for ‘y and 6 are very close to the values obtained with CASE1. The parameter y
which distinguishes between the Campbell-Cochrane specification and our specification has
a point estimate of —0.2034. Both null hypotheses y = ‘y and y 1 are rejected, the
second very strongly. This means that, similarly to the Epstein-Zin and habit formation
specification of the previous section, we reject the hypotheses that the reference consumption
level plays no role in asset pricing (Ho : y = ‘y) and that an agent derives utility solely from
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the difference of his consumption with some reference level (H0 : = 1). Interestingly, the
value estimated for cp is close to the value of —0.3059 obtained with the Epstein-Zin-habit
formation specification. Given the illterpretation of the habit mentioned in Section 1.2.2
assimilating it to the value of the market portfolio, this result should not be too surprising
at an illtuitive level. In a way, the Campbell and Cochrane model is more than just habit
formation: it has some fiavor of a mixture of Epstein-Zin specification and habit formation.
Asymmetric Preferences. The model proposed recently by Barberis, Huang, and Santos
(2001) also figures prominently in the empirical asset pricing literature. In the same spirit
as Campbell and Cochrane (1999), they calibrate their model to reproduce several empirical
regularities between asset returns and consumption. Before testing a model which is close to
their specification, we will first explore to what extent the habit formation model estimated
in Section 1.3.2 admits different RRA coefficients around a reference level threshold. We
therefore explore the utility specification (44), which yields the following SDF:
r’7i o7iPi r r7i c’722 r
— t+i t+i + t+i t+i ‘[Ci<Sti]
ÀC2S722I
t t [CtStj + t t [C<StJ
We examine whether the investor displays different degrees of risk aversion for outcomes
above and below habit assiiming that he is not loss averse (À = 1) or that he has n more or
less marked loss aversion (À = 1.2 and À = 1.5). In all cases, we maintain the assumption
that the value of the parameter p is the same above and below the threshold (Soi
Under these assumptions, we estimate the Euler equations for the excess market return
and the real risk-free interest rate:
,-ï71 7ir T ri72 072’P fi r
t-, ‘—‘t+i °t+i ‘[G+iSt+i1 L’1 t+i 5 — D —
Lit V 1”t--1 —ri—71 c7i r r72 C72° fi r
‘—‘t -‘t ‘[CSJ L’ 5’ — ‘[CtSt]
C$7’°I C7S ° (1 — It+i t+i [C1Sr] t+i t+i \ f?) D —
ri7i r ri72 O72 fi T 5M,t+1 — f,t+i —
‘—‘t °t ‘tCS] + ‘--t -‘t 5’ — ‘[CtSt])
In Table IV, we present comparative results for the cases when the agent is assurned to
display the same degree of risk aversion for consumption above and below habit (CASE1)
and when this assumption is relaxed (CASE2). The Euler equations for both cases are
estimated exploiting the set of instruments which consists of a constant and the return on
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the market portfolio, the real risk-free rate, and the real consumption growth rate lagged
one through four periods.
As the decision maker is assumed to display different degrees of risk aversion for out
cornes above and helow habit, the point estimate of the RRA coefficient increases when
consumption declines towards habit. When the adaptive expectations is maintained, we
obtain the RRA coefficient estimates which are significantly different from zero (for out
cornes below habit, the RRA coefficient estimate is aiways significant at the 5% level,
whereas for consumption above the subsistence level that estimate is significantly positive
at the 10% level only for model 1V13). However we cannot reject the nuli hypothesis 7i = Y2•
The nuil hypothesis H0 : 1 is rejected at the 5% level for both models M2 and M3.
In spite of the empirical evidence of local substitutability of consumption, we cannot reject
at the 5% level the nuli hypothesis that the RRA coefficient significantly differs from the
parameter p only when consumption is above the subsistence level. It follows that the ratio
external habit-formation model is rejected by the data given any specification of the habit
generating process. For consumption above habit, the most plausible assumption is that
the representative consumer derives utility from both consumption relative to habit and
the level of habit. As consumption declines towards the benchmark level, we cannot reject
the assumption that the conventional time- and state-separable utility model well describes
agent’s preferences. When we make the consumer loss averse by increasing \ to 1.2 or 1.5,
the main effect is to decrease the point estimate of 6 to nonsensical values.
We now turn to the second type of asymmetry modeled in Section 1.2.3 and estimate
the Euler equations
E
C’1I[RA1t+1>tRft+1l + (i —
Rft+1 1,
+ ÀCt2 (1
— ‘[RM,zRf,])
(66)
C’1I{RMt+lztRft+ll + ZtG2 (1
— ‘[RM,t+l zRf+1]) —(RA,t+1
—
Rf,t+1) — 0,
t] + (1 — I[RMZtRf])
where, as before, we have maintained the assumption that the parameter y is the same
above and below the threshold. The variable Zt = (where Z is a value of the stock which
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happened in the past and Pt is the current stock value) is a benchmark which mensures the
size of prior losses. It is modeled as in Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001):
t RN
Zt+1 = t z— j + (1 — 77)(1). (67)
\ R+ij
When 77 = 0, the benchmark level tracks the stock value one-for-one and moves therefore
very fast. When = 1, the benchmark level moves sluggishly.23 Moreover, the agent is loss
averse and the degree of loss aversion is a function of zt, as follows:
À(Zt) = À + k(%t — 1). (68)
The larger the prior losses (the larger Zt is), the more painful subsequent losses will 5e.
Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001) illustrate the effects of loss aversion and prior losses
by choosing parameter values, simulating the model and ultimately comparing moments of
asset returns with historical figures. Although our model is different from theirs, we have
kept the same features regarding loss aversion and the effects of prior losses on this loss
aversion. Consistently with the rest of the paper we will however estimate the preference
parameters (yy, 72, cp, and 6) by GMM for various configurations of the parameters À, t,
and 77. Representative resuits are presented in Table V. Point estimates for the y are often
negative, especially when is different from 1, but they are not significantly different from
zero. It is only when is equal to 1 that we find positive and significant values for the
risk aversion parameters but they are generally quite large. The estimate for is also
positive, very large and significantly different from zero. The estimate for 6 is greater than
1. Results similar to the latter resuits have been obtained for several values of À alld i as
long as 77 is equal to 1. The parameter i controls the persistence of Zt and hence also the
persistence of the price-dividend ratio. We can see that results are highly sensitive to this
parameter. Although our model is different from the original model of Barberis, Huang, and
Santos (2001), the resuits illustrate that when sensible values of the preference parameters
are obtained, albeit high, the parameter is significantly different from zero and therefore
the reference level seems to play a role in the utility function of the agent over and above
current consumption.
231f the return on the asset is good (R+1 > Zt fails in value, as the benchmark rises less than the
stock price. In case of a poor return, zt rises as the benchmark level fails less than the stock price.
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1.4 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we propose an expected utiiity model in which a representative agent is
assumed to derive utility from both the ratio of consumption to some reference level of
consumption and this benchmark level itself. We have explored several specifications for the
dynamics of this reference level along the unes of the prominent models in the asset pricing
literature. Our main conclusion is that there is ample evidence for the presence of such
a reference level in the utility function of the representative agent. Following Alvarez and
Jermann (2002), we can rationalize the confirmed presence of this benchmark consumption
level by the fact that it adds persistence to the pricing kernel.
Our approach has also led to the generalization of current models in the literature. We
succeed in associating habit formation preferences, either in ratio or in difference form,
together with so-called Epstein-Zin preferences. In terms of pricing models, we obtained a
SDF which is a geometric average of a habit-formation CCAPM and of a CAPM, whereas
in Epstein and Zin (1991) it was an average of the standard CCAPM and of the CAPM.
A main feature of our approach is to estimate an additional equation to model the
growth rate of this reference level. We have mainly concentrated our analysis on the return
of the financial wealth but otlier possibilities are open here. An obvious one is to make it
depend on the return of human capital as in Jagannathan and Wang (1996).
This paper raises a central issue: is this reference level a genuine reflection of individual
preferences or is it a feature of aggregation? This is ail the more relevant since habit
formation lias not received yet strong support in micro-data (see Dynan, 2000). Recently,
Guvenen (2002) proposed a model where there is iimited participation in the stock marker
and heterogeneity in the elasticity of intertemporal substitutions. He shows that this model
with heterogeneous agents has a reduced-form which is extremeiy similar to Campbell alld
Cochrane (1999) framework. The only way to put some light on these issues is to estimate
and test the various models proposed in this paper with individual data. This constitutes
an exciting agenda for future researcli.
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Appendix: Tables
Table L
Estimation and Test Results for the Reference Level Model with Past State
Variables
The sampling period is from 1960:3 to 1996:12, for a total of 442 observations. An iterated
GMM approach is used to test Euler equations and estimate model parameters. Our bencbmark
model is tbe standard time- and state-separable CRRA utility function (model Ml). In order to
estimate habit as a function of past consumption levels, we assume that habit evolves according to
the adaptive expectations hypothesis (model M2 (the disturbance term in (48) is an innovation in
Ct+i) and model M3 (the disturbance term in (48) is allowed to be an AR(1)). In a flrst stage,
we estimate habit, as a function of past consumption levels. In a second stage, we estimate
the Euler equations (47) for the excess market return and the real risk-free interest rate with habit
replaced with its estimate obtained in a flrst stage. For each preference specification, the Euler
equations for the excess market return and the real risk-free interest rate are estimated jointly
exploiting two sets of instruments. The first instrument set (INS1) bas a constant, the real market
return lagged, the real risk-free rate lagged, and the real consumption growth rate lagged. As our
second set (INS2), we use the first set of instruments adjusted by the same variables lagged an
additional period. The J statistic is Hansen’s test of the overidentifying restrictions. The P value
is the marginal significance level associated with the J statistic. In Panel A, we report the values of
the parameters estimated directly from the Euler equations. The values of the parameters estimated
indirectly are presented in Panel B. The standard errors for the parameters estimated indirectly are
calculated by using the delta method.
1. Time- and state-separable preferences:
model Ml:
INS1 1N52
Parant Estim. SE t stat. Estim. SE t stat.
7 -0.1706 0.0790 -2.1595 -0.2072 0.0647 -3.2025
6 0.9995 0.0002 4997.500 0.9994 0.0002 4997.0000
J statistic 12.9925 13.6788
P value 0.0432 0.3217
2. Habit formation approach:
model M2
INS1 1N52
Param. Estim. SE t stat. Estim. SE t stat.
Panel A:
7 1.4735 0.5068 2.9075 1.1369 0.2889 3.9353
y 2.0369 0.6659 3.0589 1.6306 0.3737 4.3634
6 1.0028 0.0013 771.3846 1.0020 0.0008 1252.5000
J statistic 9.5268 12.3438
P value 0.0898 0.3384
Panel B:
7 — y -0.5634 0.1754 -3.2121 -0.4937 0.0999 -4.9419
1
—
y -1.0369 0.6659 -1.5571 -0.6306 0.3737 -1.6874
Table I (continued)
model M3
Panel A:
7 1.4581 0.5011 2.9098 1.1001 0.2785 3.9501
2.0633 0.6716 3.0722 1.6266 0.3670 4.4322
6 1.002$ 0.0014 716.2857 1.0020 0.0008 1252.5000
J statistic 9.5182 12.4464
P value 0.0901 0.3310
Panel B:
7 — -0.6052 0.1882 -3.2157 -0.5265 0.1047 -5.0287
1 — -1.0633 0.6716 -1.5832 -0.6266 0.3670 -1.7074
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Table II.
Estimation and Test Resuits for the Epstein-Zin and Generalized Epstein-Zin
and Habit Formation Specifications
The sampling period is from 1960:3 to 1996:12, for a total of 442 observations. An iterated
GMM approach is used. First, we set a = O (i = 1 ..., n) and estimate the Euler equations (54)
for the excess market portfolio return and the risk-free rate jointly with equation (55). This is the
case of the Epstein-Zin (1989, 1991) SDF, the resuits for which are presented in Column EZ. Second,
we set a = O (i = 2, ..., n) and estimate the Euler equations (56) for the excess market portfolio
return and the risk-free rate jointly with equation (57). for each preference specification, the Euler
equations are estimated using as instruments a constant, the real market return, the real risk-free
rate, and the real consumption growth rate. Ah these variables are hagged one and two periods.
The set of instruments used to test the equation for the hog consumption growth rate consists of a
constant, the log real market return lagged two periods, and the log consumption growth rate lagged
two periods. The J statistic is Hansen’s test of the overidentifying restrictions. The P value is the
marginal significance hevel associated with the J statistic. In Panel A, we report the values of the
parameters estimated directly. The values of the parameters estimated indirectly are presented in
Panel B. The standard errors for the parameters estimated indirecthy are calculated by using the
delta method.
EZ GR$ GRS Deciles
Param. Estim. SE t stat. Estim. SE t stat. Estim. SE t stat.
Panel A:
a0 0.0074 0.0008 9.2500 0.0022 0.0003 7.3333 0.0026 0.0001 26.0000
-0.2273 0.0597 -3.8074 -0.4564 0.0354 -12.8927
b -0.6309 0.0722 -8.7382 -0.1202 0.0461 -2.6074 0.3257 0.0200 16.2850
7 3.5275 2.8954 1.2183 0.9847 0.3017 3.2638 2.7965 0.1830 15.2814
-7.8611 0.3514 -22.3708 -0.1552 0.0400 -3.8800 0.8972 0.0416 21.5673
6* 1.0424 0.0050 208.48 1.0017 0.0006 1669.5 1.0047 0.0004 2511.75
J statistic 12.1338 12.2398 21.2106
P value 0.4350 0.3459 1.0000
Panel B:
u -1.9450 1.6151 -1.2043 0.8580 0.2427 3.5352 0.6784 0.0392 17.3061
-8.9329 2.2761 -3.9247 -0.3059 0.2378 -1.2864 0.0414 0.2409 0.1719
1 — 9.9329 2.2761 4.3640 1.3059 0.2378 5.4916 0.9586 0.2409 3.9792
12.4604 1.1194 11.1313 1.2906 0.3251 3.9699 2.7551 0.0844 32.6434
6 0.9506 0.0059 161.11 0.9988 0.0004 2497.0 0.9975 0.0005 1995.00
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Table III.
Estimation and test resuits for the Campbell-Cochrane SDF specification
The sampling period is from 1960:3 to 1996:12, for a total of 442 observations. An iterated GMM
approach is used to test Euler equations and estimate model parameters. The Euler equations for
the excess market return and the real risk-free interest rate are estimated jointly with equations (40)
and (41) using as instruments a constant, the real market return, the real risk-free rate, and the
real consumption growth rate. Ah these variables are lagged one and two periods. The J statistic
is Hansen’s test of the overidentifying restrictions. The P value is the marginal significance level
associated with the J statistic. In Panel A, ive report the values of the parameters estimated directly
from the Euler equations. The values of the parameters estimated indirectly are presented in Panel
B. The standard errors for the parameters estimated indirectly are calculated by using the delta
method.
CASE1 CASE2
Param. Estim. SE t stat. Estim. SE t stat.
Panet A:
‘y 0.0122 0.0046 2.6522 0.0115 0.0046 2.5000
-0.2034 0.0830 2.4506
6 0.9994 0.0002 4997.0 0.9993 0.0002 4996.5
J statistic 15.2328 13.9361
P value 0.2290 0.2366
Panel B:
7 — 0.2149 0.0834 2.5767
1.2034 0.0830 14.4988
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Table IV.
Estimation and Test Resuits for the Reference Level Habit Formation Model
with Asymmetric Preferences
The sampling period is 1960:3 to 1996:12, for a total of 442 observations. An iterated GMM
approach is used to test Euler equations and estimate model parameters. Our benchmark model is
the standard time- and state-separable CRRA utility function (model Ml). In order to estimate habit
as a function of past consumption levels, we assume that habit evolves according to the adaptive
expectations hypothesis (model M2 (the disturbance term in (48) is an innovation in Ct+i) and
model M3 (the disturbance term in (48) is allowed to be an AR(fl). In a flrst stage, we estimate
habit, as a function of past consumption levels. In a second stage, we estimate the Euler
equations (65) for the excess market return and the real risk-free interest rate with habit replaced
with its estimate obtained in a first stage. 1Ne present the comparative analysis of the cases when the
agent is assurned to display the same degree of risk aversion for consumption above and below habit
(CASE1) and when this assumption is relaxed (CASE2). In both cases, the Euler equations for the
excess market return and the real risk-free interest rate are estimated jointly exploiting the set of
instruments, which consists of a constant and the return on market portfolio, the real risk-free rate,
and the real consumption growth rate lagged one through four periods. The J statistic is Hansen’s
test of the overidentifying restrictions. The P value is the marginal significance level associated
with the J statistic. In Panel A, we report the values of the parameters estimated directly from the
Euler equations. The values of the parameters estimated indirectly are presented in Panel B. The
standard errors for the parameters estimated indirectly are calculated by using the delta method.
model M2
CASE1 CASE2
Param. Estim. SE t stat. Estim. SE t stat.
Panel A:
‘y 0.3052 0.0876 3.4840
7i 0.2180 0.1295 1.6834
72 0.3541 0.1613 2.1953
0.5379 0.1239 4.3414 0.4921 0.1278 3.8505
6 1.0001 0.0003 3333.6667 1.0000 0.0003 3333.3333
J statistic 27.8911 27.9608
P value 0.2199 0.1770
Panel B:
— y -0.2327 0.0410 -5.6756
1
— y 0.4621 0.1239 3.7296 0.5079 0.1278 3.9742
7i — 72 -0.1361 0.2293 -0.5935
— y -0.2741 0.1259 -2.1771
72 — y -0.1380 0.1181 -1.1685
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Table IV (continued)
model M3
Panel A:
7 0.3081 0.0862 3.5742
71 0.2049 0.1278 1.6033
72 0.3622 0.1600 2.2638
0.5660 0.1254 4.5136 0.5072 0.1291 3.9287
1.0001 0.0003 3333.6667 1.0000 0.0003 3333.3333
J statistic 27.7686 27.8292
P value 0.2247 0.1814
Panel 3:
7 — -0.2580 0.0444 -5.8108
1 — 0.4340 0.1254 3.4609 0.4928 0.1291 3.8172
7i — 72 -0.1573 0.2281 -0.6896
7i — -0.3023 0.1274 -2.3728
72 — -0.1450 0.1179 -1.2299
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Table V.
Estimation and Test Resuits for the Loss Aversion Model
The sampling period is 1960:3 to 1996:12, for a total of 442 observations. An iterated GMM
approach is used to test Euler equations and estimate model parameters. We chose several sets of
values for the parameters À, i’, and 77 according more or less to the values chosen by Barberis, Huang,
and Santos (2001). Given these values ve estimate the preference parameters 71,72 , and 6 based
on the Euler equations for the excess market return and the real risk-free interest rate. Equations
are estimated jointly exploiting the set of instruments, which consists of a constant and the return
on market portfolio, the real risk-free rate, and the real consumption growth rate lagged one through
two periods. The P value is the marginal significance level associated with the J statistic which is
Hansen’s test of the overidentifying restrictions.
À = 2.50, i = 0.9
,ç=1 =3
Param. Estim. t stat. Estim. t stat. Estim. t stat.
y -0.94 -0.14 -0.79 -0.12 -0.67 -0.10
72 -0.53 -0.08 -0.36 -0.05 -0.24 -0.04
o 4.59 0.68 4.26 0.62 4.17 0.61
6 1.03 84.67 1.02 82.83 1.02 81.24
P value 0.86 0.85 0.84
‘ = 3, 77 = 1
À=1.5 À=2 À=3
Param. Estim. t stat. Estim. t stat. Estim. t stat.
‘y -1.59 -2.92 -2.34 -4.73 8.69 4.05
72 -1.43 -2.65 -2.07 -4.23 9.17 4.28
cp
-4.62 -7.45 -4.72 -8.43 15.33 6.45
6 0.98 671.43 0.98 696.86 1.06 160.56
P value 0.77 0.80 0.88
= 3, À = 3
tParam.
7i
72
çD
6
P value
77=1
Estim.
8.69
9.17
15.33
1.06
0.88
stat.
4.05
4.28
6.45
160.56
7) = 0.9
Estim.
-0.94
-0.43
4.45
1.02
0.86
t stat.
-0.12
-0.06
0.56
71.65
77 = 0.8
Estim.
-1.26
-0.76
5.02
1.02
0.88
t stat.
-0.17
-0.10
0.67
71.27
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2 Disentangling Risk Aversion and Intertemporal Substitution
Through a Reference Level
2.1 Introduction
In the standard consumption capital asset pricing model (CCAPM), a representative agent
maximizes his time-separable expected utility. The curvature of the utility function captures
two aspects of the agent’s preferences. As the concavity of the function increases so does his
aversion to risk as well as his desire to smooth consumption intertemporally. For a power
utility function, it means that the coefficient of relative risk aversion is constrained to be the
inverse of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. This constraint is not supported by
empirical observations since agents tend to exhibit an elasticity of intertemporal substitution
which is less than the inverse of the relative risk aversion coefficient, as emphasized in Weil
(1990). To disentangle the two concepts, Epstein and Zin (1989), often referred to as EZ
hereafter, and Weil (1989) have proposed a recursive utility framework that generalizes the
dynamic choice model under uncertainty of Kreps and Porteus (1978).
Epstein and Zin (1989) qualify this disentangling by stressing that the risk aversion pa
rameter in their model should not be interpreted independently from the attitude towards
intertemporal substitution. However, after reading Epstein and Zin (1991) and a number of
papers in the ensuing literature, one realizes that the estimates of the risk aversion parame
ter are often directly compared with the ones obtained in the standard CCAPM framework
as in Hansen and Singleton (1983). We will argue that such a reading of the risk parameter
in the Epstein-Zin model could lead to spurious interpretations of allegedly realistic low
levels of estimated risk aversion. Moreover, Epstein and Zin’s (1991) conclusion that “risk
preferences do not differ statistically from the logarithmic specification” could be reinter
preted as an indication that the attitude towards intertemporal substitution does not differ
statistically from the logarithmic specification. This reinterpretation is crucially important
from an economic point of view since it allows to distinguish myopia in consumption saving
decisions from myopia in portfolio allocation (Giovannini and Weil (1989)).
In this paper, we propose a new way to extend preferences to uncertain future consump
tion ftows while maintaining the same unambiguous definition of the elasticity of intertem
poral substitution for certain future streams of consumption. We suggest that the requested
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disentangling may alternatively be obtained not by replacing, as the recursive utility does,
the future consumption stream by a certainty equivalent of future utility but by an exoge
nous reference level which, in a recursive way, assesses the expected future consumption.
Therefore, risk aversion is now defined with respect to the unpredictable discrepancy be
tween actuaÏ consumption and this reference level (a quantity independent of the attitude
towards risk) and not with respect to the forthcoming level of recursive utility which stiil
mixes attitudes towards risk and intertemporal substitution.
In this new framework, preferences are therefore represented hy a generalized von
Neumann-Morgenstern utility specification whereby satisfaction is derived from consump
tion relative to an external reference level as well as from this reference level itself. This
specification is related to several concepts in the literature. In habit formation models, util
ity is measured with respect to consumption relative to a time-varying habit or subsistence
level either in ratios (Abel (1990, 1996)) or in differences (Constantinides (1990), Sundare
san (1989), and Campbell and Cochrane (1999)), among others. Several variables have also
been added to the utility function besides consumption: leisure (Eichenbaum, Hansen, and
Singleton (1988)), public expenditures (Aschauer (1985)), durable goods (Startz (1989)),
wealth (Bakshi (1996), Smith (2001)). Recently, Carroil, Overland, and Weil (2000), in a
growth and saving model, proposed a specification in which the agent can derive utility
both from the level of consumption relative to a reference level and from the absolute value
of this reference level.
To recover a SDF which is observationally equivalent to the Kreps and Porteus specifi
cation in the recursive utility framework of Epsteïn and Zin (1989), as we do in this paper,
we establish a structural linic between this reference level and the return on the market
portfolio. However, we emphasize that, although observationally equivalent, the two mod
els deliver different measures of risk aversion. As in Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001),
the introduction of a reference level actually changes the measure of risk and in turn the
level of risk aversion needed to explain the observed risk premium. 24 In Garcia, Renault,
and Semenov (2002), henceforth GRS (2002), we generalize the reference level and make it
depend on past consumption as well as on the returil on the market portfolio. Therefore,
24This resuit does flot depend upon any specific behavioral interpretation of the reference level and may
simply be produced by the heterogeneity of agents as in Guvenen (2002).
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we embed both habit persistence and the recursive utility Kreps-Porteus model in the same
SDF.
Section 2.2 presents the issue of disentangling risk aversion from the elasticity afin
tertemporal substitution in a recursive utility framework. In Section 2.3, we introduce a
new von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility framework which provides a better sepa
ration of the two concepts. In particular, we show in this context that the risk aversion
parameter in the recursive utility specification depends on the intertemporal elasticity of
substitution. Section 2.4 concludes.
2.2 Disentangling Risk Aversion and Intertemporal Substitution via Recursive
U ti Iity
Our focus of interest is the modelling of a preference ordering between stochastic consump
tion processes C = (C)o. Following Duffie and Epstein (1992a), it is quite natural to
consider that a utility function U is risk averse if, for ail processes C in some domain:
U{C] U{EC], (69)
where EC denotes the deterministic process deflned by [E(C)] = E[C]. A more difficuit
question is to assess the level of risk aversion of a given utility function U in this intertem
poral context. Yet, an answer to this question is crucial for contributing to the empirical
debate surrounding asset pricing puzzles. For instance, the equity premium puzzle amounts
to consider that the level of risk aversion needed to reproduce the observed risk premium
on equity is not reasonable. One step in the direction of quantifying risk aversion has been
performed by Duffie and Epstein (1992a) through the notion of comparative risk aversion.
They define this concept as follows.
Definition 1 A utility function U is said to be more risk averse than U if it rejects any
gambte that is rejected by U, that is for any stochastic process C and any determmistic
process in some domain: U[C] U[] = Ut[C] U*{t].
In other words, if U leads to prefer a deterministic sequence t O, to a stochastic
consumption process C, t O, a fortiori U* will lead to prefer the deterministic path. As
acknowledged by Duffie and Epstein (1992a), this definition is flot innocuous. To be compa
rable according to this definition, U* and U must rank deterministic programs identically.
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In particular, one cannot give a sense to the statement Ut is more risk averse than
U” if U* and U feature different temporal preferences, either for immediate versus late
consumption (subjective discounting) or for consumption smoothing (elasticity of intertem
poral substitution). This is indeed a fundamental impossibility resuit about disentangling
risk aversion and intertemporal substitution. The orily way to escape this general impos
sibility is to be more specific about the utility model. Epstein and Zin (1989) and Duffie
and Epstein (1992 a,b) put forward the redursive utility framework in discrete time and
continuous time respectively.
First mtroduced by Koopmans (1960) in a deterministic setting, the recursive relation
= W[C,, 14+il (70)
specifies the utility index V at time t as a function of the consumption Ot in period t
and the utility index Vy of future consumption. The function W has been called an
aggregator by Lucas and Stokey (1984). It defiries both the rate of time preference and the
elasticity of intertemporal substitution. For instance, the time-additive separable (TAS)
utility function25 corresponds to the aggregator
W[C,Vj=u(C)+,BV (71)
where j3 is the subjective discount factor. In the isoelastic case, u(G)
= l,p =
1 — , o- > O is the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. The issue of interest is to
extend equation (70) to uncertain consumption streams. Then, the future utility index
appears itself random at time t (we will denote it to stress that it is stochastic)
and cannot be plugged into (70) without a preliminary treatment.
In other words, we must look for a generalization of (70) which admits the latter equation
as a particular case when the future random value of Vi is known at time t. The solution
proposed by Epstein and Zin (1989) appears to be quite natural in this respect. They
consider that the agent first computes the certainty equivalent m(4+i lIt) of the conditional
distribution Ç14+1 II) of V+i given the information at time t and then combines the latter
with C via the aggregator W:
1.4 = T’V[Ct,m(+lIt)]. (72)
25$ee Becker and Boyd III (1997) for a review of aggregators and their properties.
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They refer to Kreps and Porteus (1978) to study (72) under the assumption that m is
an expected-utility based certainty equivalent such as
m(+iIIt) = f’[E[f(î’+i)IIt]], (73)
where they cali f a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility index.
This terminology is motivated by the fact that the utility functions defined by (72) and
(73) conform with expected utility theory when ranking timeless gambles. To see this, let
us consider a lottery on a sequence (Ct+h), h O, of current and future consumption that
is gelluinely timeless because the two following conditions are fuffihled. First, randomness is
about just one particular future consumption (Ct+H) for given H, while the other ones are
known at time t. For sake of notational simplicity, let us assume that for any h H, Ct+h =
C given. Second, the uncertainty at time t about CL+H has no temporal featiires. Basically,
the value of Ct+H appears to be random at time t but is going to be known no later than
time (t+1).
Then, with the aggregator (71), the utility index V at time t is given by
= u(C) + /3m[(1 — /3)u(G*) + /31 {u(C) — u(C*)}]. (74)
We deduce from (74) that it is true that m characterizes the risk aversion preferences for
timeless gambles. Typically, for a given level of risk involved in future consumption Ct+H,
different people wiIl value more or less such a gamble depending upon their level of risk
aversion included in m or, equivalently, in the Von Neumann-Morgenstern utility index f.
This risk aversion assessment appears at first sight to be fairly well disentangled from
the other features of preferences since the rate of time preference and the elasticity of
intertemporal substitution, as described respectively by /3 and the function u, do not play
an important role in this argument. 0f course, the risk exposure is not assessed directly in
terms of consumption units C-1, but oniy through its concave transformation u(Ct+H).
Yet, no genuinely perverse effect resuits form this concave scaling.
However, if one thinks about more general temporal gambles, it is no longer true that,
as commonly believed, m and f will determine the degree of risk taking in portfolio choice
problems. We argue that the disentangling of risk aversion and intertemporal substitution
is not fully done in the recursive utility framework (72) and (73). To explain this intuitively,
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we wjll rely on the analysis of Alvarez and Jermann (2000), who establish a clear distinction
between the related concepts of equity premium and cost of consumption uncertainty. The
marginal cost of consumption uncertainty is defined, as we did above, from the time t
return until maturity of an asset with a single risky payrnent Ct+H at (t + H). However, the
consumption equity premium (for an equity with dividends equal to consumption) is defined
from the tirne t shadow price of an asset which pays the full stochastic process of dividends
[Cl = [Ct+h, h 0]. In order to control for preferences for the timing of uncertainty
resolution, let us maintain the assumption that ah uncertaillty about this process is revealed
at time (t + 1). Then the relevant utility index is
= u(C) + [3m [°° /3h1U(Ct+h)]. (75)
Assume for sirnplicity that /3 = 1 and that the stochastic process [Ct÷h, h > 0] is sta
tionary and ergodic. Then, the higher the elasticity of intertemporal substitution featured
by the function u is, the more the individual is able to consider the stochastic process
[Ct+h, h> 0] as alrnost equivalent to its smoothed counterpart [C+h, h> 0] defined by
C+h = 1Hoo (:: c+). (76)
But, by the law of large numbers, the smoothed consumption process is no longer risky.
In other words, a high elasticity of intertemporal substitution allows one to think in terms
of intertemporal diversification and substantially lowers the level of risk which is signifi
cantly borne in a formula like (75). The argument could of course be easily extended to
more realistic situations of consumption processes with trends and non zero rate of time
preference.
This remark is of course highly relevant when it cornes to solving the equity premium
puzzle since it imphies that m does not provide a meaningful assessment of the individual
risk aversion. In other words, one cannot daim to have successfully solved the puzzle when
a reasonable level of risk aversion (as described by m or f) is obtained in a representative
agent model consistent with (72) and (73). It may only mean that risk aversion has been
underestimated through its m (or f) characterization since the agent, with a sufficiently
high elasticity of intertemporal substitution, rnight have perceived that the risk was not so
high because of temporal diversification.
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This possibility of temporal diversification explains that, as acknowledged by Duffie and
Epstein (1992a, 1992b), the significance of the function m for comparative risk aversion
arises only for a given elasticity of intertemporal substitution. Our argument goes further
though. It would be illusory to rely on a plausible estimate of the risk aversion coefficient
in an Epstein-Zin model of asset prices to consider that the equity premium puzzle has
been solved. It ail depends on the value of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. The
higher it is, the more spurious the inference will be. Following Alvarez and Jermann (2000),
this amounts to confuse the equity premium and the cost of consumption uncertainty even
though they are clearly distinct, both conceptually and quantitatively. They argue that the
steepness of the term structure and the persistence of the shocks are two of the features
that make the equity premium different from the marginal cost of consumption uncertainty.
We will propose in the next subsection an expected utility functional form which explic
itly takes into account the degree of persistence of the shocks. For this reason, it is better
able to disentangle risk aversion from the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. Actually,
we derive an asset pricing model which is observationally equivalent to the one of Epstein
and Zin (1989) but which modifies the definition of the risk aversion measurement in order
to avoid the aforementioned shortcoming of recursive utility, that is the underestimation
through m of the true level of risk aversion when the elasticity of intertemporal substitution
is high.
Another advantage of our expected utility model is that it only refers to an individual
who is neutral with respect to the timing of uncertainty resolution. Indeed, in addition
to the temporal aspects of preferences, captured by /3and the function u, and the risk
aversion measure given by m, a third aspect of preferences should concern the timing of
resolution of uncertainty. Actually, if in the above example we assume now that the risky
consumption fiow Gt+H, H 2, is going to be revealed only at time (t + 2), we realize that
the utility index at time t is different from (74). In other words, the definition of (/3, u, m)
characterizes the conditions under which early or late resolution is preferred. Thus, as
recognized by Epstein and Zin (1989), this “latter aspect of preferences seems interwined
with both substitutability and risk aversion”. While they suspect that this “refiects the
inherent inseparability of these three aspects of preference rather than a deficiency” of
the framework, the new model proposed in the next section will give more support to
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the requirement of disentangling preferences for the timing of uncertainty resolution from
substitutability and risk aversion. In colltrast with Epstein and Zin (1989), this aspect of
preferences does no longer seem implied by the comparison of disentangled levels of elasticity
of intertemporal substitution and risk aversion. Therefore, one can envision a more general
model which would not only disentangle risk aversion from intertemporal substitution, but
also describe independently the timing of uncertainty resolution.
2.3 A Consumption CAPM with a Reference Level
In GRS (2002), we develop an intertemporal expected utility model where the representative
agent derives utility from consumption measured relatively to a reference level and from
this reference level itself:
V
=
(1 — a)
°°
6hE [() 1-a (77)
where the reference level St is considered as external to the agent and E denotes a condi
tional expectation given the information at time t. Depending on the specification of the
reference level and on the constraints imposed on the various preference parameters, we
show in GRS (2002) that this model produces most of the $DFs that have been used in the
empirical asset pricing literature. We will now see how it should be modeled to obtain a
$DF which is observationally equivalent to the one derived by Epstein and Zin (1989).
Our argument rests essentially on the fact that the reference level provides a way to
extend intertemporal choice of consumption without uncertainty to risky consumption
streams. When no uncertainty prevails, the future sequence of the reference level at time t,
$t+h, h 0, coincides with the optimal future consumption values:
= Gt+h identically for h 0. (78)
In a risky environment, we just generalize condition (78) in terms of conditional expec
tations:
= Et[Ct+h] for all h 0. (79)
Therefore, we can interpret Sh as the reference level the agent has in mmd at time t
to decide his risk-taking behavior. In the spirit of Abel (1990) and Campbell and Cochrane
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(1999) models of external habit formation, some macroeconomic variables which belong
to the agent’s information set at time (t + h) may affect the assessment of the reference
level In the model of Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001), when the representa
tive agent’s consumption Ct+h coincides in equilibrium with the t+h aggregate per capita
consumption at time (t + h) (viewed asexogenous ta the investor), the reference level of con
sumption will aggregate the gain or loss the agent experiences on his financial investments
between (t + h — 1) and (t + h). In ail these exampies, the growth rate of bench
mark consumption between dates (t + h — 1) and (t + h) may include some information
contemporaneous with Gt+,.26
Given condition (78), the parameter À in (77) can unambiguously be interpreted in
terms of intertemporal elasticity of substitution, with À = 1— , where denotes the agent’s
elasticity of illtertemporal substitution. Since the reference level is viewed as external by the
agent during lis optimization, the resulting Euler conditions lead ta a generaiized CCAPM
with the following $DF:
/ \—a /
f \ f Jt+1
JUIt+1OjJ j—rn
\t] \t
Such a SDF impiies that the definition of the reference ievei must produce conditionai
expectations that are not oniy constrained by (79), but also consistent with the observed
asset prices.
Let us consider flrst the market portfolio pricing condition. If we denote by RM,t+1 the
gross return on the market portfolio observed at time (t + 1), we get
/— \—a j,
((‘t+1\ fJt+1\
t ij) M,t+1 =
Condition (81) shows that covariation between the reference level and the market return
may compensate for the lack of covariation between consumption and the market return.
This extension of the traditional consumption-based asset pricing modei may help to solve
several asset pricing puzzles features associated with aggregate data. As stressed by Bar
beris, Huang, and Santos (2001), such an extension has some behaviorai foundations since
26Campbell and Cochrane (1999) also specify that the consumption habit moves in response to current
aggregate consumption and not, as in many habit formation models, in proportion to the Iast period con
sumption. Since habit is considered as external, the reference level S+ may even be defined as a function
of Ct+h.
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it captures the idea that the degree of loss aversion of the investor depends on lis prior
investment performance. To make even more explicit this tight relationship between the
reference level and investment performance as measured by the market return, we will refer
to a loglinearization of conditional moment restrictions (79) and (81) (see Epstein and Zin
(1991) and Campbell (1993) for similar interpretations based on a loglinearization of the
Euler equations). Conditional expectations are computed as if the vector
= (10g (‘) ,tog (t) )toRMt+1) ($2)
were jointly normal and homoscedastic given the information available at time t. Conditions
(79) and (81) at horizon 1 become:
— = “ri, (83)
—aEt[ct+y] + (a
—
E[s+] + Et[Ty,t+i] = (84)
for some constants k1and k2. Equivalently, these two restrictions say that both [St+i —
Ct+1] and [st+i — rM,t+1l must be unpredictable at time t. We will now see that the
Epstein and Zin (1989) pricing model is observationally equivalent to the particular case
of our CCAPM with reference level where [St+1 — TM,t+1] is not only unpredictable but
constant:
tog- = logRM,+1 + k, (85)
for some constant k. In other words, we consider the particular case where the benchmark
growth rate of consumption is log-linearly determined by the currant value of the market re
turn, with a slope parameter equal to elasticity of intertemporal substitution. Note that this
is in accordance with the portfolio separation property generally implied by homotheticity
of preferences (see Epstein and Zin (1989)), whereby optimal consumption is determined in
a second stage, after the portfolio choice has been made.
Given the specification ($5) of the reference level, it is clear that the parameters 5 and
k cannot 5e separately identified from this SDF only. We will therefore reparametrize it in
the following way:
/C
- f t+1 \ D’ 6lVlt+1 — U
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At first sight, we obtain a SDF which is observationally equivalent to the mie derived
by Epstein and Zin (1989) with the TAS aggregator, with some utility function u and a
von Neumann-Morgenstern utility index f which are both isoelastic. Yet there are several
important differences in the interpretation of the two SDFs.
Let us start with the market return which enters both SDF specifications. In our
model, it appears because the investor links the benchmark consumption ta the market
return. In the recursive utility framework, it appears because the investor cares about the
timing of uncertainty resolution. Actually, in (77), the utility index is defined in terms
of conditional expectations of future random variables given the information available at
time t, and therefore, the investor appears to be neutral with respect to the timing of
uncertainty resolution. In this respect, our approach is doser to Bakshi and Chen (1996)
who put forward the hypothesis that investors accumulate wealth not only for the sake of
consumption but also for wealth-induced social status. Typically, if the reference level St
were equal to aggregate wealth, a non-zero difference between ). and (1 — a) would lead
ta Model 1 of Bakshi and Cheil (1996) where absolute wealth is status. This explains
why Bakshi and Chen (1996) also put forward a kind of observational equivalence between
their model and Epstein and Zin (1989). However, our approach does not reduce to theirs
because they implicitly consider that the rate of growth of aggregate wealth coincides with
the market return, which is not true in general. They differ because the share of wealth
invested is not constant.27 On the contrary, Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) have emphasized
the prominent role played by the consumption-wealth ratio as a state variable ta summarize
the relevant conditioning information.
Actually, mir model is better understood by reference to the habit formation literature.
Our agent derives utility both from the level of consumption relative ta the state variable
St and from the absolute value of this reference level which is similar to a habit. This
specification extends to asset pricing applications the one recently used in a saving and
growth model by Carroll, Overland, and Weil (2000). In the spirit of the habit forma
27Bakshi and Chen (1996) can be interpreted as a particular case of our model with a unit elasticity of
intertemporal substitution. Smith (2001) proposes ta extend Bakshi and Chen (1996) by taking into account
bath the concern about wealth-induced status and the attitude towards the timing of uncertainty resolution.
However, it is a simple i.i.d. economy in which the stochastic variation in the invested share of wealth canuot
be accommodated.
C
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tion literature, the coefficient a is then interpreted as the risk aversion coefficient. This
interpretation immediately raises the following question. Since the SDF (86) is observa
tionally equivalent to the one of Epstein and Zin (1989) with isoelastic functions u and f
(u(G)
= () (C’y — 1) and f(V) = () (Va — 1)), it should shed some light on the
issue of risk aversion assessment in the context of the recursive utility model of Epstein and
Zin (1989). Actually, the exponent of in this model (see equation (6.6) P. 958) is
p— 1) =
, since u = (1 —p)1. (87)
p 1—u
By identification of ($6) and ($7), we deduce that the quantity (1
—
a), instead of being
interpreted as a risk aversion parameter, should be seen as
(1
— a) = a + 1 — au. (8$)
Several comments are in order. First, the ability of the recursive utility model to disen
tangle risk aversion and intertemporal substitution is questionable. Actually, it is only in
the standard expected utility model case, when u is the inverse of the risk aversion parame
ter a, that (1
—
t) can be interpreted as a risk aversion parameter. Even more problematic
is the fact that (1 — ct) becomes negative whenever u is greater than + 1. Note that this
lack of disentangling manifests itself even without resorting to our interpretation of a as a
risk aversion parameter. The natural requirement of a negative exponent for in the
SDF implies that the alleged risk aversion parameter (1 — a) and should be on the same
side of 1.
Second, as soon as u is greater than , the alleged risk aversion parameter (1
—
underestimates the genuine risk aversion parameter a. Hence, as noted before in Section
2.2, a relatively high level of elasticity of intertemporal substitution may spuriously indicate
a moderate risk aversion. If, as documented by Mehra and Prescott (1985), the model can
replicate the equity risk premium only for a high level of risk aversion, say a = 20, even a
moderate elasticity of substitution, say .8, will dramatically lower the perceived risk aversion
in the recursive utility model: (1
— ) = 5.
0f course, expressing concerns about the recursive utility model does not imply that the
alternative model we propose is valid. For tests of its empirical validity, we refer the reader
to GRS (2002).28 However, it is important to stress that, apart from the issues related
28We estimate in particular a model where the reference level growth rate is determined both by past
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to the interpretation of risk aversion and the attitude towards the timing of uncertainty
resolution, the two models are mutually consistent. Indeed, taking (88) into account, we
can rewrite the exponent of the market return in the Epstein-Zin SDF as
() —1=au—1. (89)
By identification with (86), we see that our SDF is nothing but a reparametrization of the
Epstein-Zin’s one with: = u taud À
=
p). This correspondence between the parameters
of intertemporal substitution of the two models is fully consistent with the interpretation
sketched above. It also sheds some interesting light on the issue of myopic portfolio choice.
Giovannini and Weil (1989) have stressed that a unit elasticity of intertemporal substitution
implies a form of (rational) myopia in consumption and savings decisions but not in portfolio
allocation. Actually, a unit elasticity of intertemporal substitution (À = 0) reduces our
general SDF (80) to
/ \ / \a—1
Jff Ç( t+1\ ()t+i
JV1t+1VLJ j—a—
\t] \Dt
and, if one admits the log-linearization (85):29
/Cç( t+1\ Da—1 1IVIt+1 — U M,t+1
This formula can be seen as the explicit solution of equation (B.5) in Giovannini and
Weil (1989) for the particular case of conditional log-normality. Except for logarithmic risk
preferences (a = O for us and a = O for them), the Euler equations for portfolio choice with
u = icorrespond in general to neither the static CAPM nor the CCAPM. Giovannini and
Weil (1989) develop their argument rigorously but it is hard to do in the orthodox approach
of the EZ SDF since one gets the spurious feeling that the exponent of consumption growth
in the SDF (y) is well defined and non zero in the limit cases only if one maintains the
equivalence: u = 1 == c = 0. This is the equivalence between myopic consumption-saving
decisions and logarithmic risk preferences. This issue is relevant empirically. For instance,
consumption growth rates (as in habit formation models) and by the retuin of the market portfolio (as in
the Kreps-Porteus specification of the recursive utility model of Epstein and Zin (1989)). The parameters
of this specification are economically plausible and estimated with precision.
29With or without this log-linearization, this result is fiilly consistent with the point made by Giovannini
and Weil (1989).
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Epstein and Zin (1989) conclude that risk preferences do not differ statistically from the
logarithmic specification but, by the same token, they find estimates for the elasticity of
intertemporal substitution that are not statistically different from 1 for the two first sets
of instruments (the ones which, according to the authors, give the most sensible resuits).
Another interesting case is the portfolio applications in Campbell and Viceira (2002). To
lie able to disentangle myopia in consumption -saving decisions from myopia in portfolio
allocation, they set o- = 1 while allowing any value for the risk aversion parameter. While
they are certainly right to do so for economic interpretations, this is strictly speaking not
consistent with the EZ parametrization, as it can be seen flot only through ouï interpretation
but also through the Appendix B of Giovannini and Weil (1989). By contrast, the exponent
a in our SDF (90, 91) is in no way restricted by the condition u = 1.
To summarize, the only difference between ouï approach and the Epstein and Zin (1989)
recursive utility model concerns the incorporation of the preferences for intertemporal choice
without uncertainty in a risky environment with constant relative risk aversion. While the
recursive utility approach replaces the future random utility index by its certainty equiv
alent, we believe it is preferable to replace upstream the future consumption fiows by an
external benchmark produced by the first-order conditions for optimal consumption. This
bellchmark determines the role of the time preference parameters while the risk aversion
parameter matters only insofar as uncertainty prevents the agent from meeting his bench
mark.
0f course, our argument rests upon some approximations due to a log-linearization of
first-order conditions for consumption and neglects volatility predictability. While exten
sions can be envisioned in this regard, our new insight on risk aversion assessment in the
recursive utility model is useful for addressing asset pricing puzzles. In terms of risk pre
mium for individual assets, log-linearization of the pricing equations resulting from our SDF
gives
— Tf,t+1 = au — (au — 1)u, (92)
where o-je and o-jm denote the covariances of asset i returns with consumption growth and
market returns respectively. This asset pricing model is observationally equivalent to the
one of Epstein and Ziri (1989) but the interpretation of the coefficients and their orders of
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(E magnitude deemed to be reasonable differ. The coefficient of uj should be interpreted as a
risk aversion parameter, which means, in particular, that it is constrained to 5e nonnegative.
Following the recursive utility parametrization, this would not be the case since a — (1 —
—1), where a* (1—a) is the risk aversion measure. In addition, the coefficient of
uim is (au — 1) = (1 — u)’ (a*u — 1), which cari take very large values for seemingly realistic
values of the coefficient a*.
2.4 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have proposed a generalized expected utility framework which disentangles
risk aversion and intertemporal substitution in an alternative way to the recursive utility
ftamework proposed by Epstein and Zin (1989). Although observationally equivalent, the
two models may lead to significantly different conclusions regarding the well-documented
asset pricing puzzles. In particular, ri plausible value of the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution smaller than one, but flot too close to zero, cari conceal, within a recursive
utility framework, a very large implied value for risk aversion.
One of the advantages of our specification is its flexibility. In GRS (2002), we show
that it crin reproduce most of the SDFs that have been proposed in the empiricai asset
pricing literature. In particular, it covers ail habit formation approaches and crin be seen
as ri generalization of Campbell and Cochrane (1999). As in the latter, a key assumption
is to assume that the reference level is exogenous to the agent. When the growth rate of
the reference level is made a function of the return on the market portfolio, we obtain ri
SDF which is observationally equivalent to the Kreps md Porteus certainty equivalent in
the recursive utility framework. Other specifications of the certainty equivalent, in partic
ular disappointment aversion, can also be accommodated in our ftamework given the right
specification of the reference levei (see GRS (2002)). The simphcity of our expected utility
approach makes it a serions contender for the more involved recursive utility specifications.
Moreover, it allows to specify new SDFs which can potentially better expiain asset prices.
In GRS (2002), we propose a new SDF based on habit persistence and the return on the
market portfolio which appears to be supported by the data.
Our generahzed expected utihty framework basically maintains the assumption of in
vestor neutrality with regard to the timing of uncertainty resolution. Yet, as emphasized
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by Kreps and Porteus (1979), temporal preference for consumption is only an induced pref
erence. Is earlier resolution of uncertainty better simply because it permits an adaptive
choice of the individual activities or do individual preferences for consumption streams in
clude a genuine subjective preference for earlier or later uncertainty resolution? A more
general equilibrium model could then justify embedding our Von Neumann-Morgensterll
utility with respect to a reference level into a recursive framework with a clear formulation
of the timing of outcomes of lotteries and resulting actions taken by the agent. Sucli a
model might provide an answer to the question raised by Epstein and Zin (1989): is there
some inherent inseparability of the three aspects of preferences: risk aversion, intertempo
rai substitution, and concern for the timing of uncertainty resolution? This paper might
have provided a first step in finding an answer by a better disentangling of risk aversion
from intertemporal substitution without any implication about preference for earlier or later
resolution of uncertainty.
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3 Asset Pricing Puzzles, High-Order Consumption Moments, and
Heterogeneous Consumers
3.1 Introduction
Numerous studies over the past two decades have focused on a representative-agent con
sumption based asset pricing model that treats asset prices as being determined by the
consumption and savings decisions of a single representative agent assumed to have time
separable power utility. A number of empirical investigations show that the representative
agent model is apparently i;iconsistent with the data on consumption and asset returns in
many respects. Thus, a reasonably parametrized representative-agent model generates an
average equity premium which is too 10w (the equity premium puzzle) and a risk-ftee rate
which is too high (the risk-free rate puzzle) compared to the observed values. One plausible
response to the equity premium and risk-free rate puzzles is to argue that the poor empirical
performance of the representative-agent model is due to the fact that the model abstracts
from limited participation of consumers in asset markets and from incomplete consumption
insurance.
Full consumption insurance implies that heterogeneous consumers can use financial mar
kets to diversify away any idiosyncratic differences in their consumption streams. According
to the first-order condition of a single investor’s intertemporal consumption and portfolio
cioice problem, under complete consumption insurance, intertemporal marginal rates of
substitution are identical across individuals. Moreover, the first-order condition for excess
returns implies that agents are able to equalize their marginal utilities as well. If ail in
vestors in the economy have the same utility function (it is common to assume an agent to
be risk-averse and, therefore, his preferences to be adequately presented by some increas
ing and strictly concave utility function), with complete consumption insurance they are
able to equalize, state by state, their consumption. It follows that under the assumption
of full consumption insurance, aggregate consumption per capita can be used in place of
individual consumption and. heuce, the pricing implications of a heterogeneous-consumer
model are similar to those of the representative-consumer economy. With incomplete con
sumption insurance, individuals are not able to seif-insure against uninsurable risks and,
therefore, are heterogeneous. Intuitively, incomplete consumption insurance seems to be a
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very plausible assumption given the lack of certain types of insurance, such as insurance
against the idiosyncratic shocks to the households’ income, for example. Limited capital
market participation can be viewed as another special form of incomplete markets when
one group of people is prevented from trading in capital markets and simply consumes its
labor income.
Bertaut (199$), Blume and Zeldes (1993), Haliassos and Bertaut (1995), and Mankiw
and Zeldes (1991) observe that only about 30-40% of US individuals hold stocks either
directly or through defined contribution pension funds.3° Using data on food consump
tion from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), Mankiw and Zeldes (1991) find
that the consumption of stockholders is more volatile and more highly correlated with the
stock market premium as compared with that of nonstockholders. They estimate Euler
equations of per capita consumption for stockholders and nonstockholders separately and
find that the estimate of risk aversion decreases as the threshold value in the definition of
stockholders is raised. Brav and Géczy (1995), Brav, Constantinides, and Géczy (2002),
hereafter BCG, and Vissing-Jorgensen (1998) use total consumption of nondurables and
services reconstructed from the Consumer Expenditure $urvey (CEX) and also find evi
dence for an estimate of risk aversion which is decreasing in asset holdings. This suggests
limited asset market participation as a plausible explanation for the empirical failures of
the representative-agent model. Nevertheless, the empirical results in BCG (2002), Mankiw
and Zeldes (1991), and Vissing-Jorgensen (199$) show that even when the wealthiest group
of assetholders is considered, relatively high risk aversion is needed to explain the excess
market portfolio retirn. This provides some evideilce that although limited asset market
participation helps to explain the size of the market premium, it is insufficient to resolve
the equity premium puzzle when taken alone.
The potential for the incomplete market model to explain the equilibrium behavior of
stock and bond returns, both in terms of the level of equilibrium rates and the discrepancy
between equity and bond returns, was first suggested by Mehra and Prescott (1985). Weil
(1992) studies a two-period model in which consumers face, in addition to aggregate div
30According to the Current Population Reports, only about 20% of US households hold publicly traded
stocks and/or mutual fund shares (about 20% of the US population owned such assets in 1984, 21.8% in
1988, and 20.7% in 1991).
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idend risk, idiosyncratic and undiversifiable labor income risk. He shows that decreasing
absolute risk aversion and decreasing absolute prudence are sufficient to guarantee that the
model predicts a smaller bond return and a larger equity premium than a representative
agent model calibrated on the basis of aggregate data solely.
In the infinite horizon setting, individuals are able to make risk-free bans to one another
and borrow to buffer any short-lived jump in their consumption. This reasoning suggests
that in the infinite horizon economy, the additional demand for savings induced by the
market incompleteness will generally be smaller than that in a two-period model. Hence,
the absence of market completeness may have littie impact on interest rates. Aiyagari and
Gertier (1991), Bewley (1982), Heaton and D. Lucas (1992, 1995, 1996), Huggett (1993),
Lucas (1994), Mankiw (1986), and Telmer (1993) confirm this intuition.31
In contrast to earlier work which assumes that the idiosyncratic income shocks are
transitory and homoscedastic, Constantinides and Duffie (1996), henceforth CD, model
the time-series process of each consumer’s ratio of labor income to aggregate income as
nonstationary and heteroscedastic. Given the joint process of arbitrage-free asset prices,
dividends, and aggregate income satisfying a certain joint restriction, CD (1996) show that
in the equilibrium of an economy with heterogeneity in the form of uninsurable, persistent,
and heteroscedastic labor income shocks, the pricing kernel is a function not only of per
capita consumption growth, but also of the cross-sectional variance of the logarithmic iii
dividual consumption growth rate. One of the key features of the CD (1996) model is that
idiosyncratic shocks to labor income must be persistent. However, Heaton and D. Lucas
(1996) and Storesletten, Telmer, and Yaron (1997) use data from the PSID and show that
the conclusion whether babor income shocks are persistent or not depends on auxiliary mod
elling assumptions. BCG (2002) test empirically the CD (1996) pricing kernel usirig the
CEX database and find that this SDF fails to explain the equity premium.32
31n the Bewley (1982), Lucas (1994), Mankiw (1986), and Telmer (1993) models, consumers face unin
surable income risk and borrowing or short-selling constraints, whereas Aiyagari and Gertier (1991) and
Heaton and D. Lucas (1992, 1995, 1996) calibrate an economy in which consumers face uninsurable income
risk and transaction or borrowing costs. Aiyagari and Gertier (1991) and Heaton and D. Lucas (1992, 1995,
1996) show that the pricing implications of an incomplete market model do not differ substantially from
those of a representative-consumer model, unless the ratio of the net suppiy of bonds to aggregate income
is restricted to an unrealistically ion’ level.
32Balduzzi and Yao (2000) derive a SDF which differs from the CD (1996) pricing kernel in that the second
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Jacobs and Wang (2001) investigate a pricing kernel linear in the cross-sectional mean
and variance of consumption growth without specifying implicitly any utility function. They
find that although both these pricing factors are almost aiways significantly estimated,
the sign estimated for the cross-sectional variance is sensitive to the chosen measure of
consumption and set of households.
Jacobs (1999) investigates the importance of consumer heterogeneity by testing Euler
equations involving household-level consumption data from the PSID and does not find evi
dence that the equity premium and risk-free rate puzzles result from aggregation problems.
Ris result is that the Euler equation involving the risk-free asset is strongly rejected by the
data, while equilibrium restrictions pertaining to the risky asset are not rejected for certain
instrument sets. When the Euler equations for the risk-free asset and for the risky asset
are estimated jointly, the model is strongly rejected statistically. This resuit is similar to
that obtained by Hansen and Singleton (1982, 1983, 1984) within the representative agent
ftamework.
BCG (2002) find empirical evidence for the importance of the skewness of the cross
sectional distribution of the individual consumption growth rate, combined with the mean
and variance, in explaining the equity premium. Specifically, their calibration result is that
the SDF, given by a third-order Taylor series expansion to the equal-weighted average of
the household’s intertemporal marginal rate of substitution (IMR$), explains the premium
of the market portfolio return over the risk-free rate with low and economically plausible
(between two and four) value of the RRA coefficient. This result is at odds with that in
Cogley (2002). Cogley (2002) uses a Taylor series expansion to the individual’s IMRS and
develops an equilibrium factor model in which the pricing factors for the equity premium
are the cross-moments of the excess market portfolio return with the first three moments
of the cross-sectional distribution of log consumption growth. fie finds that this model is
not able to explain the observed mean equity premium with economically plausible value
of risk aversion even when the model includes the first three cross-sectional moments of log
pricing factor is the difference of the cross-sectional variance of 10g consumption and not the cross-sectional
variance of the log consumption growth rate. Although this SDF specification allows to explain the eqiiity
premium with a value of the relative risk aversion (RRA) coefficient which is substantially lower than that
obtained using the conventional power utility model, the value of risk aversion needed to explain the equity
premium romains rather high (larger than 9).
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consumption growth.33
In this paper, we use a different approach to assess the importance of incomplete con
sumption insurance for explaining the equity premium and the risk-free rate of return.
following Mankiw (1986) and Dittmar (2002), we use a Taylor series expansion to an un
known marginal utility function. A distinctive feature of our approach is that we take a
Taylor series expansion to the individual’s marginal utility of consumption around the con
ditional expectation of consumption and not around the unconditional expectation as in
Mankiw (1986) and Dittmar (2002). Using a Taylor series expansion to the individual’s
marginal utility of consumption around the conditional expectation of consumption allows
us to derive an approximate equilibrium model for expected returns in which the priced risk
factors are the cross-moments of return with the moments of the cross-sectional distribution
of individual consumption. The attractiveness of this approach comes from the possibility
of avoiding an ad hoc specification of preferences and considering a general class of utility
functions when addressing the question of the sign of the effect of a particular moment of
the cross-sectional distribution of individual consumption on the expected excess market
portfolio return and risk-free interest rate, whule an ad hoc specification of the utility func
tion is necessary when taking a Taylor series expansion to the agent’s IMRS or to the mean
of the individual’s IMRS.34
We show that if preferences exhibit decreasing and convex absolute prudence, then the
cross-sectional mean and skewness of individual consumption help to explain the equity
premium if their cross-moments with the excess market portfolio return are positive, while
the cross-sectional variance and kurtosis of individual consumption always lower the equity
premium explained by the model.
In our empirical investigation, we use several approaches to assess the plausibility of
the approximate equilibrium model for reproducing different features of expected returns.
33With low (below 5) values of the RRA coefficient, the model can explain oniy about one-fourth of the
observed mean equity premium.
34A11 we need to know to answer the question whether considering a particular moment of the cross
sectional distribution of individual consumption generates a smaller or, on the contrary, larger predicted
asset return, is the sign of its cross-moment with return and the sign of the corresponding derivative of the
utility function. Considering some special form of preferences is, however, necessary when assessing the size
of that effect.
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First, we perform a Hansen-Jagannathan volatility bound analysis. In this part, we assess
the plausibility of the SDF for the market premium by studying the mean and standard
deviation of the pricing kernel for different values of the risk aversion coefficient. Second,
a calibration exercise is done. The purpose of this part is to test whether the observed
mean equity premium can be explained with an economically plausible value of the RRA
coefficient. The third part provides an empirical investigation of the conditional version
of the Euler equations for the equity premium and the risk-free rate using a non-linear
generalized method of moments (GMM) estimation approach. In this part, we exploit
information about time-series properties of consumption and asset returns. In each of the
three parts, the empirical analysis is performed under the assumption of limited asset market
participation.35
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 3.2, we derive an approximate
equilibrium model for the expected equity premium and risk-free rate using a general class
of utility functions. Section 3.3 describes the data and presents the empirical results under
the CRRA preferences. Section 3.4 concludes.
3.2 An Approximate Equilibrium Asset Pricing Model
Consider an economy in which an agent maximizes expected lifetime discounted utility:
Et 8u (Ck+i)]. (93)
In (93), 6 is the time discount factor, Gkt is the individual k’s consumption in period
t, u () is a single-period von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function, and E [.] denotes an
expectation which is conditional on the period-t information set, that is common to all
agents.36
Let us consider a set of agents, k = 1, ..., K, that participate in asset markets. In
equilibrium, the investor k’s optimal consumption profile must satisfy the following first
35To examine the asset pricing implications of the hypothesis of limited participation of consumers in asset
markets, we consider diffèrent sets of households defined as assetholders according to a criterion of asset
holdings above a certain threshold value ranging from $2 to $20000.
36We assume u (.) to be increasing, strictly concave, and differentiable.
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order condition:
[u’ (Ck,t+1) Ri,t+i] = u’ (Ck,t), k = 1,..., K, i = 1,..., I. (94)
The right-hand side of (94) is the marginal utility cost of decreasing consumption by
dCk,t in period t. The left-hand side is the mcrease in expected utility in period t + 1 which
resuits from investing dGk,t in asset i in period t and consuming the proceeds in period
t + 1. is the simple gross return on asset i and I is the number of traded securities.
For the excess return on asset i over some reference asset j, eqilation (94) can be
rewritten as
E [u’ (Ck,t+;) (Ri,t+i — R,t+)] O, k = 1, ..., K, i = 1, ..., I. (95)
Assume that ut.) is N+1 times differentiable and take a N-order Taylor series expansion
to the individual k’s marginal utility around the conditionai expectation of consumption,
ht+i E [Ck,t+r1, assumed to be the same for ail investors:
u’ (Ck,t)
=
(hi) (Ck,t — k = 1, ..., K.37 (96)
Substituting (96) illto (94) yields
u@) (h+1) x Et [(Ck,t+1 — ht+1) Ri,t+i1
=
(ht) (Gk,t — htY2, (97)
We can rearrange (97) to explicitly determine expected asset returns:
N
u’) (h)
Et [Ri,t+1] = 6_1 ï u’ (h+l; (Ck,t —
N 1 (h )
—
ï u’ (ht+ x E [(Ck,t+1 — h+1) Rj,+i], (98)
These equations can 110W be summed over investors and then divided by the number of
investors in the economy to yieid the following approximate reiationship between expected
37Here, and throughout the paper, (.) deiiotes the nth derivative of u (). Mankiw (1986) limits lis
analysis to a second-order Taylor approximation to the agent’s marginal utility of consumption (N 2).
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asset returns and priced risk factors:
N 1 (1) (1) N 1 (“‘) (h )E [Rjt+;] 6’
—
U! (h+1) Z,,t — — x E (99)
• —1 1. ,, — 1 ‘K ir’ z 38z
,...,
Thïs is an approximate equilibrium asset pricing model in which the priced risk factors
are the cross-moments of return wjth the moments of the cross-sectional distribution of
individual consumption.
The multifactor pricing model (99) can be seen as an attractive alternative to the mul
tifactor models based on the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT). The first attractive feature
of model (99) is that, in colltrast to the APT which does not provide the identification of
the risk factors, the set of factors and the form of the pricing kernel obtain endogenously
from the first-order condition of a single investor’s intertemporal consumption and portfolio
choice problem. That allows to avoid some serious problems arising from an ad hoc speci
fication of a factor structure.39 First, choosing factors without regard to economic theory
may lead to overfitting the data. The second potential danger is the lack of power of tests
which ignore the theoretical restrictions implied by a structural equilibrium model. Another
attractive feature of model (99) is that the signs of the risk factor coefficients are driven
by preference assumptions, while they are unrestricted in the multifactor models based on
the APT. The problem with both the multifactor pricing model (99) and the multifactor
models based on the APT approach is the unknown number of risk factors. In the case
of model (99), this problem translates into deciding at which point to truncate the Taylor
series expansion. This issue is explored in Section 3.3.3.
As previously mentioned, the conclusion about the role of consumer heterogeneity in
explaining asset retirns depends on the assumed degree of shock persistence. A virtue of
our approach is that it dos not need to make any assumption about shock persistence. That
differs our approach from those by Aiyagari and Gertier (1991), Bewley (1982), Heaton and
38A major problem with testing equation (98) directly is the observation error in reported individual
consumption. Averaging over invest.ors seems to mitigate the measurement error effect. However, it is
quite plausible that the observation error in individual consumption makes it difficuit to precisely estimate
the cross-moments of return with the high-order moments of the cross-sectional distribution of individual
consumption. An issue of the measuremerit error effect vil1 be addressed in Section 3.2.3.
39See Campbeli, Lo, and MacKiulay (1997).
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D. Lucas (1992, 1995, 1996), Huggett (1993), Lucas (1994), Mankiw (1986), Telmer (1993),
and CD (1996).
3.2.1 Uninsurable Background Risk and the Equity Premium Puzzle
The intuition that relaxing the assumption of complete consumption insurance has the
potential for explaining the equity premium puzzle is due to recognizing the fact that in
the real world, consumers face, in addition to the risk associated with the portfolio choice,
multiple uninsurable and idiosyncratic risks such as loss of employment or divorce, for
example.
Mankiw (1986), for instance, argues that if aggregate shocks to consumption are not
dispersed equally across all consumers, then the level of the equity premium is in part at
tributable to the distribution of aggregate shocks among the population. $pecifically, he
takes a second-order Taylor series expansion to the agent’s marginal utility around the un
conditional expectation of consumption which is assumed to be the same for ail individuals
and shows that the expected excess return on the market portfolio over the return on the
risk-ftee asset depends on the cross-moment of the equity premium with the cross-sectional
variance of individual consumption.
If risks are substitutes, then the presence of an exogenous risk should reduce the demand
for any other independent risk.40 Nevertheless, the presence of one undesirable risk can
make another undesirable risk desirable. This is the case of complementarity in independent
risks.41 Whether risks are substitutes or complements may depend on their nature. It is
possible that the effect of adding one risk to another one is mixed and it is rather a question
of which effect, substitutability or complementarity in independent risks, is dominating.
Weil (1992) demonstrates that if consumers exhibit decreasing absolute risk aversion
and decreasing absolute prudence (i.e., the absolute level of precautionary savings declines
as wealth rises), then neglecting the existence of the undiversifiable labor income risk leads
to an underprediction of the magnitude of the equity premium.42 Collier (2001) shows
40See Gollier and Pratt (1996), Kimbail (1993), Pratt and Zeckhauser (1987), and Samuelson (1963).
415ee Ross (1999).
42 consumers’ tastes exhibit decreasing absolute risk aversion and decreasing absolute prudence, then the
nonavailability of insurance against an additional idiosyncratic and undiversifiable labor income risk makes
consumers more unwilling to bear aggregate dividend risk and the equilibrium return premium on equity
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that if absolute risk aversion is decreasing and convex and/or absolute risk aversion and
absolute prudence are decreasing, the presence of the uninsurable background risk in wealth
raises the aversion of a decision maker to any other independent risk. If at least one of these
sufficient conditions is satisfled, such preferences preserve substitutability in the uninsurable
background risk in wealth and the portfolio risk and, therefore, can help in solving the equity
premium puzzle. Since decreasing and convex absolute risk aversion and decreasing absolute
prudence are widely recognized as realistic assumptions, these resuits are overwhelmingly
in favor of substitutability in the uninsurable background risk in wealth and the portfolio
risk. It follows that the presence of the uninsurable background risk in wealth should reduce
the agent’s optimal demand for any risky asset and, therefore, should increase the expected
equity premium.
For the excess return on the market portfolio over the risk-free rate, RF+i RM,t+; —
Rf,t+l, equation (99) reduces to
N 1 @+1) h
E [RPt+iÏ
= —
_U
x E{Z,t+iRPt+i]. (100)
Another way to represent this equation is to rewrite it in terms of the deviations of in
dividual consumption from per capita consumption and the cross-moments of excess return
with per capita consumption. In particular, when a second-order Taylor approximation to
marginal utility (N = 2) is taken, (100) can be rewritten as
E [RPt+i]
=
:,t1 x Et [(C+1 - h+1) RP+i] -
_____
E [(c+i — h+1)2RPt+1] — E [zi (Gk,t+1 —
where C1 denotes aggregate coilsumption per capita.43 The flrst two terms on the right
hand side of (101) show how relative asset yields depend on the second and third cross-
moments of excess return with per capita consumption, while the third term reflects influ
ence of consumer heterogeneity on the expected excess return. For a higlier-order Taylor
approximation, a similar equation in terms of higher-order cross-moments can be derived.
In the complete consumption insurance framework, Ck,t+1 = Ct+l, k 1, ..., K, and,
rises relative to the fuil-insurance case.
43See Mankiw (1986).
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consequently, equation (100) reduces ta that in the representative-agent framewark:
N 1 (+1) h
E [RP+i] =
—
Ztu
u’ (h+1) X E [z+1RPt+i],
(102)
where (G÷i — ht+i)” and ZÎLt+i = Z1,i at ail t.
The crass-maments of the excess market portfolio return with the moments of the cross
sectianal distributian af individual cansumptian can be calculated fram data an individual
cansumptian expenditures and the excess return an the market partfalia. It fallaws that
ta determine which effect (substitutability ar camplementarity in the partfalia risk and
the backgraund risk in wealth) is generated by each af the maments af the crass-sectianal
distribution af individual cansumptian, it suffices ta sign the first five derivatives of u (S).
As is conventional in the literature, we assume that the marginal utility of cansumptian is
pasitive (u’ (.) > 0) and decreasing (u” (.) < 0). We also assume that an agent is prudent
(u” (.) > o)t’ We naw turn ta the signs af the faurth and fifth derivatives af u (-). Assume
that absalute prudence, AF (.), is decreasing.45
Proposition 2 Absolute prudence is decreasing (DAF) if and only ifu” () < —AF () u” (-).
The condition u” (.) <0 is necessary for DAP.
Proof. DAP implies that
llfl(\ fl(\ f “f’\\2
AP’ = _u u
— u (103)
(u” (.))2
In arder ta prave that the condition u” (.) <0 is necessary for DAP suppose, in contrast,
that u” (.) ) 0. When u” (.) ) 0, u” (.) u” (.) ( O and, therefore, AF’ (.) > 0, what
contradicts the assumptian that absolute prudence is decreasing.
Inequality (103) means that u” (.) u” () — (u” (.))2 > O is the necessary and sufficient
condition for DAP. We can rewrite this condition as
W f
u” () < ,, = —AF (.) u” (.). (104)
44Kimball (1990) defines “prudence” as a measure of the sensitivity of the optimal choice of a decision
variable to risk (of the intensity of the precautionary saving motive in the context of the consumption-saving
decision under uncertainty). A precautionary saving motive is positive when —u’ () is concave (u” (.) > 0)
jnst as an individual is risk averse when u () is concave.
45AP (.) = _74 51 > 0. Intuitively, the wiffingness to save is an increasing function of the expected
marginal utility of future wealth. Since marginal utihty is decreasing in wealth, the absolute level of pre
cautionary savings must also be expected to decline as wealth rises.
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Since an agent is assumed to 5e prudent, the term on the right-hand side of (104) is
negative. •
A natural assumption is that, likewise absolute risk aversion, absolute prudence is convex
(the absolute level of precautionary savings is decreasing in wealth at a decreasing rate).
Proposition 3 Absotute prudence is convex (CAP) if and onty if u” () > —2AP’ () X
u” (.) — AF (.) (.). If preferences exhibit prudence and decreasing absolute prudence,
then u” () > O is the necessary condition for CAP.
Proof. Absolute prudence is convex if the following condition is satisfied:
AP” (.) = —A B > 0, (105)
where A (u” (.))2 tu” t) (.) — .) u” (.)), B (.) u” (.) (u” (.) u” (.)_(u t))2)
and C (u” t))4.
To prove that u” (.) > O is necessary for CAP under prudence and DAP, assume that
u” t) 0. An agent is prudent (AP (.) > 0) if and only if u” (.) > 0. By Proposition 1,
we know that the necessary condition for DAP is that u” t) < 0. Then, under prudence
and DAP, A> 0. Since u” (.) u” (.) — (.)) > O is the necessary and sufficient condition
for DAP, prudence and DAP also imply that B < 0. In consequence, AP” t) < 0, what
contradicts the initial assumption that absolute prudence is convex.
It follows from (105) that the necessary and sufficient condition for CAP is A — B < 0.
This condition can 5e written as follows:
2u” (.) () u” (.) — (u’ (.))2) u” () u” (-)
u”> + (106)(u” (.))2 u” ()
or, equivalently,
u” > —2AF’ t) u” (.) — AP () u” t) . t107)
Under prudence and DAP, the term —2AP’ () u” (.) — AP (.) u” is positive.46 •
So, we obtain that under DAP and CAP, u” (.) <0 (the necessary condition for DAP)
and u” (.) > O tthis condition is necessary for CAP). Combined with the conditions u’ () >
46jf an agent exhibits prudence, then AP() > O and u” () > O. The condition u” f.) < O is necessary
for DAP.
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0, u” (.) < 0, and ‘u’” (.) > 0, it follows that the cross-sectional mean and skewness of
individual consumption help ta explain the equity premium if their cross-moments with the
excess market portfolio return are positive. Since the cross-moments of the equity premium
with the cross-sectional variance and kurtosis of individual consumption are aiways positive,
taking them into account lowers the equity premium explained by model (100).
3.2.2 Uninsurable Background Risk and the Risk-Free Rate
According ta (99), the equilibrium rate of return on the risk-free asset is
N 1 (n+l) h N 1 (“‘) h
Et [Rf,t+1] = 6_1
_U th+S Zn,t — ;ï’u ‘ tht+1’ X Et {Zn,t+lRf,t+1Ï (108)
or, equivalently,
Et [Rf,t+l] = (6u’(ht+i))1 + (1’))zl,t
-
____
x Et [Z1,t+lRf,t+l])
N 1 (n+1) h (n+1) h
+ Q-”u, Z — ‘u , x Et [Zflt+lRft+l]) (109)
When there is complete consumption insurance, the expected risk-free rate is
E [Rf,t+l] = (6u’(ht+i))1 + -‘))z,t - ht x Et [z,t+lRf,t+1])
N 1 (n+l) h (n+l) h
+ Q-”u (h1) — ‘u u’ (h1) X Et [z,t+lRft+l]) (110)
with Z1 = Z1 at ail t.
The expected return on the risk-free asset in equations (109) and (110) is expressed as
a sum of tee terms. The first term, (6))
1,
characterizes the effect of preference
for the present. Since the agent’s utility function is concave, the investor has preferences
for smoothing his consumption over time. In order to make the agent not to smooth
his consumption, the risk-free rate must be larger than (6e)1 (the consumption
smoothing effect). This effect is reflected by the second term on the right-hand side of
equations (109) and (110). The size of the consumption smoothing effect depends on the
47Likewise (100), this equation can also be rewritten in terms of the cross-moments of return with per
capita consumption and the cross-moments of return with the moments of the cross-sectional distribution
of individual consumption.
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degree of concavity of the agent’s utility function.48 When the agent is prudent and, hence,
wants to save more in order to seif-insure against uninsurable risks, the risk-free rate must
—1I u(hti)’ .be lower than 6
u’(h) ) to sustam the eqmhbrium (the precautionary savmg effect).
The precautionary saving effect is represented by the third term on the right-hand side of
equations (109) and (110). Since Z = Z1,t at ail t, the first two terms on the right-hand
side of equations (109) and (110) are the same and, therefore, taking into account consumer
heterogeneity has the potential for explaining the risk-free rate puzzle if the third term 011
the right-hand side of (109) is less than that in (110).
3.2.3 Measurement Error Issue
A weli documented potential problem with using household level data is the large mea
surement error in reported individual consumption.49 The widely used solution to mitigate
the impact of measurement error consists in averaging over the level of consumption or
consumption growth. Since measurement error is not observable, the choice of the optimal
method remains somewhat arbitrary and depends on what type of measurement error is
assumed.50
We assume that the observation error in the consumption level is additive. Since mdi
vidual consumption is assumed to be misreported by some stochastic dollar amount 6k,t,
the observed consumption level is Ck,t = C + Ek,, where C is the true level of the agent
k’s consumption in period t. We further assume that for ail k and at ah t, Ek,t -‘- D (0, o)
and Ek,t is independent of the true consumption level.
By the law of large numbers, when K —* œ, Z 0k,t -- E [Ck,t] = E [c1] and,
hence, averaging over the level of consumption should mitigate the additive idiosyncratic
measurement error effect. It follows that when K —p œ, Z —÷ Z for ail n at all t and
Z,,t —÷ Z at ail t.5’
48The more concave the agent’s utility function, the higher the risk-free rate needed to compensate the
agent for not smoothing lis consumption over time.
49See Runkle (1991) and Zeldes (1989).
50Additive measurement error suggests averaging over the level of consumption, while in the case of
multiplicative measurement error, averaging over consumption growth may be preferable.
51The sigu * means that a value is calculated using true levels of consumption.
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It may be shown that
Z2, --* E [Ck,t — ht]2 = E — h]2 + (111)
Z3, -- E [Ck,t — h]3 E [c — ht]3 + E [Ek,t]3 (112)
and
Z4, -- E [Ck,t — ht]4 E — ht]4 + 6u,E — ht]2 + E [Ek,t]4. (113)
Therefore, when the number of households in a sample is large, equations (102) and
(110) yield asymptotically unbiased estimates of the coefficient of risk aversion and 6. The
same is also true for equations (100) and (109) with N = 1. Under the assumption of
consumer heterogeneity, a Taylor series expansion of order higher than 1 cari lead to biased
estimates of both the risk aversion parameter and the time discount factor 6. Observe that
with measurement error of the type assumed here, littie may be said about the signs and
magnitudes of the biases in the estimates of the coefficient of risk aversion and 652 However,
as we cari see from (111)-(113), it seems to be plausible that the magnitude of the bias in the
estimates of the moments of the cross-sectional distribution of individual consumption and,
therefore, the cross-moments of return with the moments of the cross-sectional distribution
of individual consumption increases as the order of a Taylor series expansion rises.
3.3 Empirical Resuits
In Section 3.2, we have shown that the hypothesis of incomplete consumption insurance
has the potential for explaining both the excess market portfolio return and the rate of
return on the risk-free asset. In this Section, we assess the quantitative importance of the
hypotheses of incomplete consumption insurance and limited asset market participation in
explaining the equity premium and the risk-free rate.
A class of utility functions widely used in the literature is the set of utility functions
exhibiting an harmonic absolute risk aversion (HARA). HARA utility functions take the
52j Section 3.3.5, we perform an empirical analysis of the effect of additive measurement error in the
consumption level on the estimates of the preference parameters in the context of the hypothesis of incomplete
consumption insurance.
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following form:
/
I
u (Ce) = a ( b + j , (114)
\ 7]
where a, b, and e are constants, b + > O, and > O.
There are three special cases of HARA utility functions.54 Constant relative risk aversion
(CRRA) utility functions can be obtained by selecting b = O:
/ f \ 1—7
f CL’
u(Ct)=a . (115)
In the special case when a = (%) 1, we get u (Ce) = Q, where is the RRA coefficient,
7
If y —f oc, we obtain constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) utility functions:
u (Ce) = —exp (_c). (116)
With
,‘
= —1, we get quadratic utility functions:
/ \2
I CGt
u(Ct)=a(b+— j (117)
7]
It is easy to check that when the first five derivatives of the HARA utility function
exist, u’ (•) > O and u” (•) < O imply u” (.) > O, u” (.) < O, and u” f.) > O. Given the
resuits obtained in Section 3.2, it follows that any HARA class utility function may be used
when addressing the question of the effect of a particular cross-moment of return with the
moment of the cross-sectional distribution of individual consumption on the expected equity
premium and risk-free rate. For the equations derived in Section 3.2 to be scale-invariant,
we need b = O when using a HARA class preference specification. That corresponds to the
CRRA preferences.
Assuming the CRRA homogeneous preferences, u (Ck,t) = Ck;—1 k = 1, ..., K, we can
rewrite (100) and (109) as
Et [RP+i] = -E [( - (_)fl (n ( + t)) ‘) RP1+1] (118)
53The last inequality is necessaty to insure that u’ (.) > 0.
54See Golier (2001).
55A logarithmic utility specification, u (C1) tog (C±), corresponds to the case when 1.
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and
= 6’
()7
(1+ ‘r (H(7+1) )
-Et [(_1)n ((7+1)) zt+1Rf+l] •56 (119)
72=1 t=O
If consumptior insurance is complete, then = Z7, and, hence, equations (118)
and (119) can be rewritten as
Et [RP+,] = -E [( (-1) (n (7+1)) ‘) RP+i] (120)
and
Et[Rf,t+l] 6’ (t! (i+t_ir (fit7+t) it)
-Et [ (-ir (n ( + t)) t±1Rf] (121)
respectively.
We first focus on the mean and standard deviation of the SDF derived in Section 3.2.
In this part, we perform the Hansen-Jagannathan volatility bound analysis to explore the
potential for this pricing kernel to explain the market premium. The second part is a model
calibration. Here, we look for the values of the risk aversion coefficient and the time
discount factor 6 which allow to fit the observed mean equity premium and risk-free rate.
In the third part, we exploit the time series properties of consumption and asset returns
and use a non-linear GMM estimation approach to test the conditional Euler equations for
the excess market portfolio return and the risk-free rate.
3.3.1 Description of the Data
The Consumption Data. The consumption data used in our analysis are taken from the
CEX. As opposed to the PSID, which offers only food consiimption data on an annual basis,
56Under the CRRA preferences, !!‘ Z’ (0kt )‘. If ht+i is the reference level of
consumption, we can define 0kt1+1 as a surplus consumption ratio, as in Campbell and Cochrane
(1999).
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the CEX contains highly detailed data on monthly consumption expenditures.57 The CEX
attempts to account for an estimated 70% of total househoid consumption expenditures.
Siiice the CEX is designed with the purpose of collecting consumption data, measurement
error in consumption is likely to 5e smaller for the CEX consumption data compared to the
PSID consumption data.
The CEX data available cover the period from 1979:10 to 1996:2. It is a collection
of data on approximately 5000 households per quarter in the US. Each househoid in the
sample is interviewed every three months over five consecutive quarters.58 As households
complete their participation, they are dropped and new households move into the sampie.
Thus, each quarter about 20% of the consumer units are new. The second through fifth
interviews use uniform questionnaires to coiiect demographic and family characteristics as
well as data on monthly consumption expenditures for the previous three months made by
households in the survey.59 Various income information is coliected in the second and fifth
interviews as well as information on the employment of each household member.
The measure of consumption used in this empirical investigation is consumption of
nondurables and services (NDS). For each household, we caiculate monthly consumption
expenditures for all the disaggregate consumption categories offered by the CEX. Then, we
deflate obtained values in 1982-84 dollars with the CPI’s (flot seasonally adjusted, urban
consumers) for appropriate consumption categories •60 Aggregating the household ‘s monthiy
consumption across these categories is made according to the National Income and Product
Account definitions of consumption aggregates. In order to transform our consumption data
to a per capita basis, we normalize the consumption of each household by dividing it by the
number of famiiy members in the household.
The Returns Data. The measures of the nominal market return are the vaiue-weighted
and equal-weighted returns (capital gain plus dividends) on ail stocks listed on the NYSE
and AMEX obtained from the CRSP. The real monthiy market return is calculated as the
57Food consumption is likely to be one of the most stable consumption components. Furthermore, as
is pointed out by Canoil (1994), 95% of the measured food consumption in the PSID is noise due to the
absence of interview training.
58The first interview is practice and is not included in the published data set.
59Demographic variables are based upon heads of households.
60The CPI series are obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics through CITIBASE.
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nominal market return divided by the 1-month inflation rate based on the deflator defined for
NDS consumption. The nominal monthly risk-free rate of interest is the 1-month Treasury
biil return from CR$P. The real monthly risk-free interest rate is calculated as the nominal
risk-free rate divided by the 1-month inflation rate. Market premium is calculated as the
difference between the real market return and the real risk-free rate of interest.
Asset Holders. For the consumer units completing their participation in the flrst through
third quarters of 1986, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has changed, beginning the flrst
quarter of 1986, the consumer unit identification numbers so that the identification numbers
for the same household in 1985 (when this household has been interviewed for the flrst time)
and in 1986 (when it lias completed its participation) are not the same. To match consumer
units between the 1985 and 1986 data tapes, we use household characteristics which allow us
to identify consumer units uniquely. As a resuit, we manage to match 47.0% of households
between the 1985 and 1986 data tapes. The detailed description of the procedure used to
match consumers units is given in the Appendix A.
In the fifth (final) interview, the household is asked to report end-of-period estimated
market value of all stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and other sucli securities (market value
of ah securities) held by the consumer unit on the last day of the previous month as well
as the difference in this estimated market value compared with the value of ahi securities
held a year ago last month. Using these two values, we calculate asset holdings at the
beginning of a 12-month recall period. The consumer unit is considered as an assetholder if
the household’s asset holdings at the beginning of a 12-month recall period exceed a certain
threshold.
To assess the quantitative importance of limited participation of liouseholds in asset
markets, we consider four sets of households. The flrst set ($ET1) consists of all consumer
units irrespectively of the reported market value of all securities. To take into consideration
that only a fraction of households participates in asset markets, we use three sets of house
holds deflned as assetholders: the first one (SET2) consists of consumer units whose asset
holdings are equal to or exceed $2 in 1999 dollars, the two others consist of all households
with reported total assets equal to or exceeding $10000 ($ET3) and $20000 (SET4).6’
61Over the period 1991-1996 about 18% of households, for whom the market value of ail securities held
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Per capita consumption of a set of households is calculated as the equal-weighted av
erage of normalized consumption expenditures of the households in the set. Obtained per
capita consumption is seasonally adjusted by using the X-11 seasonal adjustment program.62
We seasonally adjust the normalized consumption of each household by using the additive
adjustments obtained from per capita consumption.
Data Selection Criteria. We drop from the sample nonurban households, households re
siding in student housing, households with incomplete income responses, and households
who do not have a fifth interview. Following BCG (2002), in any given month, we drop
from the sample households that report in that month as zero either their food consumption
or their NDS consumption, or their total consumption, as well as households with missing
information on the above items. Additionally, we keep in the sample only households whose
head is between 19 and 75 years of age.
3.3.2 Estimation of the Conditional Expectation of Consumption
Since the conditional expectation of consumption, ht+i, is supposed to be the same for
ail investors, we may assume it to be equal to the conditional expectation of aggregate
consumption per capita, ht+i E [Ct+;1. Assuming, as in Campbeil and Cochrane (1999),
a random waik modei of consumption,
g + (122)
where ct+i tog2 and N (o, we get
r 2’\
h+i =expg+ L) Ct. (123)
Table I presents the usual ML parameter estimates and tests of model (122).
a year ago last month is not missing, reported asset holdings of 81 at the beginning of a i2-month recail
period. That occurs when the household reported owning securities without precising their value (see Vissing
Jorgensen (1998)). Following Vissing-Jorgensen (1998), we classify these houseliolds as nonassetholders.
62Ferson and Harvey (1992) point out that since the X-11 program uses past and future information in the
time-averaging it performs, this type of seasonal adjustment may induce spurious correlation between the
error terms of a model and lagged values of the variables and, hence, may cause improper rejections of the
model based on tests of overidentifying restrictions. As alternatives to using the X-11 program, Brav and
Géczy (1995) propose to use a simpler linear filter (Davidson and MacKinnon (1993)) or the Ferson-Harvey
(1992) method of incorporating forms of seasonal habit persistence directly in the Euler equation.
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3.3.3 Required Order of a Taylor Series Expansion
One approach to determine the order at which the expansion should be truncated is to
allow data to motivate the point of truncation.63 This approach consists in repeating the
estimation of the model for increasing values of N and truncating the expansion at the point
when further increasing in N does not significantly affect the estimation results. As Dittmar
(2002) points out, there are at least two difficulties with allowing data to determine the
required order of a Taylor series expansion. The first one is the possibility of overfitting the
data. Another problem is that when a high-order expansion is taken, preference theory no
longer guides in determining the signs of the priced risk factors. To avoid the last problem,
Dittmar (2002) proposes to let preference arguments determine the point of truncation. He
shows that increasing marginal utihty, risk aversion, decreasing absolute risk aversion, and
decreasing absolute prudence imply the fourth derivative of utility functions to be negative.
Since preference assumptions do not guide in determining the signs of the higher-order
derivatives, Dittmar (2002) assumes that the Taylor series expansion terms of order higher
than three do not matter for asset pricing and truncates a Taylor series expansion after
the cubic term.64 Ris point of view is that the advantage coming from signing the Taylor
series expansion terms outweighs a loss of power due to omitting the terms of order four
and higher.
In this paper, we let both preference theory and the data guide the truncation. The
restriction of decreasing absolute prudence allows us to sign the fifth derivative of utility
functions and, therefore, pursue the expansion further than it is usually doue. Follow
ing Dittmar (2002), we should truncate a Taylor series expansion after the cross-moment
of return with the cross-sectional kurtosis of individual consumption. The question here is
whether the cross-moments of return with the first four moments of the cross-sectional distri
bution of individual consumption can be estimated precisely given the previously mentioned
potentially severe effect of measurement error on the estimates of the high-order moments
of the cross-sectional distribution of individual consumption. To answer this question, we
estimate the cross-moments E [Z,t+iRP+iJ and E [Z,t+iRPt+ij for n ranging from 1 to
63See Bansal, Hsieh, and Viswanathan (1993).
°4BCG (2002) also limit thefr analysis to a thfrd-order approximation when using a Taylor series expansion
to the equal-weighted average of the household’s IMRS.
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4 using an iterated GMM approach.65 We find that the precision of estimation decreases as
n rises 50 that for ail the sets of households classified as assethoiders, the nuil hypotheses
E [Z0,t+iRP+i] = O and E [Z,+1RP+i] = O are not rejected statistically at the 5% ievel
for n = 4. This resuit confirms the conjecture that the observation error in reported mdi
vidual consumption can make it difficuit to precisely estimate the high-order cross-sectionai
moments of individual consumption and, therefore, their cross-moments with the excess
market portfoiio return.
We find that the cross-moments of the equity premium with the cross-sectionai variance
and skewness of individual consumption are both positive. It foiiows that the variance of
the cross-sectionai distribution of individuai consumption represents the effect of compie
mentarity in the portfoho risk and the background risk in wealth, while the cross-sectional
skewness of individuai consumption represents the effect of substitutabiiity. Since both the
unconditionai and conditional cross-moments of the equity premium with the cross-sectional
skewness of individuai consumption are still estimated precisely, we limit our empirical
investigation to the first three moments of the cross-sectional distribution of individuai
consumption.66
3.3.4 The Hansen-Jagannathan Volatility Bound Analysis
In this Section, we assess the piausibihty of the pricing kernel derived in Section 3.2 by
studying its mean and standard deviation for different values of the risk aversion coefficient.
Assuming that a candidate SDF Mt (m) may be formed as a iinear combination of asset
returns, M7 (m) = riz + (R — E {R])’ Àm, Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) show that a
lower bound on the voiatility of any SDF M, that has unconditional mean m and satisifes
the first-order condition t = E [MR], is given by
u (M (m)) = ((t — mE [Ri])’ E’ (t — mE [Rtfl)’2, (124)
where t is the vector of ones, R is the vector of time-t asset gross returns, and E is the
unconditional variance-covariance matrbc of asset returns.
65When the conditional cross-moments are estimated, the set of instruments consists of a constant and
the term inside brackets lagged one period.
66Given the same problem with estimating high-order moments due to measurement error, Cogley (2002)
also stops at a third-order polynomial when taking a Taylor series expansion to the individual’s IMRS.
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When an unconditionally risk-free asset (or, more generally, an unconditiollal zero-beta
asset67) exists, the first-order condition for the risk-free interest rate, 1 = E [MtRf,t]
implies that the unconditional expectation of the SDF is the reciprocal of the expected
gross return Oil this asset, m = r i• However, the restriction of ilonsingularity of the
ELRf,tJ
second-moment matrix of asset returns, E, implies that there is ilO unconditionally risk-free
asset or combination of assets68 aild, heilce, m must be treated as an unknown parameter.
If excess returns are used, condition (124) becomes
u (M7 (m)) (m2E [Rfl’ ‘E (125)
Here, R is the vector of excess returns69 and denotes the variance-covariance matrix
of excess returns. Working with excess retirns, we are allowed to assume that there is an
unconditionally risk-free asset.70 When such an asset exists, m is ilO loilger ail unknown
parameter aild may be calculated from data Oil the risk-free iilterest rate.
If there is a siilgie excess returil, the lower bound Oil the volatility of the SDF is giveil
by
E[R]
(126)
u(a)
It means that the Sharpe ratio of any excess return must obey
E [R] u (M (m)) - u (M (m)) (127)
m E[M7(m)j
The Hansen-Jagannathan or Sharpe ratio inequality (127) implies that for the SDF to be
consistent with a given set of asset return data, it must lie above a ray from the origin with
E[R%]
siope equal to the Sharpe ratio of the single risky excess return
The only excess return used in this empirical research is the excess return on the market
portfolio over the risk-free rate. Over the period from 1979:11 to 1996:2, the mean market
premium is 0.73% per month with a standard deviation of 4.24%. The dotted line in Figure
67An asset which unconditional covariance with the SDF is zero.
68At least, its identity is not known beforehand.
n
—
is the excess return on asset i over some reference asset j.
70This asset is usually used as a reference one.
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1 indicates the lower volatility bound for the pricing kernels impiied by the Sharpe ratio
inequality (127) and the average monthly excess return on the US stock market.
Our benchmark model is the conventional power utiiity specification under the assump
tion of complete consumption insurance. Under complete consumption insurance, the SDF
in the Euler equation for the market premium is Mt+i (j:i)
.
The black “boxes” in
Figure 1 represent mean-standard deviation pairs implied by the SDF M+i for y railging
from 1 to 13 with increments of 1 for the set of ail households in the sample (SET1). The
white “boxes” denote mean-standard deviation points for the set of households whose asset
holdings are equal to or exceed $2 (SET2). The “triangles” and the “crosses” are used for
the groups of households who reported total assets equal to or exceeding $10000 (SET3)
and $20000 (SET4), respectively.
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Figure 1: Standard deviation-mean diagram for M+1 = (Ei)
.
The dotted line indicates the
lower volatility bound for SDFs implied by the Sharpe ratio inequality (64) and the average monthly
excess return on the US stock market. The solid vertical line at 1 = 0.9979 indicates
E{Rft+y]
E for S equal to 1. The CEX data, 1979:10 to 1996:2.
To explain a Sharpe ratio of 0.17, the complete consumption insurance model needs a
risk aversion coefficient
-y 10 for SET1, -y 6 for SET2, and y 5 for SET3 and SET4.
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Although, as expected, the coefficient of risk aversion, ‘y, at which the mean-standard
deviation points implied by Mt+i enter the feasible region, decreases in asset holdings, it is
only slightly diffèrent across the sets of consumer units defined as assetholders.
Given that over the period from 1979:11 to 1996:2 the sample mean real risk-free rate
is 0.21% per month, the unconditional mean of the SDF is m = r ‘ 1 = 0.9979.E[Rf,t+lj
From
m=E[Mt+,]=E 6(9±L)7 =E[8X+,] 1 , (128)E [Rf,t+1]
it follows that E = and 6 =L ÔE[Rf,t+l] E[Rf,t+ljxE[Mt+l]
The solid vertical line at r 1 1 = 0.9979 in Figure 1 indicates the mean of M+1 for 6ERf,t+lJ
set to 1. By looking at Figure 1, we can see that when the mean-standard deviation points
are in the admissible region for SDFs, the mean of Mt+, is larger than the reciprocal of
the mean real risk-free interest rate, what implies 6 less than 1. However, for economically
plausible (less than 3) values of the risk aversion coefficient, Mt+i has, in most cases, a
mean which is less than 1 and, then, the Euler equation for the risk-free rate can be
E[Rf,t+lj
satisfied only with 6 larger than 1 (the risk-free rate puzzle).7’ At the same time, for the
values of the RRA coefficient in the conventional range, the SDF has a standard deviation
which is much less than that required by the Sharpe ratio. This is the equity premium
puzzle.
Now, let us assume that consumption insurance is complete and take a Taylor series
expansion to the representative-agent’s marginal utility of consumption around the condi
tional expectation of aggregate consumption per capita. That implies the following pricing
kernel:
1+ Z (‘ (11(7+1)) +1. (129)
ri=1 1=0
The Hansen-Jagannathan volatility bound analysis results for Mt+i given by (129) for a
third-order (N = 3) Taylor series expansion to the agent’s marginal utility of consumption
are presented in Figure 2. These results show that even when a third-order Taylor series
expansion is taken and only a fraction of consumers is assumed to participate in asset
71For SET1, for example, the value of 6 larger than lis requfred for fitting the return on the risk-free
asset for any value of between 2 and 7.
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markets, relatively high risk aversion is needed to make the mean-standard deviation points
enter the feasible region.
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Figure 2: Standard deviation-mean diagram for Mt+i = 1 + Z— (—1)’
(HZJ (y + t)) The dotted une indicates the Iower volatility bound for SDFs implied
by the Sharpe ratio inequality (64) and the average monthly excess return on the US stock market.
The CEX data, 1979:10 to 1996:2.
If we assume that there are uninsurable shocks to consumption, the SDF in the Euler
equation for the equity premium is
1+ (-ir (n (7+ t)) ±‘. (130)
The results for the SDF specification (130) corresponding to a third-order (N 3)
Taylor series expansion to the agent’s marginal iitility of consumption are shown in Figure
3. The first mean-standard variation point above the horizontal axis corresponds to the RRA
coefficient of 0.1, successive points have relative risk aversion of 0.2, 0.3, and 50 on. Given
the results in Figure 3, we may conclude that taking into account consumer heterogeneity
substantially affects the mean and standard deviation of the SDF. The Hansen-Jagannathan
analysis shows that the mean-standard deviation points enter the feasible region at plausible
values of (less than 1), unlike the case when a representative agent within each group of
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households is assumed.72 For a given value of
-y, volatility of the SDF is only slightly affected
by the size of asset holdings, so that the value of risk aversion allowing to explain the market
premium does not significantly differ across sets of households.
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Figure 3: Standard deviation-mean diagram for Mt+i = 1 + (—1)
(nz0’ (y + t)) The dotted une indicates the lower volatility bound for SDFs implied
by the Sharpe ratio inequality (64) and the average monthly excess return on the US stock market.
The CEX data, 1979:10 to 1996:2.
3.3.5 Model Calibration
In this Section, we address the question of whether the size of the adverse effect of the
independent background risk in wealth on the attitude towards the portfolio risk is such
that it makes it possible to explain the observed mean excess return on the market portfolio
and risk-free rate with an economically plausible value of the RRA coefficient. The results
are presented in Table II.
As in the preceding Section, oui benchmark case is complete consumption insurance. To
T2Althongh both the volatility bound and the mean-standard deviation points implied by the SDF are
estimated with error, it seems, however, to be improbable that this error is so large to substantially affect
the resuits and to make the points enter the feasible region at implausibly high values of
.
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assess the contribution of the hypothesis of complete consumption insurance, we calculate
the unexplained mean equity premium as
T—1 /1 1C1
= RP1 (131)
for the values of the risk aversion coefficient ‘y increasing from O with increments of o.i7’
When the RRA coefficient is set to zero, the unexplained mean premium is equal to the
sample mean of the excess market portfolio return.74 In Table II, we report the values of ‘y
for which the unexplained mean premium of the value-weighted market portfolio becomes
negative. As we can see in Table II, even when limited asset market participation is taken
into consideration, the complete consumption insurance model is able to fit the observed
mean equity premium only if an individual is assumed to 5e implausibly risk averse.
When a Taylor series expansion to aggregate consumption per capita is taken, we cal
culate the statistic v2 as
V2= (i+(_i)n (I7+t)) r-’) (132)
The resuits in Table II show that a Taylor series expansion of any order fails to explairi
the mean equity premium with an economically plausible value of the RRA coefficient.
When a first-order Taylor series expansion is taken, the mean premium of the value-weighted
market portfolio can 5e explained with the RRA coefficient ranging from 22.4 to 113 for
different sets of households. In the case of a third-order Taylor series expansion, the mean
equity premium can 5e explained with the values of the RRA coefficient which are slightly
lower than those in the first-order Taylor series expansion case (between 23.2 and 63),
but, nevertheless, remain too large to 5e recognized as economically plausible. As the
representative-agent’s marginal utility of consumption is expanded as a Taylor series up to
terms capturing the third cross-moment of the excess market portfolio return with aggregate
consumption, the statistic V2 increases as the RRA coefficient rises, so that there is no
positive value of ‘y allowing to fit the observed mean premium of the value-weighted market
portfolio.
73See BCG (2002).
74Over the period from 1979:11 to 1996:2, the meai premium of the value-weighted rnarket portfolio is
0.73% per month.
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Under the assumption of limited asset market participation, we find some evidence that
the risk aversion coefficient decreases as the threshold value in the definition of assetholders
is raised. When the threshold value is quite large ($10000 in 1999 dollars or larger), one
cari explain the mean equity premium with y which is lower than that under the standard
power utility model. However, even after limited participation is taken into consideration,
the model fails to explain the mean excess market portfolio return with an economically
plausible value of risk aversion.
Assuming uninsurable shocks to consumption, we calculate the unexplained mean equity
premium as
= (i
+
-
()fl (11(7 + t)) z±i) RP+1. (133)
In contrast to the complete consumption insurance case, taking into account consumer
heterogeneity allows to fit the mean excess market portfolio return with an economically
plausible (between 1 and 2) value of the RRA coefficient when the agent’s marginal utility
of consumption is expanded as a Taylor series up to cubic terms. Under the hypothesis of
limited asset market participation, empirical evidence that the RRA coefficient decreases as
the threshold value rises is weak. There is no positive value of the RRA coefficient allowing
to explain the mean equity premium when the agent’s marginal utility of consumption is
expanded as a Taylor series up to terms capturing the cross-sectional variance of individual
consumption.75 Given the values of the risk aversion parameter which allow to explain
the observed mean premium of the value-weighted market portfolio, we estimate the time
discount factor 6 needed to fit the observed mean risk-free rate as
6
—
z0’ [(±)7 (1 + (1)’ (n Qy + t)) t)] (134)
- + Zo1 [(1 + (1 (Ho (y + t))
‘) Rf,t+i]
75Although BCG (2002) take a Taylor series expansion to the equal-weighted sum of the household’s IMRS
and not that to the agent’s marginal utility of consumption, as in our work, their resuits are similar to ours.
Specifically, they find that when the SDF is expressed in terms of the cross-sectional mean and variance of
the household consumption growth rate, the average unexplained premium increases as the RRA coefficient
rises. When n Taylor series expansion captures the cross-sectional skewness, in addition to the mena and
variance, the average unexplained excess return on the market portfolio is Iess than that for the SDF given
by the equal-weighted sum of the household’s IMRS.
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To test whether the obtained results are susceptible to additive measurement error in
the consumption level, we assume that observation error is normally distributed with zero
mean, Ek,t N (0, o), and independent of true consumption. We further assume that
the cross-sectjonal variance of measurement error is 20% of the cross-sectional variance
of the household consumption observed in the data, = 0.2k (Ck,t — C)2. The
row “allowing for observation error” in Table II presents the results obtained when Ck,t =
Ck,t+ek,t is used in the calibration. These results illustrate that in a small sample framework
with the measurement error of the type analyzed here, the estimate of ‘y will be biased
upward. Empirical evidence is that, in contrast to the estimate of ‘y, the estimate of 8 is
quite sensitive to idiosyncratic observation error in the consumption level.
3.3.6 GMM Resuits
The Hansen-Jagannathan volatility bound analysis and the calibration resuits show that
the complete consumption insurance model does not perform well when the standard power
utility model is used as well as when a Taylor series expansion to the representative-agent’s
marginal utility of consumption around the conditional expectation of aggregate consump
tion per capita is taken. However, taking into account asymmetry of the cross-sectional
distribution of individual consumption allows to explain both the equity premium and the
return on the risk-free asset with economically plausible values of the RRA coefficient and
the time discount factor. Given this result, in this Section, we limit our analysis to the
incomplete consumption insurance case.
An iterated GMM approach is used to test Euler equations and estimate model param
eters. We estimate the Euler equation for the excess value-weighted market return as
E [(i+i)n (fj+)
‘) RP+1] =0 (135)
and the Euler equation for the gross return on the real risk-free interest rate as
6E [(i+(_i)n
(jzj71)) z±)
t+] =
(Y (1+(_i)n (jzj(7l)) t) (136)
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jointly exploiting three sets of instruments. The first instrument set (INSTR1) consists of a
constant, the real value-weighted and equal-weighted market returns, the real risk-free rate,
and the real consumption growth rate lagged one period. The second set of instruments
(INSTR2) is the first set extended with the same variables lagged an additional period.
The third set (INSTR3) has a constant, the real value-weighted and equal-weighted market
returns, the real risk-free rate, and the real consumption growth rate lagged one, two, and
three periods.
To study the role of the first three moments of the cross-sectional distribution of individ
ual consumption in explaining the equity premium and risk-free rate puzzles, we truncate
the series expansion after the cubic term and estimate the Euler equations with N = 3. The
model is able to fit the excess return on the market portfolio and the risk-free rate with an
economically plausible (between 1 and 2) and statistically significant value of risk aversion
for any set of households whatever the set of instruments (see Table III). The estimate of
the RRA coefficient is decreasing in asset holdings, as anticipated. According to Hansen’s
test of the overidentifying restrictions, the model is not rejected statistically at the 5% level.
3.4 Concluding Remarks
Empirical evidence suggests that the complete consumption insurance model fails to fit
the observed equity premium with an economically plausible value of risk aversion when
the standard power utility model is used as well as when a Taylor series expansion to the
representative-agent’s marginal utffity of consumption around the conditional expectation
of aggregate consumption per capita is taken. This result is robust to the threshold value
in the definition of assethoMers and the used analysis method.
When aggregate shocks are assumed to be uninsurable, the impact of incomplete con
sumption insurance on the expected equity premium is mixed. Thus, we find that the
cross-moments of the excess market portfolio return with the cross-sectional variance and
skewness of individual consumption are both positive. It follows that the cross-sectional
variance of individual consumption represents the effect of complementarity in the portfolio
risk and the background risk in wealth, while the cross-sectional skewness of individual
consumption represents the effect of substitutability. The empirical results show that the
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effect of substitutability dominates.76
Another important resuit is that both the equity premium and the risk-free rate may be
explained with economically plausible values of the RRA coefficient and the time discount
factor when asymmetry of the cross-sectional distribution of individual consumption is taken
into account. This result is robust to the threshold value in the definition of assetholders.
Appendix A: Matching Consumer Units between the 1985 and 1986
Data Tapes
III the CEX, each household is interviewed every three months over five consecutive quarters.
The initial interview collects demographic and family characteristics and is not placed on
the tape. Each quarter, consumer units that have completed their final interview in the
previous quarter (about one-fifth of the sample) are replaced by new households introduced
for the first time. The households remained on the tape complete their participation. For
the consumer units completing their participation in the first through third quarters of
1986, BLS has changed beginning the first quarter of 1986 the consumer unit identification
numbers (NEWID). As a resuit, the NEWIDs for the same household in 1985 (when this
household has been interviewed for the first time) and in 1986 (when he has completed his
participation) are no longer the same.
To match consumer units between the 1985 and 1986 data tapes, we use the following
household characteristics:
AGEREF - age of reference person
COMPÏ - number of males age 16 and over in family
COMP2 - number of females age 16 and over in family
COMP3 - number of males age 2 through 15 in family
COMP4
- number of females age 2 through 15 in family
COMP5 - number of members under age 2 in family
BLS_URBN - area of residence (urban/rural)
BUILDING - description of building
76laking into account that the CRRA preferences exhibit decreasing and convex absolute risk aversion
and decreasing absolute prudence, this resuit confirms the findings in Weil (1992) and Goffier (2001).
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EDUCREF - education of reference person
MARITAL1
- marital status of reference person
ORIGIN1
- origin or ancestry of reference person
POPSIZE
- population size of the primary sampling unit
REF.RACE
- race of reference person
REGION
- region (for urban areas oniy)
SEXREF - sex of reference person.
The values of the variables $EXREF, ORIGIN1, and REFRACE must be the same
for the same househoid on both the 1985 and 1986 data tapes. Moreover, the CEX is
constructed so that the values of the variables BLSURBN, REGION, and BUILDING are
also the same for the same consumer unit over all interviews.
As a rule, the variable POPSIZE also lias the same value for the same consumer unit over
ail interviews. However, on the 1985 and 1986 data tapes, this variable is coded differelltly:
1985 1986
1 More than 4 million More than 4 million
2 1.25 million - 4 million 1.20 million
- 4 million
3 0.385 - 1.249 million 0.33 - 1.19 million
4 75 - 384.9 thousand 75 - 329.9 thousand
5 Less than 75 thousand Less than 75 thousand
It follows that in the case of these two years, the same consumer unit has the same code
for POPSIZE only if in 1985 this code is 1, 2, or 5. If a consumer unit has in 1985 the code
3, then it can have in 1986 the code 2 or 3. Households having in 1985 the code 4 can have
the code 3 or 4 in 1986. It is valid for ah households living in the Northeast, the Midwest,
and the South region. For consumer units residing in the West, the variable POPSIZE is
suppressed by BLS on the 1986 data tape.
It is more difficult to deal with the variables MARITAL1, EDUCREF, COMPY, COMP2,
COMP3, COMP4, and COMP5 which can take different values over interviews. For these
variables, we determine the set of all possible values that they can take in 1986 given their
values in 1985.
The variable MARITALÏ is coded as follows:
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1 Married
2 Widowed
3 Divorced
4 Separated
5 Neyer married
If a reference person is married today, then tomorrow he may be either married or
widowed, or divorced, or separated. If he is widowed or divorced, he may either keep this
status or be married. In the case, when a reference person is separated, he remains to be
separated or else becomes to be widowed or divorced. A neyer married person can either
keep this marital status or be married.
Let COMP1h,t denote the number of males age 16 and over in family h in period t,
COMP2h,t - the number of females age 16 and over, COMP3h,t - the number of males age 2
through 15, COMP4h,t - the number of females age 2 through 15, GOMP5h,t - the number
of members under age 2 in family, SUMffh,8 = COMP3h,3 + COMP4h, + COMF5h, -
the total number of chiidren age 15 and under in family in any period s (s > t, t = 2,3,4),
SUMJVIh,3 = COMP1h,3 + COMP3h, and SUMFh,3 = COMP2h,8 + COMP4h,8 - the
total number of males age 2 and over and the total number of females age 2 and over,
respectively.
We apply the following restrictions:
COMP5h,t $UMff (A.1)
and
COMP3h,t $UMMh,3 GOMP1h,t + GOMP3h,t + COMP5h,t. (A.2)
It follows that
O SUMiVI1,3
- COMF3h,t COMP1h,t + COMP5h,t. (A.3)
Similarly, for $UMFh,8, we get
COMP4, SUMJ,5 s GOMP2h,t + COMP4, + COMP5h,t (A.4)
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and
O s
— COMP4ht COMP2, + COMP5h,t. (A.5)
Finally,
SUMJUIh,5 + SUMFh,5 COMF1h,t + COMP2h,t + COMP3h,t (A.6)
+COMP4, + COMP5h,t.
In the CEX, the variable EDUCJtEF is coded as follows:
1 Elementary (1-8 years)
2 High school (1-4 years), less than High school graduate
3 High school graduate (4 years)
4 College (1-4 years), less than College graduate
5 Coilege graduate (4 years)
6 More than 4 years of college
7 Neyer attended school
Changing the code from 7 to O enables us to introduce the following restriction:
EDUCREFh,5
- EDUCREFh,t 1. (A.7)
We apply the following restriction to the value of the variable AGEJtEF:
AGEREFh,t s AGEJ?EFh,3. (A.8)
We define three groups of households. The first group consists of consumer units that
shouid have the foilowing stream of interviews: the second interview in the second quarter of
1985, the third
- in the third quarter of 1985, the fourth
- in the fourth quarter of 1985, and
the fifth interview in the first quarter of 1986. For this group, we construct two data sets.
In the 1985 data set, we include ail households who compieted at least one of the interviews
in 1985. The 1986 data set consists of households who completed their fifth interview in
the first quarter of 1986. As a second group are considered consumer units whose second
interview should happened in the third quarter of 1985, the third - in the fourth quarter of
1985, the fourth
- in the first quarter of 1986, and the fifth interview should happened in
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the second quarter of 1986. For this group, the 1985 data set includes ail consumer units
who completed at least one interview in 1985 and the 1986 data set consists of households
who completed at least one of the interviews in 1986. In the third group of households, we
include consumer units that should have the second interview in the fourth quarter of 1985,
the third
- in the first quarter of 1986, the fourth - in the second quarter of 1986, and the
fifth interview in the third quarter of 1986. For this group of consumer units, the 1985 data
set consists of ail households who completed their second interview in the fourth quarter of
1985 and the 1986 data set consists of consumer units who completed in 1986 at least one
of the interviews.
So, for each group of consumer units there are two data sets (one for 1985 and another
one for 1986). To find the same household in both data sets, each consumer unit included
in the 1986 data set is compared with each household included in the 1985 data set for the
same group of households. As a result, for the first group of consumer units, there are 521
households (in 1019 included in the 1986 data set, 51.1%), for which we find households
with the same characteristics in the corresponding 1985 data set. For the second group,
this number is 756 (in 1612 consumer units, 49.6%). For the third group, we match 807
households (in 1800, 44.8%). For ail the three groups, the number of matched househoids
is 2084 (in 4431 inciuded in the 1986 data sets, 47.0%).
in order to see how weIl this procedure works, we test it using the 1986 and 1987 data tapes (in both
these years, the same household has the same NEWID) for the first group of consumer units constructed in
the same way as in the case of using the 1985 and 1986 data tapes. We have 1465 households who completed
their fifth interview in the ffist quarter of 1987 and 1787 consumer units included in the 1986 data set.
Only 1344 in 1465 households have at least one interview liappened in 1986. As a resuit, we match 1281
households (95.3% of the real number). In 96% of the cases, there is only one household in the 1986 data
set corresponding to the household included in the 1987 data set. In only 4% of the cases, there are more
than 1 (between 2 and 4) corresponding households.
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Appendix B: Tables
Table I.
Parameter Estimates and Tests of Model ct = g +
The sampling period is from 1979:10 to 1996:2. Four sets of households are considered. The first
set (SET1) consists of ah consumer units irrespectively of the reported market value of ail securities.
We also use three sets of households classified as assetholders: SET2 consists of households who
reported asset holdings equal to or exceeding $2 in 1999 dollars, the two other sets consist of
households who reported total assets equal to or exceeding $10000 (SET3) and $20000 (SET4). The
model is estimated by ML. Standard errors in parentheses.
Parameters SET1 SET2 SET3 SET4
g 0.0016 0.0022 0.0027 0.0021
(0.0014) (0.0023) (0.0029) (0.0032)
u 0.0004 0.0010 0.0016 0.0020
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Table II.
Values of the RRA Coefficient Allowing to Fit the Equity Premium
Four sets of households are considered. The flrst set (SET1) consists of all consumer units
irrespectively of the reported market value of ail securities. We also use three sets of households
classified as assetholders: SET2 consists of households who reported asset holdings equai to or
exceeding $2 in 1999 dollars, the two other sets consist of households who reported total assets
equal to or exceeding $10000 (SET3) and $20000 (SET4). Panel A provides the results under the
assumption of complete consumption insurance. In panel B, we report the results under incomplete
consumption insurance. Under the assumption of incomplete consumption insurance, we present
the results for both the raw consumption data (the row “raw consumption data”) and under the
assumption that 20% of the observed cross-sectional variance of individual consumption is noise
(the row “ailowing for observation error”). The sign “-“ means that there is no positive value of
the RRA coefficient allowing to expiain the observed mean equity premium (the unexplained mean
equity premium remains positive for ail considered values of risk aversion and increases as the RRA
coefficient rises).
Model Parameters SET1 SET2 SET3 SET4
Panel A: Compiete consumption insurance
1. Standard power utility model 36.00 51.00 30.00 36.00
2. First-order Taylor series expansion 7 113.00 76.00 27.00 22.40
3. Second-order Taylor series expansion - - - -
4. Third-order Taylor series expansion 36.00 63.00 23.40 23.20
Panel B: Incompiete consumption insurance
1. First-order Taylor series expansion 7 113.00 76.00 27.00 22.40
2. Second-order Taylor series expansion - - - -
3. Third-order Taylor series expansion:
- raw consumption data 7 1.06 1.55 1.38 1.41
5 0.9840 1.3098 1.0073 0.9169
- aliowing for observation error 1.13 1.75 1.45 1.51
5 0.9847 0.8895 1.0095 0.9141
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Table III.
GMM Results under Incomplete Consumption Insurance. Third-Order Taylor
Series Expansion
The sampling period is from 1979:10 to 1996:2. Four sets of households are considered. The first
set (SET1) consists of ah consumer units irrespectively of the reported market value of ail securities.
We also use three sets of households ciassifled as assethoiders: SET2 consists of households who
reported asset holdings equal to or exceeding $2 in 1999 dollars, the two other sets consist of
househoids who reported total assets equai to or exceeding $10000 (SET3) and $20000 (SET4). The
agent’s marginai utility of consumption is expanded as a Taylor series up to cubic terms (N = 3).
The Euler equations for the excess value-weighted and equai-weighted market returns are estimated
jointly with the Euler equation for the real risk-free interest rate using an iterated GMM approach
(standard errors in parentheses). Three sets of instruments are expioited. The first instrument
set (INSTR1) consists of a constant, the reai vaiue-weighted and equal-weighted market returns,
the real risk-free rate, and the real consumption growth rate iagged one period. The second set of
instruments (INSTR2) is the flrst set extended with the same variables iagged an additional period.
The third set (INSTR3) has a constant, the reai value-weighted and equal-weighted market returns,
the real risk-free rate, and the reai consumption growth rate lagged one, two, and three periods.
The J statistic is Hansen’s test of the overidentifying restrictions. The P value is the marginai
significance level associated with the J statistic.
Parameters SET1 SET2 SET3 SET4
INSTR1
7 1.2126 1.1282 0.0715 0.0848
(0.0505) (0.0780) (0.0189) (0.0223)
6 0.9901 1.0113 0.9978 0.9977
(0.2349) (0.0223) (0.0005) (0.0005)
J statistic 4.9871 7. 1099 7.6519 7.7094
P value 0.7590 0.5248 0.4682 0.4624
INSTR2
7 1.1495 1.4911 1.3999 1.4609
(0.0296) (0.0574) (0.0554) (0.0584)
6 0.9878 0.9854 1.0138 0.9733
(0.0517) (0.0971) (0.0595) (0.1049)
J statistic 6.5296 8.9943 8.2458 7.6449
P value 0.9813 0.9137 0.9412 0.9587
INSTR3
7 1.0611 0.0128 0.0077 0.0091
(0.0206) (0.0016) (0.0014) (0.0011)
6 0.9977 0.9988 0.9982 0.9979
(0.0231) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
J statistic 8.9334 9.4825 9.5840 9.6172
P value 0.9977 0.9964 0.9961 0.9960
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4 An Empirical Assessment of a Consumption CAPM with a Ref
erence Level under Incomplete Consumption Insurance
4.1 Introduction
It is common in consumption-based asset pricing to assume the existence of a representative
consumer and to use aggregate consumption per capita in place of the consumption of any
particular agent. Empirical tests of the representative-agent model reject the model in
several ways. Thus, Mehra and Prescott (1985) show that the representative-agént model
is not able to explain the observed average excess return on the US stock market unless
risk aversion is assumed to be implausibly high (the equity premium puzzle). The large
estimate of risk aversion implies another puzzle: if investors are extremély risk-averse, then
the observed average growth rate of per capita consumption is consistent with the low short
term real interest rate only if the representative agent has a negative rate of time preference.
This is the risk-ftee rate puzzle (Weil (1989)). Ferson and Constantinides (1991), Hansen
and Jagannathan (1991), and Hansen and Singleton (1982, 1983) test the conditional Euler
equations for an assumed representative agent and find that the overidentifying restrictions
strongly reject the model when the Euler equations for the equity premium and the risk-free
rate are estimated jointly.
Since Mehra and Prescott’s original investigation, several generalizations of essential
features of the representative-agent model have been suggested to mitigate its poor empirical
performance. Thus, Brav, Constantinides, and Géczy (2002), Constantinides and Duffie
(1996), Mankiw (1986), Mehra and Prescott (1985), Semenov (2002), and Weil (1992)
suggest that deviations from complete consumption insurance have the potential to explain
the equity premium and risk-free rate puzzles. In particular, Semenov (2002) develop an
approximate equilibrium multifactor model for expected returns in which the priced risk
factors are cross-moments of return with the moments of individual consumption and find
that the model can explain both the equity premium and the risk-free rate with economically
plausible (less than 2) values of risk aversion and the time discount factor when the agent’s
marginal utility of consumption is expanded as a Taylor series up to terms capturing the
skewness of the distribution of illdividual consumption around its conditional expectation.
Another possible explanation of empirical rejections of the represeiltative-agent model
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is excessive rigidity of the conventional time- and state-separabie utility function which
constrains the elasticity of intertemporai substitution to be the reciprocal of the RRA coef
ficient. Constantinides (1990) studies an internai habit modei in which the utility is a power
of the difference between the current consumption fiow and a fraction of a weighted sum of
lagged consumption fiows and proves that habit persistence and/or durability of consump
tion drives a wedge between the elasticity of consumption with respect to investment returns
and the inverse of the RRA coefficient. Epstein and Zin (1989, 1991), hereafter EZ, assume
that the agent’s lifetime utility depends on both current consumption and a certaillty equiv
aient of a random future utility through an intertemporai constant eiasticity of substitution
utility function. For the certainty equivaient, EZ (1989, 1991) consider a constant reiative
risk aversion expected utility specification. This generaiized specification of intertemporai
utihty ailows a separation of risk aversion (refiected in the certainty equivalent function)
from intertemporal substitution (encoded in the aggregator function).
Garcia, Renault, Semenov (2002), henceforth GRS, propose another way to disentangle
intertemporal substitution and risk aversion. They assume an agent to derive utility from
both the ratio of his consumption to some benchmark ievei of consumption and this ievei
itseif. They show that if the externai reference ievel matters for a decision maker and
the reference consumption ievei growth rate is correiated with the market portfolio return,
this expected utiiity modei has the abiiity to expiain both the equity premium and the
risk-free rate as weli as to separate the eiasticity of intertemporal substitution from the
inverse of the RRA coefficient. An important resuit is that if the reference consumption
ievei growth rate is assumed to be a function of the market portfoiio return aione, this
utiiity specification yieids a SDF which is isomorphic in its pricing implications to the
pricing kernel corresponding to the EZ (1989, 1991) non-expected utiiity specification. The
comparison between the EZ (1989, 1991) non-expected utiiity model and the GRS (2002)
expected utihty modei with a reference ievei shows that the elasticity of intertemporai
substitution remaills the same in the two modeis, whiie the measure of risk aversion in
the GRS (2002) utility specification differs from that in the EZ (1989, 1991) utility model.
An attractive feature of the GRS (2002) preference specification is that, in contrast to the
Constantinides (1990) internai habit modei, coilsumption is not required to be aiways above
the reference levei for marginai utihty to be positive. GRS (2002) test this utihty function
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under the assumption of complete consumption insurance and obtain the point estimate of
the elasticity of intertemporal substitution that is in the conventional range and statistically
different from the inverse of the RRA coefficient. Besides, their empirical resuit is that the
SDF corresponding to the preference specification with a reference level outperforms the
EZ (1989, 1991) pricing kernel.
The goal of this paper is to examine the asset pricing implications of the preference
specification with a reference level under the assumptions of incomplete consumption in
surace and limited participation of consumers in the asset markets using the approximate
equilibrium multifactor model for expected asset returns developed in Semenov (2002). The
common to ail agents contemporaneous macroeconomic factors posited to affect the refer
ence level are assumed to be adequately proxied by the level of aggregate consumption
per capita. Assuming further the substistence level to response gradually to changes in
aggregate consumption per capita, we use the following two-stage procedure to estimate
the parameters of interest. In the first step, we estimate sensitivity of the reference level
to changes in aggregate consumption per capita. The second step is to use the iterated
generalized method of moments (GMM) approach to estimate the conditional Euler equa
tions for the equity premium and the risk-free rate of return implied by the Semenov (2002)
approximate equilibrium multifactor model for expected asset returns and the GRS (2002)
preference specification using the estimate of the speed of adjustment parameter obtained
in the first step.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we briefly review
the major features of the approximate equilibrium multifactor model for expected asset
returns developed in Semenov (2002). Section 4.3 details the preference specification with
a reference level responding gradually to changes in aggregate consumption per capita.
Section 4.4 describes the data, estimation and testing methodology and presents estimation
resuits. Section 4.5 concludes.
4.2 The Equilibrium Multifactor Pricing Model
Consider the intertemporal consumption and portfolio choice problem of a single representa
tive investor who cari trade freely in asset i and who maximizes expected lifetime discounted
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utility
MaxEt [ 6u (Ck,t+i)Ï (137)
subject to his budget constraint
Gk,t+1 — Ri,t+1(T’Vk,t Gk,t) = 0, (138)
where 6 is the subjective discount factor, 0k,t+j is the investor’s consumption in period
t + j, u (C»j) is the one-period utility of consumption at t + j, Wk,t is the investor’s
welfare in period t, Ri,t1 is the simple gross return on asset i, and Et [.] denotes the
mathematical expectation conditioned on the period-t information set, that is common
to ail agents.78
The first-order condition describing the investor’s optimal consumption and portfolio
plan is
6E [u’ (Ck,t+1) Rj,t+1] = u’ (Ck,t), k = 1,..., K, i = 1, ..., I. (139)
The right side of (139) is the loss in utility if the investor buys another unit of the asset, the
left side is the increase in discounted, expected utility he obtains from the extra payoff at
time t + 1. Hence, in the optimum the investor equates the marginal loss and the marginal
gain from holding of lis portfolio.
Assuming u (.) to be N + 1 times differentiable, Semenov (2002) uses a N-order Tay
lor expansion to the individual k’s marginal utility around the conditional expectation of
consumption, ht+i Et [Ck,t+1]:79
u’ (Ck,t)
=
u(1) (hi) (Ck,t — k = 1, ..., K. (140)
Substituting for u’ (Ck,t) from (140), we obtain
6 (h+i) Et [(Ck,t+1 — h+1) Ri,+i] u(’) (hi) (Ck,t — (141)
k=1,...,K,i=1,...,I.
78 (•) is assumed to be increasing, strictly concave, and differentiable.
79Here, and throughout the paper, () denotes the nth derivative of u(.).
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By summing these equations over individuals and dividing by the number of individuals
in the population, we obtain the following set of equations:
±(n+1) @+‘) Et [z,t+i,t+i]
=
(hi) (142)
I, where Zn,t Z<=i (Gk,t —
Equation (142) can 5e rewritten as
Et [,t+1] =
u(’)(ht)
-
_______
x Et [Z,t+;,t+1]. (143)
This is the approximate equilibrium multifactor model for expected asset returns.80
For the expected excess return on the market portfolio over the risk-free rate, RPt+i
RM,t+1
— Rf,t+1, equation (142) reduces to
(h1) Et [Z,t+1RPt+1] = 0. (144)
The Euler eqiiation for the expected equilibrium risk-free rate is
(h+1) E {Zn,t+lRf,t+1]
=
(n+1) () Z. (145)
4.3 Preferences
Following GRS (2002), consider a single investor whose period t utility function is given by
/ \1—7
s’—Y_l
n (C,t, $k,t) = \ 1
— k,t (146)
Here, 5k,t is the agent’s k time-varying subsistence or reference consumption level in period
t, is the Àrrow-Pratt measure of relative risk aversion, and the parameter ço controls the
curvature of utility over the reference level of consumption.
Utility function (146) nests some preference specifications which can 5e obtained given
different values of the curvature parameter ço. Thus, if c.p
=
‘y, the reference consumption level
plays no role in asset pricing and we get the standard time-separable power utility model.
When ço < ‘y, an increase in the reference level raises the marginal utility of the agent’s
own consumption. Gali (1994) refers to this type of externalities as positive consumption
80See Semenov (2002).
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externalities. Alternatively, when y > 7, an increase in the benchmark level lowers the
marginal utility of consumption. These are negative consumption externalities.81 With
y = 1, we obtain the ratio preference specification when the agent derives utility from
consumption relative to the benchmark level. If y 7 and y $ 1, then the agent takes into
account both the ratio of his consumption to the subsistence level and this level itself when
choosing how much to consume.
Assume the time-varying substistence level to be unaffected by any one agent’s con
sumption decisions. GRS (2002) show that if the reference consumption level is exogenous
to an individual consumer, this utility specification not only has the potential to explain the
equity premium and risk-free rate puzzles but also allows to disentangle iutertemporal sub
stitution and risk aversion.82 In particular, they show that in this model the intertemporal
811n the special case, when the reference level is proxied by past consumption levels, positive consumption
externalities are usually referred to as habit persistence in preferences, while negative consumption exter
nalities correspond to durability in consumption expenditures (see, for example, Eichenbaum and Hansen
(1990), Eichenbaum, Hansen, and Singleton (1988), Ferson and Constantinides (1991), Callant and Tauchen
(1989), and Heaton (1995)).
52Since the reference consumption level is external, the SDF is then
— u’ (Gk,,÷1, Sk,,+1) — (Gkt+1 N (Sk,t+1 N
/ —6t i i (17)
u (Gk,, Skt) \ Gk,t J \ S,,
Under the assnmption that there is an representative agent, we can rewrite (147) as
M,, = 6 (Gt+i)7 (st+i)7 (148)
Assuming joint conditional lognormality and homoskedasticity of the consumption growth rate and asset
returns, CR5 (2002) obtain
rf,t+1
= —lOgb + 7E [Act+i] — 72J2
—
(7— y) E, [Ast+i] — ( — y)2 u + 7(7 — y) u (149)
and
12E, [r,,,+i
— rf,/+l] —;jUi + 7Cic
—
(-y — y) cia, (150)
where &,+ is the 10g of the consumption growth rate, As,+i is the Iog of the reference consumption
level growth rate, r,+i is the log of the simple gross return on asset j, and cm,, denotes the unconditional
covariance of innovations. The first three terms on the right-hand side of (149) and the first two terms on
the right-hand side of (150) are the same as for a time-separable power utility function of consnmption alone.
Thus, utility function (146) has the ability to explain the equity premium pnzzle if the term
—
(y — y) ais
is positive and the risk-free rate puzzle if the term
—
(y — y) E, — (y — y)2 a + 7 — y) a is
negative.
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elasticity of consumption is
OAsk t+1
DAck,t+1 1 + ( — y) 8rti
=
, 151
Or,t+i 7
where can be interpreted as the elasticity of the subsistence level with respect to
investment returns. Equation (151) implies that the elasticity of intertemporal substitution
differs from the inverse of the RRA coefficient if Q-y
—
y) BAsk:±l 0.8384
Since the reference level of consumption is not observable, this model is of little use
without specifying a way to measure the factors that are posited to affect subsistence re
quirements. In GRS (2002), it is shown that, given different assumptions about the reference
level generating process, the pricing kernel corresponding to preference speciflcation (146)
nests several the most often used in asset pricing SDFs. Thus, when the benchmark level
of consumption is assumed to be determined by past consumption levels only, the model
generalizes the usual external habit formation specifications. One reasonable approach is
to assert that the agent’s reference level could be affected not only by past consumption,
but also by some contemporaneous macro- and microeconomic factors such as business
cycles, inflation, age of reference person, his education, marital status, etc. GRS (2002)
demonstrate that if we assume that the return on the market portfolio is a valid proxy
for the common to all agents macroeconomic factors and the benchmark consumption level
does not depend on past consumption, preference specification (146) yields a SDF which
is observationally equivalent to the pricing kernel corresponding to the EZ (1989, 1991)
non-expected recursive utility function.85
83
_______
.Rince 8r and a8 have the same sign, if utibty specification (146) contributes towards a solution of
the equity premium puzzle, it also yields the elasticity of intertemporal substitution which is less than the
inverse of the risk aversion coefficient (see eqnations (150) and (151)).
84Another example of the utility specification allowing to separate the elasticity of intertemporal sub
stitution from risk aversion in the expected utility framework is the Ferson-Constantinides (1991) internai
habit model, in which the ntility is a power function of the difference between the current consumption lIow
and a fraction of a weighted sum of lagged consumption flows. However, this model is restrictive in tbat
consumption mnst aiways be above habit for marginal utility to be positive, what is not required in model
(146).
85Empirical evidence in GRS (2002) is that when the representative agent’s reference consumption level
is assumed to depend on both the market portfolio return and lagged aggregate consumption per capita,
we are able to fit empirical data on asset retm’ns with economically plausible and statistically significant
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In this paper, we assume that the common to ail agents contemporaneous macroeco
nomic factors posited to affect the reference level may 5e adequateiy proxied by the ievel
of aggregate consumption per capita. Assume further that the substistence ievel responses
gradually to changes in aggregate consumption per capita and the dynamics of {logSk,t+r}
are given by the following equation:
109Sk,t+1 = ak,t+1 + (1
—
Àk) togSk, + )ktO9Ct+1, O 1, (152)
where ak,I1 is the rate of reference ievel growth caused by the increase in the standard of
living.86
If we repeatedly lag and substitute equation (152), we cari write log$k,t+1 as a weighted
sum of current and past measured consumption:
togSk,t+1
=
+ Àk (1 — Àk) togGi_, O < Àk 1. (153)
Let us assume the reference consumption level to be the same for all agents, 8k,t+1 =
for ail k (Àk = À and a,tr = at+1 for au k). Assume further that the rate of growth of the
reference consumption ievei with the passage of time, at+1, is correlated with the return on
the market portfoiio, at÷1 = a + b x TMt+1, where TM,t+1 is the continuousiy compounded
market portfoiio return.
When À = 0, (152) implies logSt+i = a + b x TM,t+1 + logS. Consequently, As+1 =
a + b X TM,t+1 and, therefore, = b. From (151), we obtain that ail investors have
the same eiasticity of intertemporal substitution u = When
=
-y, we get the
conventionai power utiiity model for which u = whatever the value of b.
values of risk aversion and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (the nuli hypothesis the elasticity
of intertemporal substitution equals the inverse of the RRÀ coefficient is rejected statistically at the 5%
significance level), in opposite to the Epstein-Zin (1989, 1991) SDF which yields a negative estimate of
elasticity of substitution.
86The higher the value of Àk, the more rapid the adjustment process. If Àk = O, then Sk,t+1 exp (ak,t+y)
Sk,t at ah t (the reference level grows simply with the passage of time). At the other extreme, if Àk 1, there
is full adjustment in one period, Sk,t+1 = exp (akt+y) . This case corresponds to the formulation of the
benchmark level in Gahi (1994) according to which the reference level of consumption only depends on the
contemporaneous per capita consumption level in the economy. A similar approach to make the reference
level of consumption grow with the passage of time is used in Abel (1999). Specfficahly, Abel (1999) states
C°C1 (Gt)2, where G is a constant, G 1.
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Under the assumptions above, when there is an representative agent, the SDF for model
(146) is
= 6* (±)
- (1+ RM,t+1)’, (154)
where 6” 6 x exp (a (-y
— p)). This SDF is observationally equivalent to the EZ (1989,
1991) pricing kernel.87
If À > 0, according to (153)
St+1 = — rM,t) + ÀAct+i + À (1 — À) Act+i_. (155)
It implies = + Àu and, therefore, = i+(7—)(+À) This relationship can be
rearranged so that we obtain u
=
When
= 7, OUf utility specification reduces
to the standard time- and state-separable power utility function with cT = for any values
of À (0 < À 1) and b.
In this paper, we will consider only the case when the rate of reference level growth
caused by the increase in the standard of living is constant over time, b = 0. We further
hypothesize that C,»1 is related to Sti by the relationship = S+i x Et+1, where
a disturbance term Et+1 is independent of St1 and lognormally distributed, logEt+1
N (0,u).88
Under these assumptions
togG1 + À(1 — À)1og1_j +toget+i, 0< À 1. (156)
87See GRS (2002) for the detailed comparative analysis of these two SDFs.
88A disturbance term Et+1 is assumed to represent a contemporaneous shock to realized aggregate con
sumption. If the shock is positive, togE1 > O (e+; > 1), consumption is above the benchmark level.
However, when the shock is negative, logEt+1 < O frt+i < 1), consumption is presumed to be beiow the
reference level. The oniy case, when consumption coincides with the benchmark level is the absence of any
shock. Under the assumptions ak,t+1 a and )k ) for ail k, substituting togCt+i = togS + loge÷i
into (152) yieids
As+1
=
+ O ) < 1.
If logEt; are independent, then Ast+i are lTD normal variates with mean and variance
As À approaches 1, var(Ast+y) approaches var(Ac,+i).
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Equation (156) may be rewritten as
togct+1
= À(1— À) +À(1
— j + 0< À <1. (157)
Using the Koyck transformation yields
= 1
a
—
it+i + (1 — À) O < À < 1, (158)
where — loqt This is an MA(1) model in which the coefficient of characterizes
persistence in the reference consumption level process. This model can be estimated from
the time series of aggregate consumption per capita.
In opposite to Cecchetti, Lam, and Mark (1990, 1993) and Kandel and $tambaugh
(1991), who assume a persistent discrete-state Markov process for expected aggregate con
sumption growth Zt, Campbell (1999) assumes zt to follow an AR(1) process with mean g
and persistence b:
Ct+1 = Z+Vt+1,
Zt+1 = (1—b)g+bzt+ut±i, >0, (159)
+
N (o, ° Pvu (160)
\ Pvu J J
Wachter (2002) shows that conditional on consumption data, system (159) has the same
likelihood function as the following ARMA (1,1) process:
= (1
— ) g + + 7)t+1 + 9 (161)
where
((9 + )2 +1- 2) u = 2 (1 2) + (162)
and
=
—
(163)
If O = O (Ut+1 = Vt+1), we obtain a linear version of the Mehra-Prescott (1985) model
in which consumption growth follows an AR(1) process. Setting O = O and = O resuits in
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the random walk model of consumption (Campbell and Cochrane (1999)). Equation (158)
can be obtained from (161) when / is set to 0 with the free parameter 8 and, hence, is less
restrictive than the model assumed by Campbell and Cochrane (1999).
The more general case is to assume that not only the current period shock but also
some previous period shocks may affect the level of current consumption: Ct+i = X
H°=0 Ei_, o = 1. Under this assumption,
Ct+1
= 1
a
À — — (a — j_i (1 — À)) O <À < 1. (164)
Another way to take into account some persistence in shocks is to assume an AR(p)
model for togeti. If we assume, for example, that togeti follows an AR(1) process,
logrt+1 = b X togE + Ut+1, we get Ct+i = $t+i x fj exp(b x ut+i_) and, hence,
Ct+1
= 1—À — — b’ (b —(1— À)) 0< À < 1, (165)
ut+1where
— i—,x
As we saw above, when y = (the standard power utility model), g = for any values
of À and b. When y y and b 0, the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is the
reciprocal of the arithmetic average of the RRA coefficient ‘y and the parameter y for any
valueofÀ(0À1):
1
(1—À)7+Ày (166)
When À = 0, 3t4 = exp (a) $ and, hence, the $DF for model (146),
Mt+l=6*(t±1) ,*6xexp(a(7_y)), (167)
is observationally equivalent to that for the power utility model. So, it is not astonishing
that with À = 0, both models yield the same elasticity of illtertemporal substitution, o
In another extreme case, when there is full adjustment in one period (À = 1), o
It follows that under the assumption that the reference consumption level fully adjusts in
one period, utility function (146) allows us not only to directly estimate the parameter of
elasticity of intertemporal substitution, o-, but also completely disentangle risk aversion and
elasticity of substitution.89
89There are two different parameters y and which govern risk aversion and the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution, respectively.
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4.4 Empirical Analysis
Empiricai evidence in Semenov (2002) is that the approximate equilibrium muitifactor
model for expected asset returns is able to explain both the equity premium and the re
turn on the risk-free asset with economicaiiy plausible values of the RRA coefficient and
the time discount factor when ail individuais are assumed to have the CRRA homogeneous
preferences and the agent’s marginal utility of consumption is expanded as a Taylor series
up to cubic terms.
An undesirable property of the CRRA utility specification is that the elasticity of in
tertemporal substitution is constrained to be the reciprocai of the RRA coefficient. An
attractive feature of the expected utility model with a reference level of consumption is
that it allows to disentangle risk aversion and intertemporal substitution. GRS (2002) test
this utility function under the assumption of market compieteness and find that this speci
fication of preferences aliows to obtain the point estimate of the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution that is in the conventionai range and statisticaily different from the inverse of
the RRA coefficient.
In this section, we assume incomplete consumption insurance and limited participa
tion and test the expected utiiity function with a reference ievei of consumption using the
approximate equilibrium multifactor model for expected asset returns.
4.4.1 Description of the Data
The Consumption Data. The consumption data are taken from the CEX. As opposed to
the PSID which offers only food consumption data on an annual basis, the CEX contains
highly detaiied data on monthiy consumption expenditures.9° The CEX attempts to ac
count for an estimated 70% of total household consumption expenditures. Since the CEX is
designed with the purpose of collecting consumption data, measurement error in consump
tion is iikely to be smalier for CEX coilsumption data compared to the PSID consumption
data.
The CEX data available cover the period from 1979:10 to 1996:2. It is a collection of data
90Food consumption is likely to be one of the most stable consumption components. Furthermore, as
Carroil (1994) points ont, 95% of measured in the PSID food consumption is noise due to the absence of
interview training.
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on approximately 5000 households per quarter in the United States. Each household in the
sample is interviewed every three months over five consecutive quarters.9’ As households
complete their participation, they are dropped and new households move into the sample.
Thus, each quarter about 20% of the consumer units are new. The second through flfth
interviews use uniform questionnaires to collect demographic and family characteristics as
well as data on monthly consumption expenditures for the previous three months made by
households in the survey.92 Various income information is coliected in the second and flfth
interviews as well as information on the employment of each household member.
The measure of consumption used in this empirical investigation is consumption of
nondurables and services (NDS). For each household, we calculate monthly consumption
expenditures for ail the disaggregate consumption categories offered by the CEX. Then, we
deflate obtained values in 1982-84 dollars with the CPI’s (not seasonally adjusted, urban
consumers) for appropriate consumption categories.93 Aggregating the household ‘s monthly
consumption across these categories is made according to the National Income and Product
Account definitions of consumption aggregates. In order to transform my consumption data
to a per capita basis, we normalize the consumption of each househoid by dividing it by the
number of family members in the household.
The Returns Data. The measures of the nominal market return are the value-weighted
and equal-weighted returns (capital gain plus dividends) on ail stocks iisted on the NYSE
and AMEX obtained from the CRSP. The real, monthly market return is calculated as the
nominal market return divided by the 1-month inflation rate based on the deflator deflned
for NDS consumption. The nominal, monthly risk-free rate of interest is the 1-month
Treasury biil return from CRSP. The real, monthly risk-free interest rate is calculated as
the nominal risk-free rate divided by the 1-month inflation rate. The market premium is
calculated as the difference between the real market return and the real risk-free rate of
interest.
91The first interview is practice and is flot included in the published data set.
92Demographic variables are based upon heads of households.
93The CPI’s series are obtained from the BLS through CITIBASE.
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Asset Holders. For the consumer units compieting their participation in the first through
third quarters of 1986, BLS has changed, beginning the first quarter of 1986, the consumer
unit identification numbers 80 that the identification numbers for the same househoid in
1985 (when this household lias been interviewed for the first time) and in 1986 (when lie
lias compieted lis interviews) are not the same. To match the consumer units between
the 1985 and 1986 data tapes, we use the household characteristics which ailow to identify
consumer units uniquely. As a resuit, we manage to match 47.0% of households between
the 1985 and 1986 data tapes. The detailed description of the procedure used to match the
consumer units between the 1985 and 1986 data tapes is given in Semenov (2002).
In the fifth (final) interview, the household is asked to report end-of-period estimated
market value of all stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and other such securities (market value
of ail securities) held by the consumer unit on the last day of the previous month as well
as the difference in the estimated market value of ah securities compared with the vaiue
of all securities held a year ago last month. Using these two values, we calculate asset
holdings at the beginning of a 12-month recall period. The consumer unit is considered as
an assetholder if the household’s asset holdings at the beginning of a 12-month recail period
exceed a certain threshoid. To assess the quantitative importance of limited participation of
households in the asset markets, we consider four sets of households. The first set (SET1)
consists of ail consumer units independently of the reported market vaiue of ail securities.
To take into consideration that only a part of househoids participates in the asset markets,
we use three sets of households defined as assetholders. The first one (SET2) consists of
the consumer units whose asset hoidings are equal to or exceed $2 in 1999 douars, the two
others consist of the households reported total assets equal to or exceeding $10000 (SET3)
and $20000 (SET4).94
Per capita consumption of a set of households is calcuiated as the equal-weighted av
erage of normahized consumption expenditures of the househoids in the set. Obtained per
capita consumption is seasonaiiy adjusted by using the X-11 seasonal adjustment program.95
94Over the period 1991-1996 about 18% of bouseholds, for which the market value of ail securities held
a year ago last month is not missing, reported asset holdings of $1 at the beginning of a 12-month recail
period. That occurs when the household reported owning securities without precisiug their value (see Vissing
Jorgenseu (1998)). Following Vissing-Jorgensen (1998), we classify these households as nonassetholders.
95Ferson and Harvey (1992) point out that since the X-11 program uses of past and future information in
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We seasonally adjust the normaiized consumption of each household by using the additive
adjustments obtained from per capita consumption.
Data Selection Criteria. Following Vissing-Jorgensen (1998), we drop from the sample
the bottom and the top percent of consumption growth observations for each month (under
the assumption that these extreme vaines reftect reporting or coding errors). In addition, we
drop nonurban househoids, households residing in student housing, households with incom
plete income responses, and households who do not have a fifth interview. Following Brav,
Constantinides, and Géczy (2002), in any given month, we drop from the sampie households
that report in that month as zero either their food consumption or their consumption of
nondurables and services, or their total consumption, as well as househoids with missing
information on the above items. Additionally, we keep in the sample only the households
whose head is between 19 and 75 years of age.
4.4.2 The Estimation Methodology
When ail investors have homogeneous preferences of the form (146), the Euler equations for
the equity premium (144) and the risk-free rate (145) can be written as
E [(i+(_i)n (Ïi7+t)
±‘) (i)RPt+1] =0 (16$)
and
[(1+)n (fi7+t)
±‘) (±yRft+l] =
(1+(_i)n (h(7+t)) znt) (169)
respectively.
Assuming the dynamics of the log reference level to be given by equation (152), we use
the following two-stage procedure to estimate the parameters of interest. The first step is
the time-averaging it performs, this type of seasonal adjustment may induce spurious correlation between
the error terms of a model and lagged values of the variables and, hence, may cause improper rejections of
the model based on tests of overidentifying restrictions. As alternatives to using X-11 program, Brav and
Géczy (1995) propose to use a simpler linear filter (Davidson and MacKinnon (1993)) or the Ferson-Harvey
(1992) method of incorporating forms of seasonal habit persistence directly in the Euler equation.
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maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of the following regression model:
= g
— t+i + ‘t. (170)
Given the estimates of g and O obtained from (170), we are able ta estimate the parameters
a and À of the behavioral mode! (158). The coefficient of i yields an estimate of (1 — À)
and, hence, of À. The constant term g, when multiplied by (1 — À), yields an estimate of a.
The second step is ta use the iterated GMM approach to estimate the Euler equations
for the premium of the real value-weighted and equal-weighted market portfolio returns over
the risk-free rate as
N n—1 I )(1—À)
E [(1 + (-1) (n ( + t)) zni) ( (+ii) ) RP+i] = o
(171)
and for the real risk-free rate as
N n—1 I À(1—))
6E [(1+ (1)n (n + t)) z+i) ( (G) ) R+i] =
1 + - (—1)’ (n (7+1)) (172)
with À replaced by its estimate obtained from (170) •96
The sample period is from 1979:10 ta 1996:2. As in $emenov (2002), we expand the
agent’s marginal uti!ity of consumption as a Taylor series up ta cubic terms (N = 3). The
Euler equations for the excess value-weighted and equa!-weighted market returns (171)
can be seen that when Abel’s (1999) specification of consumption externalities is used, the parameters
6, G, and c2 are flot identifiable from (169). Ail we are able to identify is the parameter 6* 6G2(7’).
This leads to another problem. Given that G 1 and O cr2 1, the parameter 6 cannot be estimated
consistently when G 1 and cr2 (-y — (p) O. The estimate of 6 is upward biased by the factor of G2f7
when G 1, cr O, and -y — (p> O and downward biased when G 1, cr2 O, and y— p < O. An attractive
feature of our specification of the benchmark consumption level is that when À> O, the term exp (e Qy — (p))
vanishes from the Euler equations as the ratio of benchmark levels in two successive periods is taken and,
therefore, unlike Abel’s (1999) specification of the reference consumption level, an unbiased estimate of 6
can be obtained. Moreover, unlike Abel’s (1999) specification, the presented in this paper specification of
consumption externalities allows to estimate the growth rate of the benchmark level refiecting the increase
in the standard of living (the parameter a in equation (170)).
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and the Euler equation for the real risk-free interest rate (172) are estimated jointly using
an iterated GMM approach. We exploit two sets of instruments. The first instrument
set (INSTR1) consists of a constant, the real value-weighted and equal-weighted market
returns, the real risk-free rate, and the real consumption growth rate iagged one period.
The second set of instruments (IN$TR2) is the first set extended with the same variables
iagged an additional period.
4.4.3 Estimation Resuits
As in Semenov (2002), we assume the conditional expectation of consumption to be equal
to the conditional expectation of aggregate consumption per capita, ht+i = E [C+i], and
estimate the following random walk model of consumption:
Ct+1 =g+î1, (173)
where Ct+1 tOgj and N (o, o-) . R follows that ht+i exp (g + ct. Table
I presents the usual ML estimates for model (173).
The resuits of the ML estimation of (170) are reported in Table II. Neither the null
hypothesis H0 : g = O nor H0 : e = O is rejected at the 5% level. The point estimates of ).
are significantly different from both O and 1 at the 5% level for ail the sets of households.
The greatest value of \ is obtained for SET1, what means that the reference consumption
level of non-assetholders adapts to changes in aggregate consumption per capita quicker
than that of assetholders.
Given that the weight of consumption lagged ten periods becomes so small that one
can neglect further past values of consumption, we estimate the Euler equations (171)
and (172) with I = 10. The results of estimation and testing the Euler equations (171) and
(172) with N = 3 are reported in Table III. Using the set of instruments INSTR1, we obtain
the estimates of the RRA coefficient which are in the conventional range and significantly
different from O for ah the sets of households.97 The point estimate of the elasticity of
intertemporal substitution, u, is positive only when a part of consumers is assumed to
participate in the asset markets. However, only for $ET2, u is signifcantly positive at the
97The point estimates of
-y are signfflcantly different from O at the 5% significance level for SET1, SET2,
and SET4. For SET3, the point estimate of risk aversion is signfficantly positive at the 10% level.
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5% level. The standard power utility model (Ho : 7 — = O (Ho u = is rejected for
the households whose asset holdings are less than $10000. The ratio model (Ho = 1)
is rejected at the 5% significance level for ail the households reported market value of ah
secirities of less than $20000. According to Hansen’s J statistic, the model is not rejected
statisticaliy.
As the instrument set INSTR2 is used, we obtain the point estimates of 7 which are sig
nificantly positive for ail the sets. A hittle evidence of predictable variation in consumption
growth in the face of predictable asset returns suggests that the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution, o-, is small.98 The results in Table III show that the point estimate of u is
small and significantly positive when only the households reported total assets equal to or
exceeding $10000 are classified as assetholders. Both the standard power utility specifica
tion and the ratio model are rejected statisticahly at the 5% significance level for all the sets
of consumers. For SET1 and SET2, the point estimate of 7 — is significantly positive,
what suggests that for the households reported total assets less than $10000, consumption
externalities are positive, while they are negative for the consumer units whose asset hold
ings are equal to or exceed $10000 (for SET3 and SET4, the point estimate of 7 — is
significantly negative). According to Hansen’s test of the overidentifying restrictions, the
model is not rejected statistically at the 5% level.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
The empirical results provide some evidence that the reference consumption level resposes
only gradually to changes in contemporaneous aggregate consumption per capita. The null
hypotheses that the reference level only grows with the passage of time and that there is
full adjustment in one period are both rejected statistically at the 5% significance level.
This result is robust to the threshold value in the definition of assetholders. The rejection
of the null hypothesis À = 1 allows to conclude that Gali’s specification of consumption
externahities is not supported by the data. Empirical evidence is also presented that for
nonassetholders, the reference level adapts to changes in aggregate consumption per capita
more quickly than that for assetholders.
Another important result is that given partial adjustment of the reference level to
98See Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997) and Campbell and Mankiw (1990).
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changes in aggregate consumption, we are able to disentangle risk aversion and intertem
poral substitution. The obtained estimate of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is
in the conventional range and significantly different from the inverse of the RRA coefficient
at the 5% level when the households reported the market value of ail securities equal to
or exceeding $10000 are classified as assetholders. Both the standard time-separable power
utility model and the ratio preference specification are rejected statistically.
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Appendix: Tables
Table I.
Parameter Estimates for c1 = g + rit+i
The sampling period is from 1979:10 to 1996:2. Four sets of households are considered. The first
set (SET1) consists of ail consumer units with any reported market value of ail securities. We also
use three sets of households ciassified as assetholders: $ET2 consists of the households whose asset
holdings are equal to or exceed $2 in 1999 dollars, the two others consist of the households reported
total assets equal to or exceeding $10000 (SET3) and $20000 (SET4). The model is estimated by
ML (standard errors in parentheses).
Parameters SET1 SET2 SET3 SET4
g 0.0016 0.0022 0.0027 0.0021
(0.0014) (0.0023) (0.0029) (0.0032)
o 0.0004 0.0010 0.0016 0.0020
Table II.
Parameter Estimates for cM4 = g
—
+
The sampling period is from 1979:10 to 1996:2. Four sets of households are considered. The first
set (SET1) consists of all consumer units with any reported market value of ail securities. We also
use three sets of households classified as assetholders: SET2 consists of the households whose asset
holdings are equal to or exceed $2 in 1999 dollars, the two others consist of the households reported
total assets equal to or exceeding $10000 (SET3) and $20000 (SET4). The model is estimated by
ML (standard errors in parentheses). In Panel A, we report the values of the parameters estimated
directly. The values of the parameters estimated indirectly are presented in Panel B. The standard
errors for the parameters estimated indirectly are calculated by using the delta method.
Parameters SET1 SET2 SET3 SET4
Panel A:
g 0.0015 0.0020 0.0020 0.0018
(0.0011) (0.0014) (0.0018) (0.0021)
= 1 — ). 0.2050 0.3486 0.3347 0.3401
(0.0741) (0.0736) (0.0714) (0.0698)
Panel B:
a 0.0003 0.0007 0.0007 0.0006
(0.0003) (0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0007)
À 0.7950 0.6514 0.6653 0.6599
(0.0741) (0.0736) (0.0714) (0.0698)
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Table III.
Parameter Estimates and Test Statistics for the Utility Specification with a
Reference Level under Incomplete Consumption Insurance
The proxy for the reference consumption level growth rate is constructed using 10 lags of con
sumption growth. This has the effect of reducing the length of the sample by 10 months, sa that
the sampling period used in the estimation is from 1980:8 to 1996:2 rather than from 1979:10 to
1996:2. Four sets of households are considered. The first set (SET1) consists of all consumer units
with any reported market value of ail securities. We also use three sets of households classified as
assetholders: SET2 consists of the households whose asset holdings are equal to or exceed $2 in
1999 dollars, the two others consist of the households reported total assets equal to or exceeding
$10000 (SET3) and $20000 (SET4). The agent’s marginal utility of consumption is expanded as a
Taylor series up to cubic terms (N = 3). The Euler equations for the excess value-weighted and
equal-weighted market returns and for the real risk-free interest rate are estimated jointly using an
iterated GMM approach (standard errors in parentheses). Two sets of instruments are exploited.
The first instrument set (INSTR1) consists of a constant, the real value-weighted and equal-weighted
market returns, the real risk-free rate, and the real consumption growth rate lagged one period. The
second set of instruments (INSTR2) is the flrst set extended with the same variables lagged an
additional period. The J statistic is Hansen’s test of the overidentifying restrictions. The P value
is the marginal significance level associated with the J statistic. In Panel A, we report the values of
the parameters estimated directly from the Euler equations. The values of the parameters estimated
indirectly are presented in Panel B. The standard errors for the parameters estimated indirectly are
calculated by using the delta method.
Parameters SET1 SET2 SET3 SET4
INSTR1
Panel A:
7 1.0912 1.2337 0.0238 1.1598
(0.0201) (0.0575) (0.0125) (0.0504)
ço -46.6953 17.3727 0.2992 9.3589
(3.0307) (4.4998) (0.2925) (6.0644)
6 0.9374 0.8701 0.9974 0.8976
(0.0853) (0.0509) (0.0008) (0.0954)
J statistic 6.3931 7.3585 8.0852 6.9422
P value 0.8950 0.8330 0.7784 0.8614
Panel B:
o -0.0271 0.0851 4.8301 0.1522
(0.0031) (0.0230) (4.5033) (0.0937)
— 1 -47.6953 16.3727 -0.7008 8.3589
(3.0307) (4.4998) (0.2925) (6.0644)
7 — p 47.7866 -16. 1390 -0.2755 -8. 1991
(3.0313) (4.4766) (0.3003) (6.0600)
o
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Table III (continued)
Parameters SET1 SET2 SET3 SET4
INSTR2
Panet A:
7 1.0887 1.0224 0.2528 0.3829
(0.0130) (0.0239) (0.0538) (0.0617)
-33.6584 -21.2708 7.2052 12.5850
(2.2501) (2.6538) (1.5513) (2.1250)
6 1.0737 0.9627 1.0218 0.9975
(0.03 24) (0.0174) (0.00 54) (0.0 139)
J statistic 8.0897 8.7905 8.7992 8.6911
P value 0.9990 0.9980 0.9980 0.9982
Panel B:
o -0.0377 -0.0741 0.2050 0.1186
(0.0045) (0.0131) (0.0482) (0.0231)
c.p
— 1 -34.6584 -22.2708 6.2052 11.5850
(2.2501) (2.6538) (1.5513) (2.1250)
7 — y 34.7471 22.2932 -6.9524 -12.2021
(2.2489) (2.6565) (1.5447) (2.1108)
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